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[1]
Door gebruik te maken van zowel het Stark effect als intermodulatietechnieken, ishet mogelijk via
fotoakoestische detectie ammoniak op een relatief eenvoudige wijze in de buitenlucht te meten. Dit
proefschrift.

[2]
Een dun metalen stripje, aan 6&a kant ingeklemd in een blok, kan als geluidsbron in fotoakoestische
experimenten gebruikt worden voor de bepaling van de gevoeligheid van fotoakoestische
meetmicrofoons als functie van de druk .Dit proefschrift.

[3]
Theoretisch is bewezen dat Photothermische technieken honderd keer gevoeliger zijn dan
Photoacoustische technieken (F.Lepoutre, J.de Physique, 688, (1985)).
Sub-ppbv detectie van atmosferisch ammonia moet daarom in de toekomst eerder van de eerste dan
van de tweede techniek verwacht worden.

[4]
In gepulste photoacoustische experimenten kan door het plaatsen van een parabolische akoestische
reflector de detectiegevoeligheid met een orde van grootteverhoogd worden.
I.Carrer, L.Fiorina, E.Zanzottera, 7* International Topical Meeting on Photoacoustics and
Photothermal Phenomena, Conference Digest, 401-402 (1991).

[5]
Voor fotoakoestische metingen van sporengassen waarin gebruik wordt gemaakt van resonante
fotoakoestische meetcellen met hoge versterkingsfactoren Q (Q>50), is het noodzakelijk de :
veranderingen in chemisette samenstelling en temperatuur van het te analyseren gasmonster correct
te ondervangen door de resonantiefrequentie van de meetcel instantaan te meten en electronisch bij
te regelen.
Gy.Z.Angeli, Z.Bozdki, A.Miklds, A.L6rincz, A.Thony and M.Sigrist, Rev.Sci.Instrum., 62, 810813, (1991).

[6]
Voor het meten van de absolute waarde van de warmtegeleidingscoefficient met behulp van de nietstationaire naaldmethode dienen de meetnaaldkarakteristieken voor verschillende ijkstoffen bepaald
te worden.
W.van Loon, Heat and Mass Transfer in Frozen Porous Media, 123-131, proefschrift
Landbouwuniversiteit Wageningen (1991).

[7]
Opschalingvanplantprocessennaargebiedsprocesseninberekeningenvanmeteorologischeparameters
(verdamping, fotosynthese) staat gelijk aan het zoeken van een naald in een hooiberg. Derhalve
kunnen dit soort technieken beter achterwege gelaten worden. M.Rapach, Canopy Transport
Processes, in: "Forward Transport in the Natural Environment" Springer Verlag (1988).

[8]
In meteorologische energiebalans berekeningen nabij het aardoppervlak worden de warmtecapaciteit
vanbodemenvegetatiemaarookdefotosyntheseonterechtverwaarloosd. A.F.JJacobs enA.vanPul,
Conference Agricultural Forrest Meteorology (1991).

[9]
Een goed abstract is niet abstract.

[10]
InhetLU-regelement iseen equivalent genomenvan "omstreeks 5000studiebelastingsuren als norm
voorhetpromotieonderzoek endeafronding daarvan". Dit equivalent isi.h.a. eenonderschattingvan
de hoeveelheid werk en een overschatting van de capaciteiten van depromovendus.

[11]
Het dragen van een walkman kan een teken van sociale armoede zijn.

[12]
Het verdwijnen van de overtreffende trap in het Nederlands is een teken van de invloed van de
Engelse taal.
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Preface

This study isconcerned with thedevelopment, construction and testing inthepractice
of a prototype C0 2 laser photoacoustic monitor for interference-free and 'on-line' detection
of ammonia trace gas concentration levels in the ambient air.
The motivation for conducting research towards the development and testing of a
novel field type ammonia detector was a two-fold one. It was proposed to employ optical
methods and in particular C0 2 laser photoacoustic spectroscopy, as a possible candidate
technique to overcome the problems of spectral interferences (met with conventional
photoacoustic ammonia monitors). Secondly, thereisademand for an ammonia point sensor
capable of trace level detection and fast signal response times (10 sec or less). This last
requirement isimportantinatmosphericchemistry andinresearch studiesconcerned withgas
flux measurements revealing the net upward or downward ammonia transport rates from the
atmosphere to the ground level and vice-versa (deposition and uptake by vegetation).
At the time of writing this thesis (1991), optical detection of ambient ammonia is
mainly performed by long-path spectroscopic absorption measurements. The systems most
commonly encountered in the practice of air-pollution monitoring are tunable diode laser
absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS)anddifferential absorption spectroscopy (DOAS).Bothare
based ontheproportionality existing between theattenuation of alightbeamduetomolecular
absorption and the (average) gas concentration along its optical path (Lambert-Beer's law).
As the concentration of air-pollutants is normally very low, long pathlengths (hundreds to
thousandsof meters)arerequired inordertoachievedetection sensitivityatppbv-level(1:10s
in units of volume). A distinctive drawback common to DOAS and TDLAS is the poor
spatial resolution as theabsorption measurements only reveal theaveraged gas concentration
along the optical path. As a consequence, these systems are of little use in gas flux
measurements. However, by incorporating sophisticated techniques a reasonable degree of
spatial resolution has been reported in the literature1.
Attempts towards detecting ambient ammonia using C0 2 laser photoacoustics as a
point sensor have lately received attention within the scientific community. The utilization
of a C0 2 laser in trace detection of ammonia is advantageous for different reasons. To start
with ammonia exhibits several strong absorption lines in the C0 2 laser wavelength region.
The availability of high laser output powers (few Watts) is of benefit in photoacoustic
detection as the generated acoustic signal is proportional to the laser power and the
concentration of the gas absorbing the laser radiation. Secondly, the wavelength tunability
of the C0 2 laser enables the experimentalist (to some extent) to deal with the problem of
spectral interference thatisfrequently encountered whenworking withgassamples consisting
of more than one absorbing constituent.
The photoacoustic experiments on ambient ammonia detection reported in the
literature, utilize the 'classical' photoacoustic arrangement in which the gas sample is flown
through a chamber (either acoustically resonant or non-resonant). Employing a radiation
beam from a chopped C0 2 waveguide laser, the modulated radiation absorbed by the gas
confined in thecell generates pressure fluctuations that are detected by a suitable transducer
(normally a microphone). The resulting electric microphone signal is processed by phase
sensitive detection techniques. The physical factors limiting the sensitivity of 'classical'
photoacoustic ammonia detection in the practice are molecular spectral interferences, the

kinetic cooling effect and thecell window noise. Additionally, all photoacoustic experiments
performed so far reported the annoying effect of ammonia adsorption to the photoacoustic
cell walls.
The prototype ammonia monitoring system described in this thesis is based on the
combined use of a traditional beam chopped ,2C1602 laser photoacoustic spectroscopy
(frequency fchop), Stark modulation (frequency fstait) and intermodulation spectroscopy
respectively. The photoacoustic signal generated at either the sum (fchop+fsurk) or the
difference (fstok'fchop) sidebands of the modulated laser and Stark electric fields (heterodyne
frequency mixing) isdetected at fdet=rsuuk±fchop> using lock-in technique and a photoacoustic
cell the resonant frequency of which equals fM.
Employing such hyphenated technique, the kinetic cooling effect, the spectral
interferences (due to the absorption of water vapor and carbon dioxide at the 10R(6) and
10R(8) 12CI602 laser linesused)aswellasthewindow noise, werealleffectively suppressed.
Atpresent theachieved (2-3ppbv NH3)detection sensitivity islimitedbythesystem'soverall
noise (lock-in amplifier, signal preamplifiers and gas flow noise), the restricted range of
Stark electric field strengths (EsUlit<6 kV/cm) and the moderate laser output power
(J'IHC^I.S Watts) respectively. In addition, the adsorption of ammonia to the walls of the
photoacoustic cell shows to be dependent on the amount of water vapor present in the gas
sample: the chemical gas phase equilibrium between ammonia and water vapor changes as
a result of variation in water vapor content thereby affecting the magnitude of the recorded
photoacoustic signal and the response time of the system.

Outline of this thesis

This thesis is divided into 5chapters. In Chapter 1(Introduction) the need for a fast
and accurate NH3-sensor and the importance of gaseous ammonia in atmospheric chemistry
and air-pollution science arediscussed. Theproblems frequently encountered in thepractice
when employing the 'classical' C0 2 laser photoacoustic detection mode are described too.
InterModulated Photoacoustic Stark Spectroscopy (IMPASS) is proposed as a technique to
surmount difficulties of theclassical photoacoustic detection modepreviously described and
the mathematics of its operational principles given.
Chapter 2 (Spectroscopy of Ammonia) isdevoted to absorption features of ammonia
in the9-11nm region and other molecules largely abundant in theatmosphere. This chapter
is completed by a short theoretical description of the Stark effect induced in ammonia and
the narrowing of molecular linewidths at reduced working pressure (Pgas=200 mbar).
Chapter 3 (Constructional Details) deals with an improved design of the CO2
waveguide laser constructed in this laboratory and used during the course of all IMPASS
ammonia experiments. The results of experimental studies performed on the adsorption of
ammonia to various surfaces, the material choice and the constructional details of the
photoacoustic Stark cell are discussed in three published articles (3.3, 3.4, and 3.5).
The optical and the electronic components of the IMPASS detection scheme are presented.

Thechapter is closed by a novel method used for thecalibration of microphones at reduced
gas pressures without making use of an actual calibrated gas mixture (section 3.6).
Ammonia measurements performed in the IMPASS mode using a simulated
atmosphere as well as realistic air samples are discussed in Chapter 4.
Closing remarks concerning the outlook and suggestions that might lead to an
improved performance are summarized in Chapter 5 at the end of the thesis.

Chapter1

Introduction

Atmospheric deposition (tons*knv2*y"') of ammonia (NH3) in The Netherlands is
found to be the highest among the northern and western European countries. The high
deposition of NH3originates almostentirely from emission sourcesinTheNetherlandsitself.
Table I shows the total anthropogenic NH3 emissions in Europe around 19802.

Emissions 1980 (tons per km2)
Albania
Belgium
Bulgaria
Denmark

0.73
2.46
0.67
1.98

Finland
France
F.R.G.
G.D.R.

0.11
0.97
1.43
1.37

Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy

0.33
0.75
2.14
0.73

The Netherlands
Norway
Poland
U.K.

3.10
0.08
0.99
1.49

Table I. Total anthropogenic ammonia emissions in Europe around 1980
The dominant agricultural NH3 emission sources are livestock wastes. Maximum
monthly-mean NH3concentrations of55ppbvhavebeen measured inareaswith concentrated
livestock breeding3. Hourly-mean NH3 concentrations as high as 90 ppbv have been found
after manuredeposition onagriculturalfields.However, thesefigureslargely exceed theNH3
concentration levels measured in other parts of the country (< 10ppbv). Numerous reports
concerning the ecological conditions of Dutch forests indicate leaching of potassium (K),
magnesium (Mg) and Calcium (Ca) from the soil and leaves due to high atmospheric NH3
concentrations ( > 100ppbv).Ecophysiologicalexperimentsproved thatincreased ammonium
to potassium ratios inhibit the growth of symbiotic fungi and the uptake of potassium and

magnesium by theroot system. This again can lead to adeficiency of both elements, severe
nitrogen stress and as a consequence, premature shedding of leaves or needles4. Deposition
of ammonia can also cause nitrification in soil, surface and ground waters according to the
following chemical reactions:
NH3+ H20 « NH4+ +OH
NH4+ + 202 -»2H+ + NO; + H20
Under steady state conditions the NH3 deposition is determined from measuring gas
concentrations at different sample points i (point source measurements revealing the
concentrations CNH3J) along a vertical line5, i.e.
FNH3=-Kz(dCNH3/dz)
where Kzis the average eddy diffusity, z is the height measured with respect to the ground
level and FNH3is theammonia flux. Inorder tocalculate gas fluxes and tocorrelate different
concentrations CNH3i the ammonia monitor used in such flux experiments must be fast and
sensitive in the 1-100 ppbv concentration range.
Thecommonly usedNH3gaspointsensor istheonebased onthecatalyticconversion
of NH3to NOx in a high temperature oven and subsequent detection of the reaction product.
Besides its intrinsically slow response time, interference effects due to other atmospheric
molecules(peroxyacetylnitrate (PAN),NH4+, nitrogenoxides) that,after catalyticconversion
have the same end products as NH3, do affect the measurement.
Theproblems ofammonia gasflux measurements metin thepractice have stimulated
the development of physical techniques based on infrared optical detection like laser
photoacoustic spectroscopy. Theresurgence of interest in photoacoustics is mainly duetoits
reasonably high sensitivity (sub-ppbvconcentration detection levelshavebeenreported inthe
scientific literature), moderate selectivity, alargedynamicrange (linearity in signal response
over more than 5 orders of magnitude; the detected microphone signal S(V) is directly
proportional to the incident laser power P(W) and the gas concentration Q, operational
simplicity,capabilityofperforming multicomponentanalysis,andreasonablecost.Competing
techniques including gas chromatography, mass spectrometric analysis, and the already
mentioned long path absorption techniques all fail in one or more of the above mentioned
criteria.
Optical air pollution monitors are based on the interaction between electromagnetic
radiation and matter. Theradiation emitted by aproperly chosen light source isabsorbed by
the trace analyte molecule(s) of interest (absorption spectroscopy). As far as air pollution is
concerned, the infrared region between 2 and 15 ^m is especially suitable for monitoring
purposes. At first, many atmospheric gaseous species (for example, different hydrocarbons
(e.g. C2H2, C2H4, CJHJ), CC14, NO, N0 2 , CO, C0 2 , H 2 0, H 2 0 2 , HN0 3 , NH3, S0 2 ,
peroxyacetylnitrate (PAN), 0 3 , freons, CIO, H2S and H2CO) known to play a crucial role
in atmospheric chemistry exhibit multiplicity of moderate to strong absorption lines in this

spectral region. Secondly, a wide variety of high power molecular gas laser systems
operating on a large number of discretely tunable frequencies are found in this region. For
example, the HF and DF lasers6 provide emission in the 2.8-to 3.4 /*mspectral region; the
COlaser7 lases in the 4.7- to 7.5 /*mrange with output wavelengths separated by =4cm"1;
the N 2 0 laser8 operates on lines spaced by * 1cm"1 in the 9.5- to 11.2 /xmregion and the
CS2 laser9 covers the 11-to 11.5 /tm region on lines separated by =0.2 cm 1 . In addition,
isotopic substitution further increases the number of discrete laser lines in the above
molecules and extends the effective wavelength range.
The C0 2 waveguide laser10"14 is especially suited for photoacoustic studies on
ammonia; this molecule exhibits several large absorption cross-sections, the strongest of
which coincidewithlaserlinesat9R(30) (a=56 atm^cm1)around 9.217 pm, 10R(6) (a=26
atm^cm1) near 10.346 /*m and 10R(8) (a=20.6 atm^cm"1) at 10.331 /*m respectively.
Furthermore, itshigh stability, compactness and several Wattsof outputpower at most lines
make the C0 2 laser waveguide laser a valuable instrument for field measurements.
Thefirst'in situ' photoacousticammonia measurements werereported by McClenney
and Bennet15. The system they utilized involved short term integrative sampling onto teflon
beads with subsequent analysis of the desorbed ammonia by COj laser photoacoustic
detection. Photoacoustic measurements by ammonia preconcentration employing selective
NH3-adsorbers were performed by Copeland et al.16and Gelbwachs et al.11Although these
measurements can be regarded as the first actual 'in situ' monitoring attempts of ambient
ammonia levels, the determination of concentration levels by such methods reveal only
information about the average concentration during the period of sampling rather then
providing the 'on-line' values.

1.1.Basic principles of photoacoustic soundwave generation in gases

Consider a beam of electromagnetic radiation with power P impinging on a gaseous
column (cylindrical symmetry) of length L. Thepower transmitted Ptnmsthrough thecolumn
is given by Lambert-Beer's law:

Plnms=Pexp(-J}L)

(1.1.1)

with the coefficient fi (cm1) being the absorbance of the sample per unit length. The power
absorbed by the sample is then:

P^P-P^P-Pexpf-fiL)

(1.1.2)

Incaseof weakabsorption, fi issmall, and taking thefirstorder term in theexpansion of the
exponential function yields:

P*.=PfiL

(1.1.3)

The coefficientfi can also be expressed in terms of the absorption coefficient a (atm'cm1)
or the absorption cross-section a(cmVmole):
P^PoNJ.

(1.1.4)

where N„ is the number of absorbing molecules per unit volume. IfC is the fractional
concentration (defined according to Na=CN° where JV°is the total gas density) ofthe
absorbing species then a and aare related through: Naa=Ca.
For the power P^ absorbed by the sample, the following relationship is obtained:

P+,=PotfCL

(1.1.5)

Using a modulated infrared radiation beam (frequency fmod) gas molecules are excited from
theground vibrational stateintoarotationallevelofahighervibrational state.In the infrared
region the probability for radiative decay is small (proportional to the third power of the
absorption frequency); therefore the relaxation takes place by collisions with surrounding
bulk gas molecules along the non-radiative channel. For the majority of the molecules,
collisional deactivation isfast (someusee)causing subsequently aperiodicincreaseinkinetic
energy of thegas molecules and hence of thegas temperature (57). The molecules confined
withinavessel of constantvolume Vexperience theperiodic riseintemperaturewhich leads
to a modulated gas pressure 6P at a frequency fmad.Choosing the inverse of the modulation
frequency fmodlonger than the molecular collisional relaxation time, the pressure variation
generated in the gas sample can be detected by a transducer. In photoacoustic studies
involving the absorption of radiation of a single constituent, the electric signal S(V) in the
transducer can be expressed as:

S(V)=P(W)aCR(Vcm/W) (1.1.6)
The factor R iscalled theresponsivity of thephotoacoustic system and depends,just likethe
absorption coefficient a, onthepressure. Inspection ofeq.(l.1.6) suggests thatthemeasured
microphone signal S(V) solely depends on thepower incident on the gaseous medium if the
remaining parameters a, Cand R are kept constant.
Alittlemorethan50years after itsdiscovery (in 1881byA.G.Bell18, J.Tyndall19and
W.C.Rontgen20) the photoacoustic effect found its first application when E.Lehrer and
F.K.Luft21 two German scientists from the laboratory ofControl Engineering ofthe
I.G.Farben Industries utilized an infrared absorption recorder (URAS or
Ultrarotabsorptionsschreiber) for detection of carbon monoxide (CO). The original URAS
consisted of adouble-beam transmission spectrometer thataccommodated twocells. Asonly

one of the cells contained the sampled CO gas, the CO concentration was determined by
subtracting the magnitude of the photoacoustic signals (recorded with a membrane
microphone) generated inboth cells.Withalimited availableoutputpower (150mWatts)the
achieved CO detection limit was not better than 10ppmv.
Itwasnotanyearlier than 1968thatphotoacoustic spectroscopy, following theadvent
of powerful and wavelength tunable lasers, was recognized as a strong analytical tool for
monitoring the concentration of atmospheric trace gases. In that year E.L.Kerr and
J.G.Atwood22 performed a classical experiment in which they utilized a C0 2 laser for
photoacoustic (PA) detection of carbon dioxide (CO2). A few years later L.B.Kreuzer and
C.K.N.Patel developed a spin flip Raman laser PA monitor23 to measure nitric oxide (NO)
in car parking lots. The availability of collimated and monochromatic light sources has
upsurged a worldwide interest for photoacoustic quantization of ultra-weak absorptions of
atmospheric and industrial pollutants ever since.
At the end of the 80's several attempts were made using the 'classical' (or
conventional) C0 2 laser photoacoustic spectroscopy for monitoring ambient ammonia. The
term 'classical' refers here to photoacoustic detection systems by which the ammonia
concentration levels were deduced from successive measurements with the laser tuned into
coincidence with different gas absorption lines. The total number of laser lines taken for
analysis is generally equal to or larger than the amount of absorbing constituents present in
thegassample. Onlyquiterecently theC0 2 laserphotoacousticswascombined with different
spectroscopic techniques (e.g. photoacoustic Stark spectroscopy24) in order to enhance
spectral discrimination without a need for sequential tuning of the laser.

1.2.Photoacoustic instrumentation
A typical experimental arrangement for gas phase photoacoustic studies is shown in
Fig. 1.2.1

lightsource

•

modulator
signal
processing
electronics

sampleceil

microphone

Fig.1.2.1 Schematic diagram of a photoacoustic set-up used for gas-phase studies
Not more than abrief outlineof theclassical beam chopped C0 2 laser photoacoustic
method is given here; details are available in many of the books and articles listed in the
scientific literature. The traditional experimental set-up for beam chopped C0 2 laser

photoacoustic monitoring of air pollution constitutes the radiation source and modulator
(mechanical chopper), a chamber (cell) that accommodates the gaseous specimen and
incorporates a microphone todetect the generated acoustic wave, a detector to measure the
intensity of the radiation source, and electronic equipment for processing the signal.

1) The light source (C0 2 laser)
The12C1602laser25providesradiationintheinfrared region (atabout70discretelines)
between the 9.2 and 11 ^m of the electromagnetic spectrum. The C0 2 (waveguide) laser
emits on a gas mixture consisting of carbon dioxide, nitrogen and helium. Nitrogen
moleculesare excited into thefirst vibrational level, about2360cm"1abovetheground state
by a discharge. As this level is close to the J'3(SU+) C0 2 asymmetric stretching vibration at
2350 cm 1 , the C0 2 molecules are excited to many of the rotational levels of the e3(£u+)
vibration through collisional energy transfer with theexcited N2molecules. Rotational levels
up to 200 cm"1above the lowest state of the c3are effectively populated in this way.
Stimulated emission is possible to many rotational levels of the J'I(T U + ) C0 2 symmetric
stretching modeat about 1390cm 1 . Transitions AJ=±1 between therotational states in the
j'3(Eu+) and i>i(iru+) vibration modes result in a large number of discrete laser emission lines
conveniently grouped into four (10P, 10R, 9P and 9R) bands26.

2) The photoacoustic cell
Depending ontheiroperationalprinciples, photoacousticcellsareusually dividedinto
two categories: the non-resonant and the resonant type. As the theory and the operation of
photoacousticcellshaveextensively beencovered intheliterature27"30onlyabrief description
of the most important features of photoacoustic cells will be given. The non-resonant type
is designed in such a way that acoustical amplification does not affect the cell's signal
response. Most commonly used in the practice are the resonant cells. Although different
types have been proposed, designed and tested, the most frequently encountered resonant
photoacoustic cell is the one exhibiting cylindrical geometry. In most designs the radius R
of this cylindrical sample chamber is substantially larger than thediameter of the excitation
laser beam. Periodic heatingof thegascaused byabsorption of themodulated laser radiation
and subsequent relaxation generates a local pressure increase which propagates radially
outward (i.e. perpendicular to the direction of theexciting lightbeam). Successive periodic
laser pulses result in a generation of a standing acoustic wave inside the chamber. The
acoustic amplification of the resonant acoustic cell can conveniently be expressed by the
quality factor (Q-factor) defined in terms of the resonant acoustic frequency wn and the
change in frequency Au (full width at half maximum) required for the amplification to drop
to half its value at the resonance frequency, i.e. 2=a>„/Aw (at w=w„±1/2A<i) the amplitude
of the microphone signal is lhV2 times the maximum at w=wn).
The pressure distribution Pkmn within a cylinder of length L and radius R is given by31:

Pk,m,n(r,<t>,x,t)=cos(m<l>)cosOcrx/L)Jm(amnirr/R)exp(-iut)

(1.2.1)

whereJm isa m"1 order Bessel function of thefirstkind and theintegers k, m, and nrefer to
the longitudinal, azimuthal, and radial acoustic modes, respectively. Since each mode is
discrete, an integer is normally ascribed to indicate the mode excitation in the cell (k,m,n,
respectively with k,m,n=0,l,2,..). Theacoustic resonances in thephotoacoustic cell, found
by solving the wave equation in cylindrical coordinates, occur at frequencies f„,:
2Trfres=o,=irc0V[(k/L)2+(amJR)2] (1.2.2)
where c0 is the sound velocity in the sample and amn is the n* root of the equation
dJm/dr | r=0 . The sound velocity can be calculated from c0=V'(yRgT/M) with Rg the gas
constant, T the absolute temperature of the sample, M the molecular weight of the gas and
7=Cp/C„ its ratios of specific heats. For a mixture of chemically non-interacting gases the
speed of sound is given by32:
c0=^(%RgT/M)

(1.2.3)

where % and M are the effective ratio of specific heats and the average molecular weight
respectively expressed by:
2 = E / A / I , ' A andM=E/,M,.

(1.2.4)

with r,being the fractional concentration of gas i, and M,the molecular weight of species i.
Photoacoustic cells with low Q-factors (20-50) are less susceptible to drifts in laser
modulation frequency fmodand temperature T. Since both, the sound velocity in the sample
and thephysical dimensions of thecell are temperature dependent, active frequency locking
is required when working with cells exhibiting a high Q-factor ( > 100).
The noise sources31 present in photoacoustic systems can be divided into two
categories, i.e., electrical noise NelK. and optical noise N^,.
Electrical noise N ^ originates mainly from the microphone and the electronic detection
equipment (signalpreamplifiers). Asthese noisesources usually exhibit a l/fmod noisepower
dependence, thesystem sensitivity (defined asthe system response for a signal to noiseratio
of unity)favours operation ataudio frequencies. Employing high quality FET amplifiers and
a small electronic frequency bandwidth (1 Hz) upon integrating the periodic signal detected
by the microphone, under practical conditions the system overall noise can be reduced
typically to some 50 nV.
The minimaltheoretical noisepresent ina photoacoustic system results from random
density fluctuations (Brownian motion) in the samplegas. In thepractice the incoherent and
random thermal noisepresentsthelowestachievablenoiselevelof thephotoacoustic system.
The main optical noise source N^, and therefore the largest contribution to the signal
amplitude arises due to absorption or scattering of the modulated laser radiation in the
windows terminating the photoacoustic cell. The periodic window heating, generated at the
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laser modulation frequency fmod, is transferred to the gas sample and generates a
photoacoustic signal that fluctuates and impedes detection of weak acoustic signals. In the
'classical' photoacoustic detection mode this background signal is one of the sources
determining the ultimate detection limit.

3) Laser beam modulation techniques
In C0 2 laser photoacoustic spectroscopy either the amplitudeor the frequency of the
light source radiation must be modulated in order to generate acoustic signals.
With a mechanical chopper, inexpensive and efficient, a modulation depth of 100%
is easily achieved. Phase-locked, low vibration choppers are commercially available.
Focusing the C0 2 laser beam (typical diameter 1-2 mm) onto the chopping slit reduces the
chopper-induced sound vibration intheair thatcanbetransmitted tothemicrophoneasnoise
interference.
In electro-optic modulation theplaneof polarization ofanincoming laser beam alters
in a non-linear crystal through the application of a modulated electric field. Employing a
polarizer thelaser outputpower can bevaried by adjusting thecrystal voltage. Although the
noise levels are lower than in the case of mechanical modulation, the limited amount of
power thecrystal can handle, thecostand the wavelength specificity, are thereasons for the
fact that mechanical modulation is preferred in the practice.

4) Electronic detection
As the concentration of trace molecules in the ambient air is normally very low
(ppbv), the soundpressure Pkmn of the standing wavegenerated inthephotoacousticcelland
hence, the microphone signal S(V) is small. In order to detect low periodic signal levels,
generally obscured by noise sources, phase-sensitive techniques are used. Figure 1.2 depicts
schematically the basic operational principle of the lock-in amplifier.
A periodic reference signalfrtuned to the frequency fsof the signal of interest is, together
with the sample signal, fed into the lock-in amplifier. The sample signal is amplified by a
high-gain ACcoupled differential amplifier anditsoutputmultiplied subsequently byaphaselocked loop (PLL) output (proportional tocos(fst+<£) in thephase-sensitive detector (PSD)).
This multiplication shifts each frequency component of the output signal f, by the reference
frequency fs,which results at the PSD-output in:

Vpsd=cos(fst+4>)cos(ft)=>Acos[(fs+f)t+*l>]+>Acos[(fs-fit+<ft

(1.2.5)

The sum-frequency component is attenuated by the low-pass filter and only difference
frequency components within the low-pass filter's narrow bandwidth will pass through the
DC amplifier. The periodic signal (frequency fs) will be detected by the lock-in as a DCsignal.
11
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Fig.1.2.2 Lock-in amplifier scheme

1.3.Multi-componentphotoacoustic analysis of gas mixtures

Thephotoacousticdetectionofammoniainrealisticair-samples inthe9-11 /tinregion
isimpededbytheabsorption oftheC0 2 laser radiation duetootheratmospheric constituents,
in particular water vapor (H20) and carbon dioxide (C02). Before proceeding with the real
timemonitoring ofambientammonia, theconceptof multi-componentsphotoacoustic studies
is discussed.
TherelationshipS(V)=PaRCdescribingthelinearitybetweenthesignalstrengthS(V),
theincident radiation power Pto(.r(Watts)and the concentration Cisvalid only when dealing
with a single absorbing constituent. In a first approximation, when investigating multicomponent specimen, the above equation can be replaced by the more general expression
S^ZotjjCj (where 5,are the measured photoacoustic signals at the different laser lines i, atj
is the absorption coefficient of the j " 1 pollutant at wavelength i, and Cj are the unknown
concentration levels of the gases present in the mixture). However, the expression is only
valid under thecondition that thephases of therecorded photoacoustic signals Siobtained at
the different laser lines i remain constant during the entire course of the experiment.
Perlmutter et al.M performed C0 2 laser photoacoustic studies using a 'classical' setup, on a four-constituents gas mixture (C2H4, H 2 0, C0 2 and a mixture of atmospheric
constituents producing a 'white' photoacoustic signature) dispersed in nitrogen (N2). The
photoacoustic analysis involved four laser transitions, two of which coincided with sharp
peaks of the C2H4 (at the 10P(14) line) and H 2 0 (at the 10R(20) line) in the infrared
spectrum. Sequential tuning of the laser to four different wavelengths resulted in the
measured photoacoustic signals 5,and a setof four linear equations, containing theunknown
concentration levels C,. Introducing three different noise sources, the intrinsic noise of the
photoacoustic set-up i.e. the microphone's electrical noise, the instabilities of various
components (e.g. laser power, window absorption) in the analyzing photoacoustic system,
and incorporating theinaccuracy of reported gaseousabsorption coefficients a i; thepractical
limitation of each noise source on the minimal detectable C2H4 concentration was
investigated. Quantifying thedifferent noisesourcesintermsofphotoacousticsignalstrengths
Sj, the concentration Q of each gaseous species was calculated using a matrix scheme. Due
12

to the uncertainty in value of the C0 2 absorption coefficient as at the laser lines used, the
minimal detectable C2H4 concentration decreased from 1.6 ppbv measured with a C0 2
concentration of 300 ppmv, to 53 ppbv C2H4 in the presence of 1% CO2 (104 ppmv). A
remarkable fact reported in their measurement of ethylene using a realistic atmosphere, was
the evidence for a "negative" carbon dioxide concentration calculated from the obtained
signal strengths S;. The minus sign was attributed to the kinetic cooling effect which
experimentally manifested itself (intheirresonantphotoacousticcell)bya 180°-phasereversal
of the photoacoustic signal relative to the C2H4-phase. In addition, it was found that use of
a NaOH-scrubber eliminated effectively both, the C0 2 and the H 2 0 interference without
changing the ethylene concentration (or introducing new interfering gases as a result of
chemical reactions originating at the surface of the scrubber). The useof an isotopic 13C1602
laser was proposed as an alternative to surmount the problems of H 2 0 and C0 2 spectral
interferences.
At the University of Arizona Tilden and Denton35 performed 'classical' high
concentration (10 ppmv or more) multi-component 12C1602 laser photoacoustic studies on a
mixture of absorbing gases involving ammonia, ethylene, furan, freon-12 and methanol.
Uponapplyingaleastsquaremultivariantanalysis(includingabsorption coefficient weighting
factors) thesignalstrengthsS;at 10respectively 20laserlineswererecorded. Using mixtures
containing high furan and freon-12 concentrations the calculated concentration levels C;
compared within 10% of the certified gaseous concentration levels admitted to the
photoacoustic cell. However, in case of high ammonia concentrations (300 ppmv NH3)
admitted together with low furan (20 ppmv) and freon-12 (14 ppmv) concentrations, the
multivariant analysis failed to provide the correct concentration levels. This fact was
explained by invoking the methanol and ammonia spectral overlap at the freon-12 and furan
C0 2 laser absorption wavelengths, which impeded the determination of minor components
in the presence of major interfering components.
Multi-component photoacoustic analysis of tracepollutantbecomes often even more difficult
when working with realistic air samples.
The most abundant components in the ambient atmosphere are nitrogen (N 2 *79%),
oxygen (0 2 «19%), water vapor (H 2 0=1%), carbon dioxide ((3(1^=350 ppmv) and the
noble gases (He, Ar, Xe, Ra, etc.). In the C0 2 laser emission frequency region the 8 to 14
ixm wavelength region ischaracterized by continuum absorption spectra of both water vapor
and carbon dioxide. Although characterized by small absorption coefficients a, their large
abundance in theatmosphere is relevant when attempting real-time detection of atmospheric
trace pollutants. When dealing with multi-component photoacoustic studies involving a
mixture of absorbing gases the photoacoustic signal is a linear superposition of the signals
originatingasaconsequenceof theabsorption ofeachspecific component.When interpreting
the results, the phases of the photoacoustic signals have to be considered in addition to the
photoacoustic amplitudes as well36,37, i.e.

SiCosQ-XCiSifcosQif

(1.3.1)

In eq.(l.3.1)Stand *, represent thenormalized signalamplitudeandphaseat thegiven laser
transition i, C} is the concentration of the mixture component j giving rise to a normalized
and calibrated amplitude S~and phase $ / .
Sigrist and co-workers from the ETH (Zurich) utilized a C0 2 laser photoacoustic
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system for in-situ measurements of tracepollutants in industrial and rural areas (carexhaust
gases). Since air exhaust represents a complex mixture of numerous components (the
concentration levels of which vary in time), the continuous monitoring of the main
constituentsisof great importance.Inorder toperform multi-componentanalysisacomputer
program has been developed for concentration calculations using the mathematical scheme
discussed above.
'Classical' C0 2 laser photoacoustic studies involving real time detection of ambient
ammonia have recently been reported in the scientific literature. Olafsson et a/.38,39 used a
single mode, 500 MHz line tunable C0 2 waveguide laser in conjunction with a 10cm long
non-resonant flow-through photoacoustic cell for detection of NH3in power plant emission.
To solve the problem of spectral interference of C0 2 and H 2 0, the pressure inside the cell
was reduced to 12 mbar. At this sub-atmospheric pressure the molecular absorption lines
approach the Doppler limit (about 70 MHz), but the linewidths are still considerably below
the 500 MHz tuning range of the laser. For detection of NH3 the sR(5,0) line, (located 190
MHz below the 9R(30) C0 2 laser linecenter), was chosen, while carbon dioxide absorbs at
the laser line center. Fitting the recorded spectrum to a sum of two Voigt profiles and a
constant N2 background the NH3 concentration is calculated from the amplitude of the NH3
signal. Including the phase reversal in the photoacoustic signal (resulting from the kinetic
cooling effect) it was possible to uniquely resolve the NH3 concentration levels down to 1
ppmv in the presence of 15% C0 2 .
At the KEMA-Institute in Arnhem (The Netherlands), R.Rooth and A.Verhage40
utilized a C0 2 laser photoacoustic system (incorporating a resonant flow-through cell
(fre9=560 Hz)) for low level (detection limit 1 ppbv NH3) ammonia monitoring. A
mathematical model describing the molecular dynamics of ammonia and the main
atmospheric constituents was derived from photoacoustic experiments performed in the
laboratory using a simulated atmosphere. Such a model, which includes the effect of kinetic
cooling on the photoacoustic signal, is necessary whenever using a resonant photoacoustic
cell of which the operating frequency frcsis much larger than the inverse of the relaxation
time dominating the molecular deactivation processes.
As the recorded photoacoustic signal includes the absorption of ambient ammonia,
water vapor and carbon dioxide, the 'real-time' ammonia concentration isderived by proper
interpretation of the magnitudes and phases of the photoacoustic vector signals S. In order
todo so the water vapor concentration is monitored at the 10R(20) C0 2 laser line, at which
it exhibits maximum absorption. Accordingly the laser is tuned to the strongest ammonia
absorption line located at 9.217 /xm (9R(30)) and the C0 2 concentration is than calculated
from the measured photoacoustic signals recorded at the9R(28) and 9R(18) laser lines.This
method of consecutive laser tuning offers a means to account for both the water vapor and
carbon dioxide spectral interferences as well as the kinetic cooling effect.
However, the time needed (2 min.) for successive tuning and recording of the
measured signal is a disadvantage when employing C0 2 laser photoacoustics as a point gas
sensor in ammonia gas flux measurements. The time necessary to tune the CC^ laser to the
different gaseous absorption can be substantially shortened when instead only one laser line
is used for monitoring purposes. A prerequisite for this is a drastic suppression of the
spectral interferences that mask the sensing of accurate gaseous ammonia at trace levels.
Due to the notoriously adhesive properties of ammonia, the reduction of interfering
water vapor and carbon dioxide using chemical scrubbers is precluded, since their effect is
very likely to affect (chemical reactions occurring at the scrubber's surface) the ammonia
concentration in the gas sample. Therefore, real-time trace level photoacoustic monitoring
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of ambient ammonia using a single laser absorption line requires the use of an additional
physical phenomenon that can be used to discriminate ammonia against other spectral
interfering gaseous components.
The heteronuclear structure of ammonia gives rise to a large dipole moment (1.48
Debye) in the ground state. This forms the base for tuning the ammonia molecule into near
coincidence with the C0 2 laser through the application of an electric (Stark) field. Since
carbon dioxide exhibits infrared absorptions only at 667.3cm'1 (P2(TU+) bending mode)and
at2349.3cm'1(c3(Eu+))antisymmetric stretch mode),anddoesn'tpossess apermanent dipole
momentinthe 10jtmC0 2laserwavelength region, theapplication ofanelectricfielddoesn't
perturb itsenergy levelsand therefore itcannotbeshifted intoresonance with theCOjlaser:
carbon dioxide is said to be Stark-inactive.
AlthoughH 2 0, (anasymmetrictopmolecule),possesses apermanentdipolemoment,
theapplication of an electric Starkfielddoesnot result in a substantial changeof absorption
strength. Therefore, Stark modulation (at a frequency f ^ ) of the ammonia absorption
coefficient a offers a means to detect NH3 in a matrix of absorbing gases. The kinetic
cooling effect can beavoided by chopping thelaser ata frequency fchop which is much lower
than the inverse of the relaxation time governing the molecular de-excitation of the sampled
air. Using thephotoacoustic cell as a audio-frequency heterodyne mixer and phase-sensitive
processing (detection frequency of thelock-in amplifier fdtt), photoacoustic signalsduetothe
absorption of ammonia can bedetected at the sum (fchop+fsu*) o r difference frequency (fa^r
fchop) sidebands of the modulated laser and Stark electric fields, i.e. fda^fstaitifchop- Besides
the already mentioned kinetic cooling effect, the window absorption signal (modulated at
frequency fchop) as well as the absorption of the modulated laser radiation (laser is chopped
at frequency fchop) duetowater vapor and carbon dioxideis effectively suppressed using this
detection scheme.
In mathematical terms detection of a photoacoustic signal, composed of the convolution of
theFourier transform ^ b f twoblock-waveswith frequencies w,and co2,isperformed at the
sum (w1+co2)ordifference (<o,-c»2)frequency of thecarrier waves«!and w2.LetL(t)andS(t)
represent the periodic laser and the Stark electric fields respectively, with
S(t)=E, 0<t<T, and S(t)=0 T,<t<2T1 a1T1=2ir
L(t)=E2 0<t<T2 and L(t)=0 T2<t<2T2 U2T2=2TC
The interaction of both the modulated laser and Stark electric fields with the ammonia
molecule is described as:
&=$L(t))#S(t)) ={cos(a,t)+cos(3(j3,t)+....}{cosfaj) -l-cosfia)^+....;

(1.3.2)

Neglecting the harmonics no (n> 1) in the Fourier expansion, gives:
&^£(L(t))*J(S(t))

=COS<j>1tCOS032t= COS(^I-U2)t+COS(ul +032)t

(1.3.3)

Using narrow-bandwidth (w=l Hz, oweu!,^ phase-sensitive detection at either the sum
(a),+w2)orthedifference (wrw2)frequency sidebands,completesuppression ofphotoacoustic
signals generated at the fundamental frequencies «[ and w2is obtained.
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Chapter 2

Spectroscopy of Ammonia

2.1. Introduction

Next tonitrogen (N2)and oxygen (0 2 ), water vapor (H20)and carbon dioxide(CO2)
are the most abundant components in theatmosphere. Contrary to nitrogen and oxygen, the
latter ones are known to absorb in the 2-20 /im (5000 cm_1-500 cm"1; 10^m=1000 cm1)
infrared region. As seen from the low-resolution spectrum depicted in Fig.2.1.1, their
absorbance isconsiderable over a largepart of the spectrum, with exception of the9-11 /*m
(1110 cnv'-990 cm1) region.

1600

1400

1200

1000

800

600cm-1

Fig.2.1.1Theinfrared spectrum of atmospheric water vapor and carbon dioxide(taken from
C.N.Banwell, Fundamentals of Molecular Spectroscopy1)

Water, an asymmetric topmolecule, belongs totheC2vpointgroup. Thisimpliesthat
the molecule has a 2-fold axis C2, and two symmetry planes <rvsymmetrically oriented at
angles x/2 through the molecular symmetry axis. The observed low-resolution infrared
absorption bands in Fig.2.1.1 are due to three fundamental vibrations: the vt symmetric
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stretch vibration around 3651.7cm 1 , thei>2 symmetricbending vibration around 1595.0cm 1
and thev3 asymmetric stretch vibration around 3755.8cm"1(thevibrationsarelabelled in the
order of decreasing frequency within their symmetry type).
In theC0 2 laser wavelength region (Fig.2.1.2)theH 2 0 spectrum ischaracterized by
a few weak (typical absorption coefficients a «10"5 atnv'cm1) purely rotational absorption
linessuperimposed onaweakcontinuum, thathasbeenthesubject ofnumerous experimental
and theoretical investigations.

Fig.2.1.2 Absorption coefficients of H 2 0 vapor at 12C1602 laser wavelengths taken from
Bernegger etal.2

For example, Wood et al? assume that the collision broadened wings of the rotation band
extending from the far infrared give rise toabsorption features near 10.6urn. Lately, it was
tried to account for the continuum in terms of far-wing absorptions, water dimers and
clusters of water vapor2; a satisfactory theoretical model however has notbeen developed so
far. Thestrongest (a=8.36*10"4atnv'cnv1)watervaporabsorption lineisthatatthe frequency
coinciding with the 10R(20) emission frequency of the C0 2 laser (967.276 cm 1 ).
The C0 2 molecule belongs tothe C^ pointgroup having an oo-fold axis. An infinite
number of rotations around the molecular symmetry axis transform the molecular
configuration into an equivalent one. As only the v7bending mode and the i»3asymmetric
stretch vibration cause a changein dipole moment, two infrared absorption bands are found
around 2349.3cm"1and 667.3 cm"1respectively. Similar tothecaseof water vapor, the C0 2
absorption spectrum in the9-11/xmregion ischaracterized by abroad band continuum with
a few weaklinesatop (Fig.2.1.3); thestrongest absorption (a=3.8*10 3atnv'cm"1)islocated
at the 9R(18) laser line.
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Fig.2.1.3Absorption coefficients of C0 2 at 12C1602laser wavelengthsafter Berneggeretal.2
and Rothman etah*
Investigations of the rotational Raman and infrared spectra have established that the
NH3 molecule is a symmetrical top molecule possessing a permanent dipole moment. From
therecorded spectra, a symmetricalpyramidal structureoftheammonia molecule (symmetry
groupD3h)isdeduced5. From four fundamental vibrationsthec,(centered around 3335.9cm"
1
and 3337.5cm1) and the v2(centered around 931.58 cm 1 and 968.08 cm1) are symmetric,
whilethe c3and the i»4,centered around 3450cm"1and 1627cm 1 , are doubly degenerate. A
peculiar feature of the ammonia symmetric fundamentals vxand v2 is the evidence of double
lines in the vibration spectrum. Such a doubling is due to the fact that there are two
equilibrium positions for the N atom at either sideof theH3plane which leads to a splitting
of all vibrational levels into two sublevels (inversion doubling). Subtracting the splitting in
thevibrational ground state (0.79 cm"1)6from those in the infrared, it follows that thevt (vu
"2, "3, H = 1.0.0.0) and the v2(0,1,0,0) upper states are split by 0.9 cm"1and 35.69 cm •
respectively. TheNH3(v2)fundamental vibration band overlapswiththe9-11/xmwavelength
region of the 12C1602 laser emission. In this region fourteen AJ=0,+1lines corresponding
to (0,0,0,0)-»(0,1,0,0)transitions, (allexhibiting anabsorption coefficient a larger than 1.0
atm^cm*1), are found7. The strongest NH3 absorption (a=56 atm^cm"1) line is the one
coinciding with the 9R(30) (9.217 ^m or 1084.95 cm1) 12C1602 laser line, followed by the
10R(6) (a=26.0 atm'cm 1 ) and 10R(8) (or=20.6 atm-'cm"1)coincidences, located at 10.346
jum (966.56 cm"1) and 10.331 /*m (967.96 cm 1 ). The NH3(i<2) rotational-vibrational
(rovibronic)absorption spectrum inthe12C1602laseremission region isdepicted inFig.2.1.4.
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Fig.2.1.4Absorption coefficients of 14NH3at 12C1602laser wavelengths measured byBrewer
and Bruce7.
Thefractional absorption of thesegasescanbeestimatedbycalculating the magnitude
of the expected photoacoustic signal strength S(V) oo Ca (C is the fractional concentration
of the species in air and a is the molecular absorption coefficient). For H 2 0, C0 2 and NH3
themeanambient concentration Cisabout 107ppbv, 35*10*ppbv,and 10ppbv respectively.
At the 10R(6) line the NH3photoacoustic signal strength Sis about 26*108 atnv'cnv1, while
for H 2 0 and C0 2 at this line the signal strength is about 10*lO8 atm'cm"1and 35*10"8 atnr
'cm 1 . The effect of atmospheric water vapor and carbon dioxide hence produces the
absorption that is comparable to that of ammonia. This interference effect together with the
kinetic cooling process (section 2.7) imposes serious problems when the unambiguous
photoacoustic detection of ambient ammonia is considered.
AstheIMPASSapproach indetecting ambientammonia relieson theuseof theStark
effect, it is necessary to discuss the infrared (rovibronic) spectrum of this molecule in the
unperturbed case (zero E-field), as well as its Stark effect.

2.2. Rotation of molecules
In thissection onlythepurerotationofpolyatomic moleculesisconsidered neglecting
their vibration and, in case of NH3, the electronic motion. The selection rule for dipole
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transition requires that a state function \p+ (i.e. rotational states \//+ which are symmetric in
their coordinates under the inversion operation) combines only with state functions ^~(i.e.
state functions which are asymmetric under the inversion operation). Further the AJ=+1
selection rule holds true for linear molecules (e.g. C0 2 ), while for the symmetric top
molecule NH3 AK=0 and AJ=0, +1 are obeyed.
The three dimensional rotation of a body1'58 is described about three mutually
perpendicular directions (called theprincipal axes of rotation) through thecentre of gravity.
A rigid body exhibits three (one about each axis) principal moments of inertia usually
denoted by I*,, I„„ and 1^. The moment of inertia of a rigid body about a single axis is
defined by

l=Ymfi\

(2.2.1)

where px is the perpendicular distance of the mass element ni;from this axis.
Classically the kinetic energy of a rotating body with a moment of inertia \ and angular
velocity Wj about an axisj yields
T^Y.'Al^j

(2.2.2)

or
T=>AI„w2x+1AIyyo}2y+>AIzzw2z (2.2.3)
Introducing theclassical expression for thecomponents of angular momentumJj=Iijci)j, gives

r=/V2/^+/V2/w+-/V24

(2.2.4)

Molecules are classified according to the relative values of their three moments of
inertia; molecules with three different principal moments of inertia are called asymmetric
tops (or asymmetric rotators). If however two of the three principal moments of inertia are
equal, one deals with a symmetric top (symmetric rotator). It is possible that one of the
principal moments of inertia is zero or very small, while theother two are equal; thisis the
casefor alllinearpolyatomic molecules. Finally, theterm spherical topappliestoamolecule
with three equal moments of inertia. Consider now a symmetric top molecule such as NH3.
The Hamiltonian describing the energy of the molecular system is written as
H='AJ2/(la) +'AJ2z/(IA-IB)

(2.2.5)

with IB=IXX=I„,, ^ = 1 ^ and J 2 =J 2 x +J 2 y +J 2 z and J2 is the magnitude of the total angular
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momentum.
The energy eigenvalues E of the Hamiltonian H, H | ^ > = E | ^ > are related to the
eigenvalues of the angular momentum operators:
J2\t>=J(J+l)ti2\t>,

J=0,l,2

(2.2.6)

Jt\^> =Kh\i>>, K=J,J-1,....,-J

(2.2.7)

in which K is the projection of J on the molecular symmetry axis. When K=0 there is no
rotationaround thefigure axis,andtheangular momentumgivesriseonlytoanend-over-end
rotation. A third component of the angular momentum (about the space or laboratory axis
Z) J z must also be specified in order to present a full description of the molecule. The
operator J z commutes with J2and J2and itseigenvalues are written: Mh, M=J,J-1
,-J.
In the absence of any external field, for a given J,K quantum pair, different M-values
represent the same rotational energy. Hence, for a symmetric top molecule the state
| J,K,M> is completely specified by:

\JKM>,J=0,1,2

/

(2.2.8)

K=J,J-1,...,-J;M=J,...,-J
(neglecting centrifugal distortion)

It is convenient to introduce the rotation constants A and B: (A=#/4TTCI A and B=#/4xcIB)
and to write the rotational energy levels (neglecting centrifugal distortion) as
Era=BJ(J+l) +(A-B)K2

(2.2.9)

The states | ^ > = |JKM> with the same J and |K|-value, have the same energy.
Consequently, all states with K > 0 are doubly degenerate, i.e. their total degeneracy is
2(2J+1). Two important cases have to be considered now: if the rotation constants A and
B are equal the molecule is called a spherical top (examples are CH4 and SF6; these
molecules belong to the cubic groups). Spherical top molecules exhibit an additional
degeneracy due to the independence of the energy levels of K. The spherical top molecules
are characterized by

State vector: | JKM>, J=0,1,..; K=J,...-J; M=J,...,-J
Energy levels: EJKM/hc=BJ(J+l)

(2.2.11)
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(2.2.10)

For a given J-value the energy levels are (2J+l)2-fold degenerated.
On the other hand linear molecules such as C0 2 cannot rotate about the figure axis.
In such casetheangular momentum vector must beperpendicular tothe symmetry axis, i.e.
Ks=0, and the corresponding state vector is
State vector: | JM>, J=0,l,2,....

(2.2.12)

M=J,J-l,....,-];
The energy levels of the linear rotator are (2J+l)-fold degenerate for a given J-value.
Thecaseof asymmetric topmolecules (e.g. H 2 0) is nottreated hereasone ismainly
concerned withthesymmetric topmoleculeNH3. However, ageneral treatment canbe found
in Herzberg's classical work "Infrared and Raman Spectra"5.

2.3 Vibrations of symmetric top molecules and vibrational selection rules
For the scope of this thesis it suffices to consider the vibrations of polyatomic
molecules as a collection of independent harmonic oscillators. A quantum mechanical
treatment using theoverknown harmonicoscillator eigenfunctions andeigenvalues yields for
the vibrational energy

EW+«to

(2.3.1)

in which weis called the band origin.
In order toderivethe vibrational (infrared) selection rules the reasoning of Herzberg
is adopted5.
The dipole moment of a molecule is defined by the integrals

[Mr= J*nVm'MdT

(2.3.2)

in which Misavector having components (M^M^MJ, with Mj= Sej i ( in whichj hasbeen
used as a short notation for the (x,y,z) coordinates respectively; ej denotes the charge of
particle i having coordinates (Xj.Vj.Zj). ¥„ and ^ m are the (timedependent) eigenfunctions of
the system in the states n and m, while the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate
wavefunction. Thepermanent dipolemomentof themoleculeintheeigenstate niscalculated
bychoosing theindex m=n whilethe socalled off-diagonal elements (n^ m)are responsible
for dipole transitions from the n-state to the m-state.
Consider now vibrational transitions between the upper and lower vibrational levels v' and
v". The probability of an infrared transition is proportional to the square5 of [M]1™.
Using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the total eigenfunction \p can be written as a
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product of an electronic, avibrational and a rotational eigenfunction ¥ =\j>c\l/v\j/r. Taking into
account that for the pure vibration spectrum the contribution \j/c and ^ r to the transition
probability [M]™1 is constant, it follows that transition moment isproportional to the square
of10
[Mf "= j iAy-MdT

(2.3.3)

The off-diagonal matrix elements [M]v'v" are only different from zero if the molecular
symmetry operations do notchangeoneof thevector components of theintegrand ^V.^V..M,
i.e. a transition v'«*v" is allowed only when there is at least one component of the dipole
moment M exhibiting the same symmetry properties as the product ^V^V". This means for
NH3thatintheinfrared regiononlyvibrationaltransitionsbetween statesnand mofopposite
parity (with respect to the center of symmetry) are allowed (+«*-).
The vibration spectrum of NH3 is affected by the so-called inversion doubling.
Inversion results from the pyramidal structure of ammonia in which the nitrogen atom is
considered to move through theplaneof thehydrogen molecules, i.e. NH3»H3N (tunnelling
effect). If the potential energy for this type of motion (umbrella motion inversion) is drawn
asa function of the distanceof the Natom from the H3-plane, apotential well with abarrier
of height V positioned at the center of the well is found. The probability for the N atom to
tunnel through theplaneof the H atoms (the symmetry plane) depends on theheight of the
barrier, which in the case of ammonia is around 2072 cm"1.The inversion motion results in
a doubling of thevibrational energy levels,and thesplittingbetween the symmetric andantisymmetric energy levels increases rapidly with increasing vibrational energy: in the
vibrational ground state (0,0,0,0) the splitting is small (0.79 cm 1 ); for the (0,1,0,0) (v2=l)
state the splitting is 35.69 cm 1 , for the (0,2,0,0) u it is 284.71cm"1.
For the vt=l, v3,and v4the splittings are 1cm-1 or less.

2.4. Rotational-vibrational spectra
Using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the rotational-vibrational energy levels
for symmetric topmoleculesare found bythesummation of rotational andvibrational energy
levels,
+fA-BJK2 cm1

Ej^E^+E^fv+'AMe+BJfJ+D

(2.4.1)

In the calculation of the NH3 rotational-vibrational levels for the (0,0+,0,0)-»(0,l",0,0)
transition (i>2), the centrifugal distortion and the Coriolis interaction will be neglected. The
superscripts + and - are used to denote the symmetric and anti-symmetric wavefunctions
respectively.
The molecular constants of the ammonia are found in numerous articles published in the
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literature. The constants given below are taken from Urban et al.n

Ground state molecular parameters of 14NH3
s(0 + )
B0

a(O-)

9.9466529+0.0000004 cm"1

9.9416356+0.0000004 cnr1

[•Ao-'BoKAo-'B0]

(6.9989+0.0001)*10"3 cm 1

Ground state dipole moment12 (0 + «0)

1.4673+0.0028 Debye

Thesubscripts0refer totheground state, whiles(or0 + )anda (or0) refer tothe symmetric
and anti-symmetric wavefunction respectively. It should be noted that the symmetric
wavefunction 0 + isassociated with thelowestenergy levelinthevibrational ground stateand
further 0-0 +=0.79 cm 1istheexperimentally found inversion frequency in theground state.

Molecular parameters in the v2Band of 14NH3 (incm"1)
Band origin j»(0+-»l")
"B
[»A-'BH"A0-'B0]

968.12224+0.00006
10.21521+0.00007
-0.33864+0.00007

Band origin p(0"-»l+)
"B
[!A-sB]-[sA0-sBo]

931.64155±0.00007
10.50682+0.00003
-0.65066+0.00003

Inversion splitting in the J=0, K=0 v2=\ state: 35.68728±0.00020
v2=l (1+«*1) dipole moment12

1.2474+0.0027 Debye
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2.4.1 Infrared rotational-vibrational selection rules
As stated before, the umbrella (v2) vibration of ammonia changes thedipole moment
parallel to the molecular top axis. The selection rules for this || -band are:
AK=0, AJ=0, +1 (K?*0).Inadditiontotheaboveselection rulesfor therotationalquantum
numbers, the selection rules describing the symmetry properties of therotational levelshave
tobe obeyed, too. In theabsence of any external field, in all symmetric top molecules only
transitions between levels of opposite parity are allowed i.e. Vv*Vv
Knowing the selection rules, the rotational-vibrational transitions for parallel vibrations can
be calculated according to (neglecting centrifugal distortion effects)

1) AJ=+ 1, AK=0 (R-branch lines)
v=EJ+IV+rEJV=w0+(J+l)[(J+2)B'-JB")J+K2(A'-A"-B'+B")cm-'
2) AJ=-1, AK=0 (P-branch lines)
v=Ej+liV+rEjv=w0+J[(J-l)B'-(J+l)B")]+K2(A'-A

"-B+B")cm'1

3) AJ=0, AK=0 (Q-branch lines)
v=EJ+lv+rEJV=w0+J(J+l)(B'-B")+K2(A'-A"-B'+B")

cm1

w„denotes the band origin, further (J',K) and (J",K") are the upper and lower states
respectively
The band origin of the NH3 v2 ((0,0 + ,0,0M0,l\0,0) 9 968.12224+0.00006 cm 1 , the Qbranch in the v2umbrella vibration) is found within the 10Rband of the 12C1602 laser. The
10R(6) C0 2 laser line at966.2504 cm"1presumably excites the ammonia molecule from the
ground state into the | J,K> =saQ | 5,4> i>2 (obeying the selection rules AJ=0, AK=0)
in which s indicates the symmetric wavefunction of the ground state, and Q denotes the
AJ=0-branch.

2.5 The Stark effect induced in ammonia
The effect of an electric field on optical spectra was first described by Johannes
Stark13in 1913and isnow known as theStarkeffect. TheStark effect hasbeen an important
tool in theinvestigation of atomic and molecular spectra ever since14"17: theapplication ofan
external electricfieldEtoapolargasresults ina splittingof therotational levels, duetothe
interaction between the electric field E and the electric dipole moment n (Debye; 1
Debye=10"18 electrostatic units cm (e.s.u cm)) of the molecule.
In the molecular Stark effect the relative direction of the dipole moment n and the angular
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momentum vectorJdetermines theoccurrence ofafirst(in symmetric topmoleculeswithout
inversion doubling) or second order Stark effect (in linear molecules, asymmetric top
molecules and molecules exhibiting inversion doubling like NH3).
In the Stark effect of rotational spectra, the electric field E is assumed to be constant in
magnitude and to have afixeddirection Z with respect to the laboratory frame.
Theperturbingpotentialiswritten asHSUlric=juEr=/tEz inwhich Eistheapplied electric field
and ix is the molecular dipole moment.
In the presence of an electric field the Schrodinger equation becomes20:
fffr.-fH.+Xff^*.^.*.

(2.5.1)

in which theenergy eigenvalues now havebecomeW„and theneweigenfunction describing
the perturbed NH3 molecule is denoted by ~9a. The problem now is to determine the new
eigenfunctions ¥„. Since the eigenfunctions ^„ of H0 form a complete set, the ¥„
eigenfunction are expressed as power series in X involving all the eigenfunctions \f/a of the
unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 i.e.

and

(2.5.2)

in which the summation is taken over all indices k ^ n . In the limit X-»0, it is assumed that
Wn-»Wn°and * n -*^ n , and furthermore
Cnk(X)=\C'nk+\2C2^+
and

(2.5.3)

W„=W°„+\Wln+\2W\+

The Schrodinger equation then becomes

(H0+\HSlaJ{i„+i:\C^k+i:\2C2^k+....}=

(2.5.4)

=(W>n+\w\+\2w2K+...jtt„+T,\c'nk+k+x\2c2nkik+....}
Identifying powers of X yields a series of equations. The first one is

H^C'^+H^^W^C'^+W^
with

HJk=W>kh
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(2.5.5)

it results

Wnh^H^+X^-WjC'^

(2.5.6)

taking the scalar product with ^n (k^n) and making use of the orthonormality condition
< & Ih>=bnk, it follows

W„=<*„ I» * * ! * „ >

(2.5.7)

Wn=- $ tiLfamtfr

(2.5.8)

or

Thisexpression equalsEtimesthez-component of thedipole momentmatrix element which,
for a symmetric top molecule, can be split into several factors:

^ - / l E ^ W f c W

(2-5-9)

The <t>'s are called factors of the direction cosine matrix19 given below
Matrix element

J'-value

factor
J+l
*»•
[4(J+1)V(2J+l)(2J+3)]"'
*JKI-K2\/((J+l)2-K2)
(*ZWM2v/((J+l)2-M2)

J
J-l
[4J(J+1)]-' [4V(4J 2 -1)]'
2K
V(J 2 -K 2 )
2M
y(J 2 -M 2 )

For symmetric top-molecules the first order Stark effect can be written as:
Wn=-[!xEMK]/[J(J+l)]

(2.5.10)

If n is measured in Debyes and E in kV/cm, the application of the appropriate conversion
factors yields18:
V^n=-503.48ixEMK/J(J+l) (in MHz per Debye per kV/cm)
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The second order Stark effect is found by identifying terms proportional to X2, i.e.
HfiC2^k+H^ZCl^k=\yj:(?^k+LW>nC'nkh+W\+n

(2.5.11)

Taking the scalar product in eq.2.5.11 with ^„ (k?*n) yields
W2„=E<^|HaartUt>C'B,

(2.5.12)

The coefficient C 1 ^ is found by taking the scalar product in eq.2.5.9 with ^m, for m?sn
<*m I»*»* Ih> +(Wm-WjC*im=0
thus

<**= < & | H^ | +.>[(*>.-*>,/']

(2.5.13)

(2.5.14)

The second order Stark effect is then
W e ,=E<^. | HM | & > < * , tf
| si0r*| ^[(W.-Wjr']

(2.5.15)

and using the hermiticity of HstMt
< * . IHM | tft> = < & |ffSMrtU „ > *
W2„=E | <tft | HM | ^ > | W . - W V 7

(2.5.16)
(2.5.17)

It is of interest to examine the influence of the applied electric field on the parity of some
operators used in the above calculation21. The parity operator (P inverts the coordinates of
all particles of the system, but not the fixed external electric field E. For example (Pr=-r,
(Pp=-p, (9n=-n and (PH0=H0 due to the commutation of (P and H0 i.e.
(9Ho-Ho<9=0 (2.5.18)
since H„is determined by p2 and | R-Re | ,
H0=p2/2m + V( \R-Re \)
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(2.5.19)

This meansthatH„isunaffected by inversion ofallcoordinates. Thus theeigenfunctions fa,,
of Hoare also eigenfunctions of (P and therefore of even or odd parity. Since /t is of odd
parity

<^UI*u>=0 (2-5-2°)
Hencefirst-orderStarkeffect occursonlyifthereexistdegenerateornearlydegeneratelevels
of opposite parity.
TheHamiltonian H=H0-/tEdoesnotcommutewith <P, sinceEisnotchangedby the
operation of inversion. This means that through the application of an external electric field
parity is destroyed, and if ¥„ is an eigenfunction of H

<*,|^|*.>^0

(2.5.21)

This leads to thevery important breaking of parity, meaning that due to thepresence of the
Stark field, infrared transitions between states of equal parity are now also possible, i.e.
+-*+, —*- next to +-*- and —»+.
As shown in section 2.1,symmetric top molecules exhibitdegenerated energy levels
(K?*0). In the case of ammonia this degeneracy is removed due to the inversion doubling.
It was shown in section 2.3 thepotential energy barrier gives rise toa symmetric fa and an
anti-symmetric fa wavefunction describing different energy levels, i.e. W(^„)-W(^s)=0.79
cm"1. Therefore, the unperturbed state (E=0 kV/cm) of the ammonia molecule is described
by the two wavefunctions fa and fa.
The Stark effect induced in the NH3 molecule can be calculated using the above developed
results of the time-independent perturbation theory. In the following it is assumed that the
Hamiltonian H„describing theunperturbed NH3molecule(i.e. intheabsenceof anyexternal
field) hasacomplete setof symmetricrotator stateorthonormaleigenfunctions fa andfawith
eigenvalues W°a and W°srespectively, i.e.

H0fa= ^afa
and

(2.5.22)
H0fa=^sfa

Due to the inversion doubling NH3«*H3N occurring in NH3, the ammonia wavefunction ¥
is a linear combination of the symmetric fa and anti-symmetric fa wavefunctions

*=afa+bfa

(2.5.23)

and therefore the Stark effect induced in NH3 can be calculated using non-degenerated
perturbation theory. Shimizu22"24haspointed outthattheStarkeffect induced inammoniacan
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be expressed as the sum of the Stark shifts in the vibrational ground state and the v2=l
excited state: Ai>=A»/grst+Av exst . For the range of applied electric field strengths in the
experiments described later on in this thesis (E<6 kV/cm), it suffices to calculate the first
order perturbation term in the determination of the Stark shifts induced in the ground and
excited states respectively

(H.+Ha^'9 =W* or
(H.+HM)((4.+HJ

=W(af.+tyJ

(2.5.24)

Taking the scalar products in the above expression with \p, and \p, and bearing in mind the
orthonormality properties of ^, and ^„ yields the following eigenvalue problem

/ W V < * . IHsurk | i,>]a+[<h

| HM | ts>]b=aW

[<*, IHSlark | *.>7fl+/W°,-<fc | HM | *s>]b=bW

(2.5.25)
(2.5.26)

The scalar products < ^ , | HstaA | \j/,> and < ^ s | HSUrk | ^„> are equal tozero on account
of parity considerations.
The non-trivial energy eigenvalues are found by solving the discriminant
W°.-W

-/xEMK/J(J+l)
=0

-/*EMK/J(J+1)

W°,-W

After some algebra the eigenvalues are found to be
W=>A(Wa+y/>J±V['/4(Wa-'W0f+(liEMK/J(J+l))2]

(2.5.27)

In thevibrational ground stateWVW°S=0.79 cm 1 , while in the v2=l state W°,-W°s=35.69
cm 1 .
The largest induced Stark shift with E=6 kV/cm /i grst =1.47 Debye, is found in the
vibrational ground state Aj>stMt=4.44 GHz or 0.148 cm 1 . As^EKM/J(J+1) < ^(W 0 ,-^,)
a Taylor expansion of the energy eigenvalue expression can be given
W=!60^a +^J±{'A(W>a-W°J+[(ixEMK/J(J+l))2]/(W°a-W0J} cm 1
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(2.5.28)

Thesplittingbetweentheupperanti-symmetricandlowersymmetricinversionlevelamounts
to
2[dj.EMK/J(J+l))2]/(W°a-W°J cm"1

(2.5.29)

As can be seen at the low electric field strengths used in the experiments the Stark effect
induced in ammonia depends quadratically on E.
Thecontribution from the second order term (in X2)of the Stark perturbation for the
symmetric top molecule takes into account the interaction between the | J,K> and the
| J+1,K> and | J-1,K> levels25 and can be calculated using the direction cosine matrix
elements and the energy differences

WJjrWl+1JC=2B(J+l)

cm"1

Wj,K-Wj.1K=2BJ cm"1
it then results
W=lx2E2/2B{[(J2-K2)(J2-M2)]/[J3(2J-l)(2J+l)]-[[(J+l)2-K2][(J+l)2-M2]]/f(J+l/(2J+l)(2J+3)]}
since for NH3 the rotational constant Bis of the order of 10cm"1the contribution from the
second order Stark perturbation in the range of the applied electric field strengths is
negligible. Therefore when using field strengths not exceeding 6kV/cm, the Stark effect is
mainly induced in the ammonia ground state.

2.6 Molecular linewidths at reduced gas pressures
The enhancement of spectral coincidence between the 10R(6) and 10R(8) emission
frequencies of the C0 2 waveguide laser and the Stark absorption wavelengths of ammonia
can be achieved by reducing the gas pressure in the photoacoustic cell, which results in a
narrowing of the molecular absorption lines. Another advantage of working at subatmospheric pressure is the increased microphone sensitivity Sm. Experimentally it was
proved that both phenomena produced an optimum in signal to noise ratio of the recorded
photoacoustic signal at 200 mbar. For pressure broadened lines the absorption profile is a
Lorentzian26:
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a(v)=[<m/-KAvl]Av2l/[AviL+(v-v0)2] (2.6.1)
where a is the molecular absorption cross-section (cm2/mole), n the density of absorbing
molecules per unit volume (mole/cm3) and ApL the homogeneous width (half width at half
maximum in cm 1 ). Thelinewidth Ai>L can be expressed as the sum of a self broadening and
a buffer gas broadening term, i.e.:

£*>v=cp* + cj>i=cp

(2.6.2)

The coefficients c, and c^refer to the self and buffer broadening, whilst p„and pt indicate
the partial pressure of the absorbing and buffer molecules respectively. For realistic air
samples containing NH3 at trace levels, the self broadening coefficient cs is negligible.
According to Baldacchini et al™and Young28,29, the buffer gas broadening coefficient for
NH3 in nitrogen is 4.2 MHz/Torr (760 Torrs 1013.25 mbar). Kinetic theory predicts the
absorption halfwidth of a Lorentzian shaped line to vary as:

Al>L(p,T)=AVL(p0,T0)(p/p0p/(T0/T)

(2.6.3)

where AxL(Po,T0)=0.11 cm"1 for NH3 buffered in N2 at 760 Torr and 296 K. Thus, the
absorption halfwidth of an ammonia | J,K> line at a pressure of 200 mbar and at room
temperature is about 700 MHz (0.022 cm 1 ).
The ammonia lines in the v2=\ mode have been accurately determined in various
experiments and published in the literature11. Taking into account the pressure broadening
at a gas pressure of 200 mbar, in the absence of any external field the 10R(6) 12C1602 laser
(966.2504cm"')lineexcites thev2=l umbrella vibration viathe | J,K,M>=saQ | 5,4,M>
transition (966.2691+-0.0002 cm 1 ), while the 10R(8) line (967.707 cm1) excites the
| J,K> =saQ | 2,2,M> transition (967.7386 cm 1 ).
Using the above derived Stark shifts for the applied field strength E of 6 kV/cm, it
canbecalculated that for the 10R(6)linetheNH3moleculeisexcitedintothei>2=1vibration
via the aaQ | 4,1,M>, and the aaQ | 4,2,M> transitions. The transitions are tuned into
resonance with the C0 2 laser, while the saQ | 5,4,M> transition is gradually tuned out of
resonance. At the 10R(8) line the saQ | 2,2,M> is slightly detuned. The positions of
different rotational lines of the v2 ammonia vibration mode have been measured very
accurately11,30,31. The rotational lines of the sQ(5,K) NH3 multiplet are:
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sQ | 5,K,M> U

frequency (cm1)

sQ | 5,2,M>

966.4735

sQ | 5,3,M>

966.3821

sQ | 5,4,M>

966.2691

sQ | 5,5,M>

966.1512

and the lines of the sQ(2,K) NH3 multiplet are calculated to be at:

sQ(2,K)

frequency (cm1)

80(2,1)

967.7748

sQ(2,2)

967.7386

2.7 Kinetic cooling effect

Apart from the interference effect of H 2 0 and C0 2 absorption the N 2 -0 2 collisions
affect the magnitude and phase of photoacoustic signals (kinetic cooling effect). The
molecular dynamics involved in the process of kinetic cooling following the absorption of
laser radiation can bestbeunderstood by studying themain collisions occurring in a mixture
of gases consisting of water vapor, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. In thetext the reasoning of
Wood et al.3., Olafsson26, and Rooth etal.32is adopted. The main energy transfer reactions
involved in the kinetic cooling effect are given below
H20* + M «•H 2 0 + M

(1)

T!=6.3*10-7 sec

CO2(100) + \\v** CO2(001)

(2)

7-2=2.2*10^ sec

CO2*(010) + M «•C0 2 + M

(3)

r3=7.5*10-7sec

CO2'(001) + N2 «*C0 2 + N2*

(4)

r4=1.0*10"7sec
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N2* + H 2 0 «•N2 + H2O*(010)

(5)

T5= 1.2*10"2 sec

N2* + 0 2 *• N2 + 02*

(6)

T 6 =3.2*10" 2 sec

CO2*(001) + M «. CO2*(030) + M

(7)

T7=1.4*10"2 sec

02* + H 2 0 « 0 2 + H2O*(010)

(8)

r8=2.9*10"7 sec

with the relaxation times Ttaken from Wood et al.3.
In the above reactions the notation (000) stands for (e,,^.^-vibrational modes, while the
asterisks is used to denote an excited state. Contrary to carbon dioxide, the water vapor
molecules release directly the absorbed laser radiation via molecular collisions described by
thereaction (1). Inview of the typical C0 2 concentration intheatmosphere (350ppmv), the
collisional partners of primary importanceare N2, 0 2 and H 2 0 (denotedbyM). Ina mixture
containing the C0 2 and N2, carbon dioxide is excited from the (100) hot band level into the
(001) level (2). Due to the proximity of the latter and the first excited N2 vibration, energy
from the CO2(001) level is rapidly transferred to N2 (4). As the concentration of nitrogen is
much higher than that of carbon dioxide, almost all the vibrational energy is transferred to
the former species.
The excited N2 molecules release their energy via three reaction channels. One
involves collisions with H 2 0 via (1) and (5), other channels involve (6), (8) and (1). The
finalpath contains (4), (7) and (3). Energy release through (1) and (8) is sufficiently fast,
in contrast to the depletion of N2*via (5) and (6). The net effect of the three deactivation
channels is the transfer of vibrational energy into translation motion, leading to an increase
inkineticenergy, and subsequently aheating of thegas. However, adelay inenergy transfer
results from the relatively slow deactivation processes (5), (6) and (7).This again, leads to
a cooling of the gas via the fast reaction (3) and theequilibrium condition existing between
CO2*(100)and CO2*(010).In the traditional chopper modephotoacoustics thekineticcooling
effect manifests itself when the laser exposure time (or pulse time) is either comparable or
less than the relaxation time dominating the deactivation reactions (5), (6) and (7).
The kinetic cooling effect affects the phase but also the magnitude of the recorded
photoacoustic signal. Thetotalphase measured inaphotoacousticexperimentdependsonthe
phases of the individual gaseous constituents. The time lag existing between the molecular
deactivation ratesresults inaout-of-phase signalbetween thegasofinterest and gaseousCOj
lowering the magnitude of the photoacoustic signal. However, it will be shown that the
molecular relaxation processes accelerate at increasing water vapor concentration. Todoso,
it suffices to determine the effect of vibrational energy change on the gas temperature. The
total rate of energy absorbed by a gas is:

dH/dt=(CJR)dT/dt+dEJdt

(2.7.1)

in which H denotes the enthalpy, Cp is specific heat at constant gas pressure, and R is the
universal gas constant.
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Thetotal energy absorbed in thegas mixtureisthe sum of theenergiesabsorbed by CO2 and
H 2 0, and is equal to the change in enthalpy:
dH/dt=A(T,<l>,P)(aC02+aH20)

(2.7.2)

in which Aisa function depending on thetemperature of thegas (T), thelaser intensity(<£),
and the gas pressure (P), while a denotes the absorption coefficient of carbon dioxide and
water respectively.
Itcanbeshown that thetimeratechange(with respect totime)of thetotalvibrational energy
E^,,of the gas mixture is:
dEvib/dt=B(T,v,P,<t>)aC02exp(-t/Tj (2.7.3)
in which rn is the net relaxation time (for the reactions (5), (6) and (7)) and v denotes the
spacing between the C0 2 (100) and (001) vibrational levels. Substituting equations (2.7.2)
and (2.7.3) into equation (2.7.1) leads to:
dT/dt=C(l +amo/aco2-vexp(-t/Tj)

(2.1A)

A cooling of the gas occurs when the term within brackets is negative. For t=0, such a
condition exists if:
aH2o/0iCO2<l-v=1.444

(2.7.5)

i.e. the duration t of the laser illumination (chopper period) is shorter than the relaxation
dominating thedeactivationprocesses. From eq.(2.7.5) itisclear thattheeffect of thekinetic
cooling depends on the amount of water vapor in the gas mixture.
Consequently, kineticcoolingandtheconcentration ofwatervaporpresentinrealistic
air samples is of particular interest when employing a resonant photoacoustic cell. A
maximum acoustic amplification of the generated signal occurs at the resonance frequency.
Atypical photoacoustic cell exhibits resonance frequencies above500Hz, and therefore the
kineticcooling effect manifests itself whenworking with 'dry' air samples. In fact, the effect
of variable amounts of water vapor on the dominating relaxation process in mixtures
involving C0 2 and N2 is known and can be calculated:

1/T4= (X,/T31 +XJT34+XS/T35)X3/X4+X1/T41

+XS/T4S

(2.7.6)

in which the indices 1to5 refer togases (1 =H 2 0, 2=NH3, 3=C0 2 , 4=N2, 5=0 2 )and x,
are the respective fractional concentrations (0<Xi<l). The time constants r^ are the
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relaxation times for vibrational to translational energy transfer due to collisions between
molecules i andj (i,j=l,..,5). According to Rooth et al.n. l/r4 is 48 Hz for 0% H 2 0 and
1410 Hz for 1% H 2 0 (Xj=0.01). For chopping frequencies exceeding 1410Hz (C„20=l%
i.e. thenormal ambient concentration level inthe Netherlands) kinetic cooling effect occurs.
To avoid cooling of the gas, regardless of the amount of water vapor present in the gas
sample, the optimum laser beam chopping frequency must be maintained below 48 Hz.
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Chapter 3

Constructional Details

3.1Thethree frequency phase-locked loop
Intermodulatedphotoacousticspectroscopy makesuseofahome-madethree frequency
phase locked loop (PLL) to simultaneously drive the chopper (frequency fchop), the Stark
modulation unit (frequency fsuu1t) and to provide the reference (or detection) frequency
(frequency fref) forthetwophase lock-in amplifier. Inaddition thephases 0chop, $suri[and0rcf
of thedriving signals must be mutually stable and phase-locked. These requirements were
met by using a home-made device (PLL), thescheme of which is shown in Fig.3.1.1.
The PLLconsists of four electronic circuits A, B, CandD.Thecircuits A, B,and
Careidenticalandprovidethereference frequency fref(numerically equal toK)forthelockin amplifier, thedriving frequency fStork(numerically equal toL) for theStark high voltage
unit, and the driving frequency fchop (numerically equal toN) for the chopper motor,
respectively. AsA, Band C are mutually identical, it suffices to describe the operational
principles of circuit A.
ATCXO(TemperatureCompensatedCrystal Oscillator)withafixedoutput frequency
of 2.4576 MHz is used as areference frequency clock for the entire PLL. The clock
frequency isdivided down to 128 Hz(reference frequency forthePLL) andfed intoone (1)
of thetwoinputs ((1)and(2))ofaphase comparing unit (PCU (I)).Theoutput of thePCU
(1)generates pulses proportional tothephase difference of inputs (1)and(2),which inturn
are fed into an integrator. Its output signal isused as acontrol voltage for a voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO). The output frequency of the VCOis in turn, divided byan
integer Kina4decade divider (3<K<9999) anditsoutput signal fed into thesecond input
(2) of thePCU (I). PCU (I) compares the 128Hz reference to this signal, untilastable
output frequency of 128*N Hzisobtained. This stable frequency isthen divided by 128 to
obtain a frequency (numerically equal toN)previously selected bythe4 decade divider.
Asfarasthechopper motorisconcerned anadditional circuit Dwasdeveloped.The
selected output signal (afrequency numerically equaltoN)isfed into input (1)ofPCU(II),
the output signal of which was fed into an integrator and passed toatransistor. It isthe
outputvoltageofthetransistor thatwas used todrivethechopper motor (M). After selecting
a chopper blade with the proper amount of slits, the chopping frequency is accordingly
measured bya lightemitting diode (LED) anditsoutput isfed intotheinput (2)ofthePCU
(II).
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Fig.3.1.1 Phase-locked loop (PLL)
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3.2 The photoacoustic Stark cell
In this section a detailed description of the resonant photoacoustic Stark cell is
presented. Alpase-Aluplus aluminum provided by B.V. IMCO HOLLAND Rotterdam was
selected asamaterial. This kindofaluminumistension-free andexhibitsa fairly hightensile
strength. The material was tooled on a milling-machine to leave a solid aluminum block
forming thebody frame. Out of this frame (length*width*height:240.0*140.0*66.0 mm3)a
rectangular hole(dimensions l*w*h=200.0*60.5*46.0 mm3)was madetoaccommodate the
photoacoustic Stark cell. Another rectangular hole (dimensions 220.0*50.0*40.0 mm3)was
milled alongside the body frame to hold the compartment containing the electronic
preprocessing equipment (1) shown in Fig.3.2.1.
Four holes (each 3 mm in diameter and 3 mm deep), were drilled in the floor of the
photoacoustic Stark cell. A PTFE-teflon block (2), U-shaped in transverse cross-section
(outer dimensions 100.0*60.5*35.0 mm3and inner dimensions 100.0*19.0*25.0 mm3) was
fitted centrally into the Stark cell, (its width and dimension match that of the photoacoustic
Stark cell). With the teflon block (2) in position (fixed by four teflon pins (length 6 mm,
diameter 3mm)) twobuffers (3)of equal volume (50.0*60.50*46 mm3)are formed at either
end of thephotoacoustic Starkcell. Twoidentical Starkplates (100.0*19.0*10.0 mm3) (4,5)
weremadefrom Alpase-Aluplusaluminum (thewidthandthelength of theStarkplatesequal
the inner dimensions of (2)). In the upperside of one (4) of the Stark plates three identical
slots were milled.

Fig.3.2.1 Exploded view of the Stark cell showing the photoacoustic section and the
electronic preprocessing compartment
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Each slot accommodates a single electret M37 microphone (12) manufactured by Microtel
Amsterdam; this latter fits exactly into the slot to prevent undesired pressure leakage. The
M37 microphone's operating voltage is 9 V ^ ; its typical sensitivity specified at STP is 10
mV/Pa. The frequency characteristic for this type of microphone is shown in Fig.3.2.2.
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Fig.3.2.2 Frequency characteristic of the Microtel M37 microphone
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Fig.3.2.3 Photoacoustic Stark cell; Starkplate (4) removed
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Two narrow, longitudinal grooves were made in the underside of the upper Stark plate (4)
andtheuppersideof thelowerStarkplate(5).TwoPTFE-teflon spacers (6)wereslotted into
these two grooves (Fig.3.2.3). In such a way three identical, rectangular, longitudinal
channels (100.0 mm long with a cross-section (5.0 *5.0 mm2) are formed.
The teflon block (2) (accommodating the Stark plates (4 and 5) shown in Fig.3.2.4) was
closed by a teflon cover plate (8) (Fig.3.2.5). The teflon cover plate runs flush with the
frame. In each short end of the teflon cover platean "elbow-shaped" channel (9) (1 mm in
diameter) was drilled, serving as gas in- and outlets (Fig.3.2.5).
At either end of the Stark cell compartment a flat ZnSe AR/AR window (25.4 mm
(1") in diameter; Janos Technology, Vermont, USA) was mounted in an aluminum cap(7).
In a side wall of the Stark cell a "LEMO" (size 1)plug (13) was mounted to pass the high
voltage modulation to the Stark plate (5) (the Starkplate (4) was grounded). The maximum
tolerable DC voltage for this plug is 7 kV, with maximum peak voltages not exceeding 15
kV.
In the wall opposite tothatcarrying theLEMO high voltage connector, four "LEMO" (size
0) connectors were mounted. The microphones were connected to three of the "LEMO 0"
plugs; a Motorola MX-1000 temperature compensated pressure sensor (14) was connected
toa fourth plug. The four plugs werefixedinto the wallsusingan air-tight fast-drying glue.
A round-edged rectangular groove was cut into the top section of the body frame,
and provided with an O-ring (15) to assure sealing. The cell was closed from above by an
aluminum coverplate (10)bolted tothe frame. Two swagelock lA" fittings (11) mountedon
top of the cover plate serve as gas in- and outlet ports (Fig.3.2.6).
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Fig.3.2.6 Photoacoustic Stark cell closed by the aluminum cover plate (10)
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The UC16Q, waveguide laser
The home-made 12C1602 laser used here was an improved version (H.Jalink) of the
early modeldesigned by C.Sikkensand usedby Harren etal.1This previous design featured
a plasma tube and a cooling jacket consisting of two equal but separate sections joined
together by meansof a silicon glue.Further, thelaser was susceptible toa substantial degree
of contamination (cathode sputtering, dirt, material disintegration and deposition of hot gas
on the optical components etc.). This resulted in a relatively short life time of the plasma
tube and a frequent need for dismantling of the laser.
Thepresentlaserconsistsofasingle, one-piecequartzplasmatubeandcoolingjacket
(both equal in size) fused together. Theplasma tube(500mm long, inner diameter 1.8 mm)
isfilledwith theflowing activegas mixtureconsistingof 65% He, 22% N2and 13%,2C1602.
The optical components mounted in teflon cylinders are continuously flushed by the active
gas mixture. In this way degradation by deposition is substantially reduced.
The laser tube rests on three aluminum guard brackets, each provided with three
adjustable pins terminated by teflon heads in order to facilitate lateral and vertical centring
of the tube. This type of mounting is more sturdy and less prone to bending; in addition it
enables an easy and rapid alignment.
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INTRODUCTION
Ammonia resulting from intensive agricultural livestock and fertilizing activities is
nowadays considered to be one of the main causes of soil acidification. To set up an active
program to attack the acid rain issue, "on-line" monitoring with sufficient sensitivity (down
to 1ppbv) of the ambient ammonia (NH3)concentration is an impetus.However, due to the
polar natureand electronegativecharacter ofNH3,overlapof thenitrogen lonepairelectrons
with the surface atomsof thedetector occurs, resulting in strongbondsat thedetector's cell
walls;thisphenomenaiscalledadsorption. Laserphotoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS)provides
a sensitive and general technique tor trace level vapors',2. We have used the photoacoustic
(PAJ arrangement consisting of a tunable C0 2 laser, a mechanical chopper and a cell in
which the photoacoustic signal is generated by excitation and deactivation of the gas of
interest (here NH3). In this setup the confined gas adsorbs on the cell walls, thereby
producing an error in real time low concentration measurements. Theproblem is to find the
material, for construction of thePA cell, that showslowestadsorption affinity for ammonia.
In recent years experiments havebeen carried out todetermine photoacoustically the uptake
of ammonia by materials such as PTFE-teflon, paraffin, gold and different kinds of teflon
tubing3,4. However, these data contain the relative values only. In this paper ammonia rise
times for aluminium, silicon coated aluminium, brass and teflon have been determined by
using a novel method. With this basically different method, using a 'leaf chamber', it is
possible, at least theoretically, to derive the absolute amount of adsorbed ammonia.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Detailed studies of the uptake and response by plants to pollutant gases require
precisely controlled environmental conditions. Therefore a device called leaf chamber has
been designed and used by plantphysiologists. Some problems have been encountered with
the early models; one of the main problems being the intrinsic interaction between the
pollutant gasand the leaf chamber walls. At the Agricultural University in Wageningen, W.
Tonk and B. van Hove5 designed a new chamber by which most of the drawbacks could be
overcome. This new device has been extensively used by van Hove for his adsorption
experiments with biological material (leaves).
Measuring NH3adsorption onnon-biological samples (suchas metalsetc.)requires lessstrict
conditions than when dealing with biological material; therefore the Tonk-van Hove leaf
chamber is certainly suited for such studies with materials. The leaf chamber meets the
following requirements:
1. glass and teflon (PTFE) havebeen used for all internal parts. These materials showalow
adsorption affinity for pollutant gases like S0 2 , 0 3 , N0 2 and to a lesser extent NH3.
2. precise control of air temperatures in the chamber enables one to study the effect of
different temperatures on adsorption. It is necessary to avoid large fluctuations in the
concentrations of pollutantgases and inrelativeair humidity. Inaddition, condensation of
water vapour on internal surfaces, in which the pollutant gases may dissolve, should be
prevented.
3. the internal volume of the cell amounts to 2.6 1.Differences between inlet and outlet
concentrations are only detectable if flow rates of air passing the leaf chamber are small
(5 to 61/min). As a consequence mechanical mixing within the leaf chamber ispart of a
gas exchange fumigation system described in a previous paper by van Hove6.
The uptake of ammonia isdetermined by measuring thedifference between inlet and
outlet concentration of the leaf chamber. At the outlet port NH3 is detected with a NOxanalyzer equipped with a catalytic converter to oxidize NH3 to NO. A more extended
description of this Tonk-van Hove leaf chamber is given by van Hove7. In this study
ammonia risetimeshavebeen measured for aluminium, siliconcoated aluminium, brass,and
PTFE-teflon. These materials, frequently used as construction materials for photoacoustic
cells, were cut into plates of 15x15x0.1 cm., resulting in a total area of 456 cm2. Before
entering the chamber, the plates (samples) were cleaned with pure alcohol.
Because mixing of the leaf chamber air is uniform, the accumulation of the internal
concentration of NH3 following gas injection can be determined by measuring the outlet
concentration of the leaf chamber ( C ^ . Then C^,,is given by an exponential function:
CM = CJ1 -exp(-t/r)]
Thecurveis characterized by thetime constant T(relaxation time).In absence of adsorption
on the internal surfaces, r is numerically equal to the residence time, i.e. the ratio between
leaf chamber volume and the flow rate: V/f. First the response of the empty chamber is
measured (chamber withouta sample).After thisreference measurement theresponse of the
chamber with specimen is determined. The output concentration, for both, the empty
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chamber and the chamber with a sample, is expected to reach the NH3 input concentration
after a certain time (for f = 6 1/min.and V = 2.6 1 Tis expected to be 0.43 min1, so C^,
will reach 68% of itsfinalvalueafter 2.30 minutes when no adsorption of ammonia on the
internal surface occurs). Out of the experiments two functions can be generally derived:
C<mre.c. = CJ1 - exp(-t/TeJ]
Ccure*.

=

ex. = empty chamber

CuJl - exP(-tlrc.sJ

cs

- ~ chamber + sample

The difference between TCC and TCS is a specific measure for the amount of adsorbed
molecules on the sample.

c

(ppb)

t(min)

Fig.3.3.1 Theoretical adsorption curves for the empty leaf chamber (CMit^ and the leaf
chamber + sample (CmlcJ
The area canbe calculated exactly by integrating the substraction of both functions. Because
flow rate and the are of the sample are know, theamount of adsorbed molecules per square
angstrom can be worked out. This peculiar feature makes this method so special.
After the whole system had been equilibrated at relative air humidity (RH) of 15%,
50 ppbv NH3 was injected into the flow of conditioned air passing the leaf chamber. The
outlet concentration was then recorded until a steady state for the system was attained. The
whole experiment was repeated for the system without leaf chamber in order to correct for
a contribution of the in- and outlet tubing of the leaf chamber.
During the experiments the temperature in the chamber was kept constant at 25°C.
Relative humidity of 15% could be reduced further only by flushing the chamber using a
very large flow rate of N2. Rise time curves for the empty chamber and the chamber with
sample (Fig.3.3.2) show significantly different behaviour than was predicted (Fig.3.3.1).
In contrast to the theoretical curves all the measured signals rise more rapidly than was
expected. Only the tail section of the measured curves agrees well with the theoretically
predicted values. Another striking fact is that even after 6 hours the response of the empty
chamber and the chamber with sampleapproach asymptotically different steady statevalues:
that is to say the output concentrations don't approach the input concentration C^ (Cj„ = 50
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ppbv). Itappearsasifammoniacontinuously lostinthechamber. Furthermore, therisetime
of all signals is slower than expected.

Fig.3.3.2 Experimentally found adsorption curves (Csscs steady stateconcentration chamber
+ sample;Cssec steadystateconcentrationemptychamber; Ctoinputconcentration)

DISCUSSION
Although the data gathered on the adsorption experiments at first glance don't look
very promising, most of the unpredicted facts can be explained.
To startwith, thefunction C„[l -exp(-kir, -k2(r2)2]fitsthe measured curvesbetter than the
onepredicted by theory, becausethe former function rises faster. Workon this matterisstill
in progress. At present substraction of both measured steady state functions results in an
infinite area, i.e. no absolute adsorption values can be calculated out of the data. Instead,
only relative values (i.e. one curve, corresponding to a specific material, approaches the
reference signal - chamber without a sample - more closely than another one. Therefore a
meaningful conclusion about the adsorption properties can be derived by comparing the
relative positions of the curves to each other, and comparing those to the reference
measurement). In our measurements PTFE-teflon showed the lowest adsorption affinity for
NH3 followed by aluminium, brass and silicon coated aluminium (the adsorption affinity
increases from teflon to coated aluminium). This conclusion is in agreement with results of
Beck etaPwho measured adsorption photoacoustically. Teflon was shown to have theleast
affinity for NH3 followed byparaffin and gold. Because of theapparent adsorptive capacity
of theteflonchamber, C ^ approachesasymptotically toCMinsteadof theinputconcentration
Cj,,. This would imply that layers of NH3 are formed continuously on the chamber walls. In
fact this accumulation rate can be calculated8. However, this process can't continue
indefinitely. Abetter explanation liesperhaps in the fact that NH3 is soluble in water. This
suggests that the adsorption of NH3 is a result of a reaction with water, rather than a direct
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reaction with teflon or glass. It is assumed that water is present as a thin water layer or
waterfilm ontheinternal surfaces of thechamber although relatively "dry" air hasbeenused
(RH of 15%)10. A new leaf chamber, which overcomes the water film problem, is being
developed byW. Tonk. Materials described hereprovided with new, different coatings, will
be tested using this novel chamber in the near future. A photoacoustic Stark cell based on
the knowledge attained by the adsorption experiment mentioned above has been constructed
by Sauren et at. It is this new photoacoustic cell that will be used soon for measuring low
NH3 concentrations in air.
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3.4 ResonantStarkspectrophoneasanenhancedtrace
levelammoniaconcentrationdetector: design
andperformance atC0 2 laserfrequencies
HansSauren,DaneBicanic,Willy Hillen,HenkJalink, KeesvanAsselt,JacoQuist,andJorgReuss

AdesignofaStarkphotoacousticcellcapableofdetectingammoniainambientairattracelevelsisdiecussed.
Key words: Photoacousticspectroscopy,CO2laser,Resonantcell,Ammoniatracedetection,Starkspectroscopy, Infrared spectroscopy, Atmospheric pollution.

I.

tion strength for ammonia and of carbon dioxide respectively),andthe9/?(28)lasertransitions. Theconcentration of ammonia in a matrix of the other two
gasesisthen obtained bysolvinga set oflinear equations.
A more elegant approach to selectively detecting
ammonia in a matrix of various absorbing gaseous
pollutants is based on the Stark effect.5 Due to its
largedipole moment (1.48debye in the ground state)
NH3showsan appreciable Stark splitting inan external electrical field: i.e.,the application of an electric
field shifts the molecular absorption line into resonance with a properly chosen CO2laser line. Stark
tuning of ammonia, using CO2 laser PAS (thereby
greatly enhancing the sensitivity) has been demonstrated in thelaboratory bynumerous authors.6"10
In thispaper a design and useofa Stark tuned cell
developed for fast (response time <2 min) and interference free PA detection of ambient ammonia isdescribed.

Introduction

Ammonia emission due to intensive agriculture
(livestock breeding and fertilizing activities) isnowadays considered to be one of the main causes of soil
acidification. Thecontrolofammonia (NH3)production rates by monitoring its concentration levels has
becomea necessity. Throughout the past years varioustypesofammoniamonitorshavebeenconstructed.
However,thesemonitorsareknowntohaveonlymoderately fast response times (10min or longer) and are
unreliable for detecting concentrations <10 ppb.
Conventionalphotoacousticspectroscopy (PAS)when
combinedwithaCO2laser,hasprovedtobeasensitive
technique,for monitoringtoxicvaporsandavarietyof
pollutantgasesat trace levels.1'2 Duetothe presence
oflargeamountsofbothwatervapor(fewpercent)and
carbon dioxide (~350 ppm) in ambient air, and the
additive character of the PA signal, interference free
detection of ammonia at either of the three strong
ammonia absorption lines coinciding with 9ft(30),
10i?(8),and10fl(6)CO2lasertransitionsisnotpossible
without correcting the measured signals for phase reversaldueto the kinetic cooling effect.3 An interestingmethodologyfordealingwithproblemsofthiskind
hasbeendevelopedandtestedinpractice.4 Essentially it implies quasisimultaneous (CO2 laser is tuned
successively)measurements ofthemagnitudeand the
phaseofthePAsignalsrecorded at the9ft(30), 9P(18)
(correspondingtothewavelengthofmaximumabsorp-

II.

Experimental

Figure 1shows the exploded viewof the Stark cell
used here. The cellhousing wasfabricated onamilling machine out of an aluminum (alpase-aluplus)
working piece. Upon removing the metal, a 200.0X
60.5X40.00-mmcavity(leavingtheoverallwallthickness of 20.0mm) used toaccommodate the cell'sconstituent parts isformed. The compartment (1) used
toaccommodatecomponentsforelectronicprocessing
wasmachinedinonesideofthecell. Apolytetra fluor
ethylene (PTFE) teflon block (2) (its width closely
fitting that of the cavity) placed symmetrically in the
middle of the available cell volume and carrying the
threemicrophonesformstheheartofthePAcell. The
remainingvolumes (3)oneithersideoftheblockserve
as baffles (expansion chambers). The length (onequarter of the resonant wavelength) of each baffle is
preciselyequal toone-half ofthe blocklength,sothat
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(24.0 ± 0.4) for this cell was found experimentally.
The mean responsitivityRobtained was13.0Vcm/W
and the variation among several calibration runs was
-5%.
TheRvalue(Risdirectlyproportional tothemicrophone sensitivity M) specified above refers only to
atmospheric pressure. Both, the absorption coefficienta and themicrophone sensitivityMare pressure
dependent,15 afact often overlooked byother investigators. This is of particular interest when PA measurements are carried out in a flow regime and at a
reducedpressure. Sincetheproductoftheabsorption
coefficient a and the microphone sensitivity M appearsintheequation for themagnitudeofthenormalized photoacoustic signal, [S = PRaC, (P = power in
Wattsand C= concentration aspartialpressure)] itis
necessarytoperformthecellcalibrationintwodistinct
steps. Anovel,absolute method tocalibrate thephotoacoustic cellhasrecentlybeensuggested.16 Briefly,
after filling the cell (containing the metal strip that
simulates the absorbinggasand which isheated periodically at thecellresonant frequency) with the flowingnonabsorbing gas (i.e.,nitrogen) toanyof thevaluesofpressure within 10"2< p < 760Torr,range,the
corresponding microphone signal ismeasured. Having established the microphone sensitivity's-pressure
dependence,theexperiment isrepeatedusingthecalibratinggasmixture.

Fig.1. Starktunedphotoacousticcell.
the background signal due to window absorption will
not couple efficiently to the resonant cavity of block
(2). u The block iscomposed of three small channels
andtwoflatpolishedaluminumplates(4,5). Uniform
separation ofthe Stark platesovertheentire length is
provided bytwoteflon spacers (6). The crosssection
of each channel is5.0 X5.0 mm, and its length is100
mm. The PTFE teflon was chosen as a material for
constructing the block (2)because of its favorable insulation (Starkplatesareinsulatedfrom thecellhousing)andadsorption (lowaffinity forammonia) properties. The upper Stark plate is grounded and
accomodates three miniature electret microphones
(M37 Microtel, Amsterdam) mounted flush with the
plate,whilethe Stark voltageisapplied tothe bottom
plate. Microphones in the side channels average the
backgroundsignalspriortosubtractionfromthesignal
recorded inthe main channel. Anultralow noise amplifier (30nV at the input) isused before feeding the
signalsintotheIthaco3961Atwophaselock-inamplifier. Thecellisterminated onbothendsbyARcoated
ZnSewindows(7).
III.

For the cell described here, the background signal
(duetosourcesother than C2H4absorption) wasmeasured usingthe 10P(14) lineand at atmospheric pressure by filling the cell with 99.9995%pure N2. This
signal (3 11V per Watt laser power) was vectorially
subtracted from the ethylene signal to calculate the
responsitivity R.
To narrow the linewidth, the Stark modulated detection with moderate electric field strengths (2 kV/
cm-5 kV/cm) isperformed at reduced pressures (50500mbar).
Theefficiency oftheStarkcellfordetectingambient
ammonia wastested by drawing real air samples into
the cellusinga suction pump. With thelaser operatinginthechopped radiation modeandthe modulation
frequency of the chopper tuned to that of the cell
resonance, a 5kV/cm Stark field (provided by a high
voltage power supply FUG 7E-12500) was made to
alternateat0.1 Hzwithasquarewaveform. Thiswas
done to eliminate the appearance of transient signals
normallyoccurringat high (>300Hz)modulation frequencies. Figure2displaystheStarktunedsignaldue
to ambient ammonia measured in the flow through
mode (0.5 1/min). This particular measurement was
taken at the 10i?(6) laser line with an electrical field
strength of ~5 kV/cm. The polarization direction of
thelaserradiation waschosen parallel tothe electrical
field (AM=0transitions). TheQ(J= 5,K =5,M =5)
ammonia line was Stark tuned at 50mbar and room
temperature. Under these conditions 0.5 W of the
unfocused laserpowerproduced aPAsignalof0.30/iV
while the magnitude of the field-free signal was 0.15

Performance

The Stark cell was first used in the chopped radiation mode to test its operation and to determine its
responsitivity at room temperature and atmospheric
pressure with the certified ethylene mixture (101.6
ppm C2H4inN2)used asatest gas. Published values
oftheabsorption coefficient afor €2^.4at the 10P(14)
line show considerable scatter.12 In this study the
absorption coefficient a = 30 atm~! cm -1 ± 10%was
taken for ethylene (based on an average of published
data 1314 ). The calibration wasrepeated several times
duringthecourseofthemeasurementstochecksystem
repeatability. The cellwasoperated at its first longitudinalresonance (1608Hz). AQ-factor (FWHM)of

„V."
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fully exploit the potential ofthe Stark modulated detection modetofind thesolutiontotheaboveproblem
is an impetus. Work on this matter is already in
progress.
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Fig. 2. Zero-field and field on (5 kV/cm) photoacoustic signal due
to ambient ammonia at 10R (6) laser line recorded at 50mbar and a
flowrate of 0.51/min.

To test the identity ofthe measured signals several
controltestshavebeenrun. Theincreaseofthesignal
magnitude wasobserved when asmall vessel containingfew droplets of 32%aqueous solution of ammonia
wasplaced in the vicinity of the cell feed line tubing.
Asafinal testverypure nitrogen (class5.0) was flown
through abubbler, which contained onlydistilled water at 293 K. When the mixture of saturated water
vapor (104 ppmv) and nitrogen at the reduced pressureswasdrawn intothe cell,noStark shift at 10i?(6)
was observed.
IV.

Conclusion

Selectivedetection ofammoniapresent inurban air
has been demonstrated. Detection sensitivity of the
given experimental setup was derived by ratioing the
magnitude ofthePAsignal tothenoisevoltageof this
signal.
An ultimate ammonia concentration limit of 0.4
ppbv (corresponding to a SNR of unity) is obtained
underthefollowingexperimentalconditions: integrationtimeofthelock-inamplifier 1s,Starkfield modulation 0.1 Hz, flow 0.5 1/min, cell pressure 50 mbar,
electric field strength 5 kV/cm, and the 10R(6) laser
linewith 0.5wattsofunfocused laser power.
Despite good long term power stability of the CO2
laserthemeasurement is,atpresent,impaired tosome
extent by the nonavailability of the piezolaser cavity
tuningoptionandthelimitedrangeoftheelectricfield
strength (maximum 5 kV/cm). Elimination of these
restrictions might improve detection sensitivity substantially.
Thecellispotentiallysusceptibletofurther optimization such as volume minimization and the application ofaStark field modulation atthecell's true resonant frequency (1608 Hz). As far as the latter is
concerned the preliminary measurements indicate
strongpickupofspurioussignalsbytheelectretmicrophonesathighmodulation frequencies. Tobeableto
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3.5 High-sensitivity,interference-free,Stark-tunedC0 2laserphotoacoustic
sensingofurbanammonia
Hans Sauren,Dane Bicanic,and Henk Jalink
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University, DuivendaalI,6701AP Wageningen, TheNetherlands
JOrg Reuss
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(Received 27 April 1989;accepted for publication 2August 1989)
Low-concentration (few ppbv), interference-free, on-line photoacoustic detection of ambient
ammonia (NH 3 ) is reported by Stark tuning the Q(J= 5,K=5,M=5)
NH 3 absorption line
into resonance with the C 0 2 laser. Measurements were madeover arangeof total pressure
between 600 and SO mbar.

bothlow-andhigh-concentration ranges. Examples involve
tracedetection inambient airby preconcentrating thesampleontheselective absorber3 andfluxmeasurement of NH 3
emittedfrom thefertilizedfields.4Gandurinetal.constructed a modular (three lasers) laboratory setup for photoacoustic analysis of mixtures containing NO, N 0 2 , NH 3 ,
C2H„,and saturated hydrocarbons, by making useofatwochannel differential scheme and a wavelength-modulation
technique.5 Above ppmvlevel, ammoniaemission ratemeasurements in a power plant using a C 0 2 laser6 and diode
laser studies of ammonia concentration, diurnal variation7
havebeen reported.

Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS), inparticular when
combined with strong lasers as radiation sources, has been
recognized for its capacity to measure weak absorptions in
gases, liquids, and solids.' Since the majority of pollutants
absorbintheinfraredbetween the2-and20-fim region,also
characterized by the availability of several strong lasers,
there have been considerable amounts of laboratory and
field work performed towardsapractical instrument foronline analysis of atmospheric gases in the low-concentration
range (several ppbv). 2
Amongthose,ammonia,duetoitsroleinthesoil acidification, has received ample attention from worldwide scientificcommunities,anditscontrol ''.roughthe concentration
of measurements hasbecome anecessity. Fortunately there
is a good degree of spectral overlap between ammonia absorptionfrequenciesandthefrequenciesoftheCOjlaser,the
strongest one being that coinciding with the 9/J(30) laser
transition.
In situ, conventional chopped radiation mode photoacoustic studies of ammonia carried out so far, encompass
J.Appl.Phys. 66(10).15November1989

Due to the additive character of the photoacoustic signal undernormal atmospheric conditions, thepresence ofa
large amount of water vapor and carbon dioxide impedes
NH 3 detection inthelow-concentration range (ppbv).Consequently,somemeansofselectivespectraldiscrimination is
requiredifammoniaistobedetected interference freeinthe
matrix ofabsorbing gases.
An interesting methodology that enables the experi-
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FIG.2.StarksignalofNH, obtainedat IOR(6) CO,laserlineatthetotal
pressureofSOmbarandtheelectricfieldstrengthof 3. 5kV/cm.

FIG. 1. Experimentalsetupusedinthisstudy.

mode. TheStarkfieldwhich is modulated byasquare wave
at0.1 Hz is provided by the FUG HV power supply driven
byaWavetekgenerator. Measurements performed atdifferent pressures, while maintaining the experimental conditions unaltered, show thesame trend as illustrated in Fig. 2
above. With increasing pressure the modulation depth decreases.NoStarkshiftisobservedatpressuresexceeding 600
mbar,withafieldstrengthof5kV/cm. Inordertocheck the
identity of the measured signals, several control tests have
beenrun.Atfirst,asmall vessel containingafewdropletsof
32% aqueous solution of ammonia (Merck) was placed in
theimmediate vicinity of the feed-line tubing. Accordingly,
arapidand largeincreaseof thephotoacoustic signal (lockin signal 10 mV) at 10/?(6) laser line was observed under
normal operating conditions.

mentalist to deduce the NH 3 concentration through the
proper interpretation of phases and signal strengths obtained by measurements at selected C 0 2 laser wavelengths
hasrecently beensuggested.8 Theeffectiveness of ammonia,
present inamixture offourgases, on the photoacoustic signal has been studied in the laboratory.9 Tuning the NH 3
absorption into resonance with a proper C 0 2 laser line by
means of the Stark effect, thereby greatly enhancing the
specificity, hasbeendemonstratedinlaboratorystudies.10"13
In thiscommunication we reporton the designand useofa
Stark-tuned spectrometer (see Fig. 1) that has permitted,
what is believed, the first PA measurements of ammonia
everconducted in theoutsideair.
A home-made, stable C 0 2 line-tunable waveguide laser
wasusedinthisexperiment.Theresonantphotoacousticcell
madeofhigh-qualitypolytetrafiuorethylene (PTFE) Teflon
wasdesignedfortheoperationintheflow-through modeand
canbedriveneitherintheconventionalchoppermodeorthe
Stark-tuned mode. It is equipped with carefully designed
baffle volume14:itsresonancefrequency correspondedtothe
firstlongitudinal mode is 1608Hz (293 K). The cell incorporates three identical rectangular channels of 5.0XS.0
mm2 cross section and of 100mm length. Only the middle
channel is illuminated by the unfocused laser radiation.
Each channel is equipped with a miniature Microtel M37
microphone (lOtnV/Paat 1608Hz);thoseinthesidechannels serve for averaging of the background signals prior to
the subtraction from the signal recorded in the main channel. An ultralow noiseamplifier was used before feeding the
signals into the Ithaco 3961-A two-phase lock-in amplifier.
A detailed description of cell construction and accompanyingelectronics will be given elsewhere."Two identical rectangular, polished aluminum plates, forming a 5-mm gap,
areseparated bytwo PTFE-Teflon spacers. Highdc voltage
generated by power supply (FUG HCN 7E-12500) is applied tothebottom plate;the upper platecarrying thethree
microphones is grounded.

Asafinaltest,thecell wascoupled toabubblercontaining only distilled water at 293 K, through which very pure
(class 5.0) nitrogen is flowed. No Stark shift was observed
whenthemixtureofsaturated watervapor s; 104ppmvand
nitrogen at pressures between 50and 600mbarin the cell.
With theC 0 2 lasermechanically chopped andtuned to
the WP( 14) transition, thecell wascalibrated usingacertifiedprecision mixtureof 101.6ppm C2H4 [absorption cross
section'6ofethyleneisabout35atm~' cm"' at 10P( 14)] at
the first longitudinal resonance mode (1608 Hz, 293 K),
yielding a cell constant of (3.9 ± 0.1) X 103 Pacm/W for
onemicrophone. Using thisvalue, theobserved signal (Fig.
2) is found to correspond to 7.5 pppbv of ammonia. The
ultimate (S/N = 1) detection limit of 0.4 ppbv for a given
set isderived byconsidering thenoiseatop thesignal shown
in Fig. 2.
In conclusion, on-stream and interference-free detection of ammonia present in the urban air has been demonstrated.Thecell ispotentiallysusceptibletofurtheroptimization,suchasthereduction ofbaffle volumedimensionsand
modulation of the Starkfieldat resonant frequency.
The authors thank W. Hillen for technical advice and
constructionoftheStarkcell,C.J.vanAsseltandG. Lenters
for designing and constructing (he low-noise preamplifier,
and P. van Espeloformaking thedrawings.This research is
partially funded by the National Institute for Health and
Environmental Protection (RIVM) in Bilthoven, The
Netherlands and FOM-STW Foundation Utrecht, The
Netherlands.

Figure 2 displays results of the measurement taken at
10/J(6) laser line in the flowing regime (0.4 c"/mm). The
outside air was drawn through tetrafluorethylene-perfluorpropylene (FEP)-Teflon tubing by a vacuum pump. With
an electric field strength of 5 kV/cm, without causing electric breakdown, QU=5, AT= 5, M= 5) of the multiplet
transitions with AAf= 0 was Stark tuned at 50 mbar and
roomtemperature.Thecell withthelaserbeam mechanically chopped at 1608 Hz is operated in the first longitudinal
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Abstract. Real time, hlgh-sensitlvity and Interference-free Stark-tuned photoacoustic
concentration detection of atmospheric pollutants at C0 2 laser wavelengths requires
subatmospherlc pressures in the cell containing the gaseous sample of Interest.
The detected photoacoustic signal is in general directly proportional to the cell
responsivity, a definition which implies, among the other parameters, the product of
the microphone sensitivity and the absorption cross section of the measured
species. For correct interpretation of the results It is necessary to determine the
dependence of both of these quantities on pressure. A novel effective methodology
Is proposed, making no use of a test gas and based on a vibrating strip as the
calibrating source. Once the cell responsivity has been determined the method
described can be used to study the pressure dependence of the absorption cross
section of an arbitrary gas.

The method makes use of a stable, line-tunable C 0 2
laser in conjunction with a carefully designed photoacoustic Stark cell.The knowhow gathered in thestudies
of ammonia adsorption to different metals and cell
polymercoatings(Saurenet al 1989b)aswell asimprovements in cell design (Harren 1988, Harren el al 1990)
was utilized when constructing this instrument (Sauren
et al 1990). However, in order to achieve a good signalto-noise ratio (SN a 50-100) with this technique, it was
necessary to operate the Stark cell at reduced (SO to
100mbar) pressure (Sauren et al 1989a).
Generally, in a photoacoustic experiment performed
in the gas phase and at atmospheric pressure, the
photoacoustic signal S{V), detected either by electret or
condenser microphones (the performance characteristics
of which usually refer to atmospheric pressure),depends
on the incident laser power P (in watts), the sample's
absorption coefficient a (atm~' m" 1 ), the cell responsivity R (Vcm W~'), that for a given cell configuration is
proportional to the microphone's sensitivity Sm
(V Pa" 1 ), but is not gas dependent, and finally on the
concentration C (atm) in units of partial pressure, i.e.

1. Introduction

Laser photoacoustic spectroscopy (LPAS) has proven to
be a powerful and sensitive technique for spectroscopic
studies in gas, liquid and solid phases (Vargas and
Miranda 1988). One of the most widely encountered
practical uses of LPAS is the concentration monitoring
of primary pollutant gases (Miklds and Lorincz 1989,
Olafsson 1990, Meyer and Sigrist 1990, Angeli et al
1991).
Atmospheric ammonia (NH 3 ), considered a primary
pollutant in the soil acidification, has received much
public attention over (he past few years. Knowledge
aboutthedepositionofammoniaisofcrucial importance
when considering the initialization of an environmental
programme aimed to combat this problem. For on-line
detection of NH 3 deposition rates laser photoacoustics
combined with Stark-modulation spectroscopy has
recently been suggested (Sauren el al 1989a) as a new
method with the potential to overcome problems such
as selectivity and sensitivity, normally met with conventional techniques.
0957-0233/91/100957+06 $03.50 © 1991IOPPublishing Ltd
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a(p) when calibrating the microphone's sensitivity Sm{p)
might lead to incorrect values of R{p) and therefore also
to the misinterpretation of concentration whenever
working in the Stark-tuned mode. Knowing the operational principle of a microphone, one cannot but speculate on the effect of lowering the ambient pressure on
its performance.
In this paper we therefore present a novel method
by which the behaviour of the microphone Sm{p) at
reduced pressure can be determined directly without
actually making use of a test gas. From the obtained
value of Sm(p) and a direct proportionality between
Sm{p) and R(p) one has

S = PRCa. Instead of the absorption coefficient a, the
molecular cross section a (m2 mol~') is frequently used.
The quantities a and a are related (Dewey et al 1973)
through C(alm)a(atm~' m""')= JVA<rwhere JVA denotes
the number of absorbing molecules per unit volume
(molm~ 3 ).
Itis aknown fact that both theabsorption coefficient
of a gas and the sensitivity Sm of the microphone are
functions of the ambient pressure (i.e. a = a(p), Sm =
Sm{p) and therefore also R= R{p)). For this reason the
relation S= PRCa, stated above, is not a priori valid
any longer at reduced pressure but has to be replaced
by the more general expression S{p) = PR(p)Ca(p).
Hence,inorder toenable theexperimentalist engaged
in laser photoacoustic Stark-tuned spectroscopy to calculate the concentration C of a given pollutant, the
measured voltage signal S(p), the cell responsivity R(p),
the microphone sensitivity Sm{p) and the absorption
coefficient a(p)have to beknown asfunctions ofpressure.
Photoacoustic measurements of pressure-dependent
absorption coefficients a(p) for test gases like C2H 4 and
NH 3 have been reported in the literature (Kavaya et al
1979). However, these data lack evidence for whether or
not the effect of the microphone's sensitivity Sm(p) has
been included. Photoacoustic studies require the calibration of the detecting cell assembly and, in most
experiments, the cell responsivity R{pum) at atmospheric
pressure palm is determined by measuring the normalized
photoacoustic signal S/P (p.,m) obtained with the test
gas of a precisely known absorption coefficient «{p,im)
present (concentration C) in the certified precision mixture, since
«(P.,n,) =

S(p„
a(P.t

PC.

S(P)
PR(P.,JC

«(p)=

S(PMP.,J

S{pum)

(1)

(2)
(3)

Finally, in a realistic experiment carried out at some
arbitrary pressure p, the values of R{p„m) and of a(p)
are used to derive the unknown concentration C from:
S(P)
PR(P..™WP)

(5)

S(P)
PR(pMpY

(6)

and finally

The responsivity R is directly proportional to the microphone sensitivity Sm(which is normally specified at p„m).
As the next step, one calculates the pressure dependence
of the absorption coefficient a(p) from equation (1) by
measuring the normalized signals S/P (p) at varying
pressures as:
dp) =

S(P)
PR{p)C

«(p)=

In equation (5) the absorption coefficient a(p) does not
depend on Sm any longer, and hence relationship (6) is
valid for pj=pMm.
Basically, the radiation from an intensity-modulated
C 0 2 laser impinges on an aluminium strip, of which
one end was bolted to a brass plate (figure 1). The
assembly was placed at a properly chosen location in
the Stark photoacoustic cell. The non-reflected fraction
of the energy is absorbed by a very thin layer within
thematerial nearto thesurface of thestrip.The penetrating thermal wave generates a bending moment causing
the strip to vibrate and, hence, functions as the sound
source. If its dimensions are selected properly the strip
can be forced to vibrate (quality factor, (2,„ip) a t a
frequency corresponding to that of modulation and of
the cell's second longitudinal resonance. The amplitude
of the strip's vibration is directly proportional to the
amount of absorbed laser power and to the quality
factor (2,„ip of the excited resonance. The latter depends
on the internal friction of the metal and damping due
to air viscosity. For a freely vibrating strip with an
experimentally determined intermediate Q value of
50-100 such as here, the damping effect of air viscosity

A
I - 19 mm
w- 6
h. 1

(4)

However, since Sm is pressure (and therefore R) dependent, equation (4) is incorrect whenever p/ p„ m .
In the calibration procedure described above, the
pressure effect of the microphone sensitivity Sm is hidden
in a(p), i.e. a(p) is microphone dependent and cannot be
separated. Consequently, use of the reported values of

Figure 1. Aluminium strip used as the sound source.
/, h and w refer to the length, height and width ol the
strip (all dimensions inmm).
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For metals the value of /? is in the order of 10 1 m" 1
while yat 1600 Hz has a value between 103and 10* m"',
cois the mechanical chopping frequency. Therefore the
second term of equation (8) can be neglected inside the
strip so that

isalways smaller than that of internal friction. Therefore,
the vibration amplitude and frequency may be regarded
as beingindependent of thepressure in the photoacoustic
cell. Provided the power of the laser is constant, the
heat load and the sound energy generated by the strip
will also be constant.
The second longitudinal resonance of the Stark cell
is excited accordingly. The amplitude of the generated
pressure wave (constant) is then measured by the miniature microphone (attached by tape to the bottom of the
central section of the photoacoustic cell) at the modulation frequency using the lock-in technique. The amplitude of the pressure wave at a specified location of the
microphone is, under given experimental conditions,
solelydependent on themicrophone sensitivity Sm. Thus,
while decreasing the pressure in the cell, corresponding
signal values provide direct information about Sm(p).
Since the microphone sensitivity specified by the manufacturer refers to the ambient pressure, absolute values
Sm(p) can be determined using the above data. Although
basically a very simple device, the vibrating metal strip
appears to be a suitable sound source for performing
the microphone calibration measurement.

T(x,l) = T0exp(-yx) exp i(yx - cot)
with
7o= r

(9)

The flexural vibrations of a thin strip are governed by
the equation
pwh^^

+ B ^ - ^ = XwT0ap{-imt)

(10)

where X ( P a K - 1 ) is the thermomechanical coefficient,
B(Pa m 4 ) is the cross sectional moment of the strip
(rectangular bar) while w(m)and h{m) are the width and
the thickness of the strip respectively. The term on the
right-hand side of (10)represents the average mechanical
stresscaused by the heat expansion,while ({z, t)describes
the displacement of the strip along the x axis and
vanishes outside the illuminated region of the strip.
The periodic heating sets the metal strip into motion.
Assuming <J(z,r)=/(z)exp(—icur) and substituting this
expression in (10) one obtains (Timoshenko et al 1974):

2. Theory
In order to determine the magnitude of the sound
pressure generated by a vibrating strip placed within the
photoacoustic cell, several physical processes must be
taken into account. Only a qualitative description is
needed here, since, as stated above, one is not interested
in the exact relationship between the incident light
intensity and the generated sound pressure. The onedimensional thermal diffusion equation that governs the
thermal wave generation is
p C v ^ - K A T =(l-R)/»exp(-/Jx)

AlPM

>°> + xP2'

B
phw

%

-

'

=

%

•

(11)

The general solution of this experiment is found in the
literature. Since only the average displacement is of
interest here one can write:
< { . > ~ t f ( ( e > 2 - o > 2 ) 2 + ^ r ) " 2 exp(-m>t)
(12)

(7)
and for the average velocity

where the symbols p, C y , K, R and /!denote the density,
specific heat at constant volume thermal conductivity,
reflection andabsorption coefficients of thestrip material
respectively; furthermore T is the absolute temperature
of the strip and / ( W m ~ 2 ) i s the intensity of the incident
radiation.
The time dependent solution of T (x, t) of the above
differential equation reads
r(x,t) =

<6

icoH((a>l -co2)2 +

with
H=

vk~(8)

(14)

ph-

A= (1 - R)p7/pC,

(8a)

y= <a>/4x)"2

(86)

o>KHQK AT„QK
~ F. • Pco:
phcoK

(15)

The quantity FK includes all the material and geometrical
parameters but is independent of the ambient pressure
and of the incident light power P. The absorbed energy
causes an increase in strip temperature and, strictly
speaking, the material constants might consequently
change during the measurement. However, this temperature rise is, in general, very small and the above assumption is therefore justified.

with

and
X = KlpCy.

XJl

The velocity amplitude vk of the Icth strip's resonance
can be written as

ico + XP2

; I-exp[—(I —i)yx]—exp(—/?x))exp(—icut)

w2col/Ql)-il2e\p(-imt)
(13)

(8c)
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The sound field inside a cavity canbe determined
by solving the lossless setofacoustic equations:
du
p 0 — + grad>P=0
ot

multiplied bythevolume Vofthe cell,i.e.
E= KPoU2 + V*IPocl>V=C1VI4pBcl
(16a)

£~G 0 W2n/<u=e0|Zm|<»>22it/c«.

and
1 SV
PQCI dt

+ div u= 0

(16b)

3

(17a)

u, =(Ck/pm)sin(fcx)cos(ly)cos(nz)sin(a)«) (17fc)
u

i =(CI/pai)cos(fcx)sin(/y)cos(mz)sin((or) (17c)

« 3= {Cm/pco)cos(fcx)cos(/y)sin(mz)sin(cut) (1Id)
where Cisthepressure amplitude, and thewavenumbers
k,I, and mare calculated from the boundary conditions
stating that the normal component of the velocity
requires vanishing velocity (normal) component atthe
walls. Let q,randsbe integers sothat the wavenumbers
and the corresponding resonance frequencies are related
through:
k= qn/a

l= rn/i

m= sn/c

(18a)

with k,Iand m satisfying
e +I'+m'^wlJcl

(186)

so that
(q1 r2 s 2 \" 2
«>,.,,.= CoI ^ - I + ^ + T J •

(20)

The amplitude of the sound pressure C canbe determined from equations (19) and (20)as
C 2 = 8wS<2„|ZJ<t>> 2 /a,K
(21)
with Q0denoting thequality factor oftheexcited (2,0,0)
mode. Thesound pressure generated by the vibrating
strip is proportional totheaverage velocity ofthe strip
which, in turn, isdirectly proportional tothe incoming
radiation power, i.e. C~p0MP.
All the material and geometrical constants forthe
given experimental arrangements excluding thepressuredependent airdensity areincluded in Af. The considerations above show that the sound pressure generated by
a vibrating thinmetal stripisproportional totheincident
light power and tothe density ofthe gasfilling the cell.
The M coefficient exhibits a very complicated dependence on different optical, elastic, acoustical andgeometrical properties ofthesystem, but itmay be regarded
as aconstant for agiven experimental arrangementand
ambient temperature. Since thedensity is proportional
to the ambient pressure thesound pressure generated
by a vibrating strip will beproportional totheproduct
of the ambient pressure p 0 and tothe incident radiation
intensity, provided the temperature'remains constant
during the measurement. The voltage Smeasured by the
microphone isthe product ofthe microphone sensitivity
Sm andthesound pressure Tfx). Therefore thechange
in microphone sensitivity can be determined by measuring the voltage while evacuating the cell. Plotting the
ratio f (0)S/4'S(0)ofphotoacoustic signals asa function
ofambient pressurepprovides thepressure characteristic
of thenormalized microphone sensitivity Sm/Sm(0).Sm(0)
refers to the sensitivity specified at standard ambient
conditions.

where p 0 (kgm" ) is the air density, ^(Pa) isthe sound
pressure, u(ms" 1 ) istheparticle velocity and c 0 (ms~')
is the sound velocity. For a rectangular cavity with
dimensions a,b,and c the eigensolutionsare
*P= Ccos(fcx)cos(ly)cos(mz)cos(cui)

(19)

Using thedefinition of the Q factor and W= |ZJ<t>>2
one obtains

(18c)

In the Stark cell used inthis study the second longitudinal resonance along the x axis isused for photoacoustic
detection so that q= 2 and r= s=0. The pressure
depends solely onthex coordinate which characterizes
the standing plane wave.
The vibrating metal strip sets the air into motion
and thenormal velocity of the gas atthestrip's surface
is equal tothestrip velocity. With thestrip dimensions
being small compared with those ofthe cell, the velocity
distribution along the strip may be neglected andan
average value canbe used instead. Thevibrating strip
is regarded as a small acoustic dipole radiating W—
|ZJ<u> 2 of power into the cell (Zm is the radiation
impedance of the strip) that will sustain the oscillation
of the sound field. Thelosses of the specific resonant
mode can be characterized by the quality factor Q , r j
defined as the ratio of the stored energy in the given
mode peronecycle to thepower lost during the same
period.The quality factor G,,,,,isdetermined experimentally bymeasuring thehalf-width of the acoustic resonance curve. Knowing the quality factor Q,, pl of the
excited mode the energy stored can becalculated as the
temporal and spatial average of the energy density

3. Experimental procedure

As indicated above thesemi-clamped aluminium strip,
instead of an actual test gas,served as the source for
generating the sound wave. The resonating section of
the original Stark cell (figure 2(a)) was removed and the
rectangular strip(clamped atone end inthe brass block)
positioned (figures 2(b) and(c))inside thecell (close to
the entrance window) atadistance equal toone quarter
of the acoustic wavelength (Scm). Inorder to simulate
the resonant behaviour of the Stark cell, thelength of
thestripwasadjusted tomatch perfectly thecell's second
longitudinal resonance (1608 Hzat STP).This adjustment
has been accomplished by feeding a fixed stable frequency into the reference channel ofa lock-in amplifier.
The COj laser was intensity modulated (chopped)atthe
frequency corresponding to thecell'ssecond longitudinal
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Figure 3. The plot of the PA signal detected (dotted curve)
by the microphone as a function of pressure. The full line
represents the best fit to the measured data points.

the laboratory air conditioning system occasionally
overloaded the lock-in amplifier; to avoid this long
integration times (10s) had to be used.

Figure 2. (a) Traditional C0 2 laser P Aspectrometer for
trace gas analysis (Sauren et a\ 1989a). Stark plates
(forming an integral part of the demountable resonator unit
that serves for generation as well as for detection of the
acoustic resonance) occupy the middle section of the PA
cell. The power meter behind the cell Is used to normalize
the PA signal, (6) The experimental set-up used in this
study. Note that the resonator (encircled area) has been
removed to accommodate the strip and the microphone,
(c) Detailed drawing showing the combination of the
clamped vibrating strip S (at A/4 from the entrance
window) and the electret microphone M (centred In the
middle and taped to the bottom of the P Acell) replacing
the 'traditional' resonator.

4. Concluding remarks

The photoacoustic signal generated by laser-induced
heating and subsequent oscillation of the strip clamped
at one end is shown in figure 3. As expected the magnitude of the photoacoustic signal depends linearly on the
pressure. From these data the sensitivity of the microphone Sm(p) can be determined by measuring the signals
Satsome arbitrary pressure and atatmospheric pressure.

resonance at 1608 Hz. While observing the signal generated by thestripitslength wasaltered until the maximum
signal corresponding to the power frequency of 1608 Hz
had been found.
The laser was tuned to (he IOR(20) transition (maximum power emitted) and intensity modulated at the
resonant frequency of 1608Hz. For test measurements
the pressure in the cell was reduced to that slightly
below ambient (1000 mbar). At this pressure a Q value
of 100 was found for the semi-clamped strip. Whilst
gradually lowering the pressure from 1000 to 50 mbar
the photoacoustic signal generated by the damped oscillator (strip) was monitored as a function of pressure
using Microtel M37 electret microphone (nominal sensitivity lOmVPa" 1 at 5000 Hz and ambient pressure).
Repetitive pressure cycles (1000 mbar to 50 mbar and
vice versa) revealed the relative error in the signal
response of approximately 10%. One possible reason
for this relatively large error might be the free (not
actively stabilized in power) running laser. The output
power of the laser displayed an oscillatory behaviour
presumably due to misalignment of the laser tube. The
time period ofsuch oscillation was roughly 40 s. Furthermore, the ambient transient low-frequency noise of

600
1000
- * pressure(mbar)

Figure 4. The sensitivity of the microphone S„{p) has
been calculated according to S m (p) = ( S ( p „ „ ) x p\l
|S(p) x p „ m ] . The ratio S(pam)IS(p) Is obtained from
figure 3. The results are normalized to Sm( p „ m ) specified
by the manufacturer. Since Sm{p) is proportional to fl(p),
data shown in figure 4 enable the experimentalist to
determine (equation (5)) the absolute values of the
absorption coefficient a(p) and also the concentration C
(equation (6)).
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amplifier for detection of atmospheric pollutantsAppl.
Phys.Lett. 23 633-5
Harren F 1988The photoacoustic effect, refined and applied
to biological problems PhDThesis Faculty ofSciences,
Catholic University Nijmegen. The Netherlands
Harren F, ReussJ, Woltering Eand Bicanic D 1990
Photoacoustic measurements of agriculturally interesting
gases anddetection ofethylene below the PPBlevelAppl.
Spectrosc. 44 1360-70
Kavaya MJ, Margolis JSand Shumate S 1979
Optoacoustic detection using Stark modulation Appl.
Opt.18 2602-6
Meyer P Land Sigrist MW 1990 Atmospheric pollution
monitoring using C 0 2 laser photoacoustic spectroscopy
and other techniques Rev.Sci.Instrum. 61 1779-807
Miklos Aand Lorincz A 1989Windowless resonant
photoacoustic chamber for laser photoacoustic
applications Appl.Phys.B48 213-8
Olafsson A 1990 Photoacoustic molecular spectroscopy with
tunable waveguide CO, lasers. PhDThesis Physics
Laboratory, HCOrsted Institute, University of
Copenhagen, Denmark
Sauren H, Bicanic D, Hillcn W,Jalink H,van Asselt C,
Quist Jand ReussJ 1990Resonant Stark spectrophone
as anenhanced trace level ammonia detector:design and
performance at CO; laser frequencies Appl.Opt. 29
2679-81
Sauren H, Bicanic D,Jalink Hand Reuss J 1989a High
sensitivity, interference-free, Stark tuned C 0 2 laser
photoacoustic sensing of urban ammonia J. Appl. Phys.
66 5085-8
Sauren H, van Hove B,Tonk W,Jalink Hand Bicanic D
1989b Monitoring ofGaseous Pollutants by Tunable Diode
Lasers eds RGrisar et al(Deventer:Kluwer)
Timoshenko S, Young D H,and Weaver W 1974 Vibration
Problems inEngineering (New York:Wiley)
Vargas Hand Miranda LC M 1988 Photoacoustic and
related photothermal techniques Phys.Rep.161 43-101

For example if the relevant pressure is 200 mbar then
the corresponding microphone sensitivity S„(200)
can be calculated as Sm(200)= S(IOOO)x (200 mbar)/
(1000 mbar x S(200)). The sensitivity of the microphone
Sm(p) obtained in such way is shown in figure 4; clearly
thesensitivity slightly increases with decreasing pressure.
The reason for the fairly large error bar in figure 4 is
the fact that at low pressure the magnitude of the
acoustic signal generated by the strip becomes cornable to that of the ambient noise reaching the
cell, causing a deterioration of the SNratio COj laser
wavelengths.
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4.1 Simplifying the Laser Photoacoustic Trace Detection of Ammonia by Effective
Suppression of Water Vapour and of Carbon Dioxide as the Major Absorbing
Atmospheric Constituents.
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ABSTRACT
Highly sensitive (2-3 ppbv) interference-free photoacoustic and real time detection of
ammonia in a matrix of absorbing gases (water vapour and carbon dioxide) at C0 2 laser
wavelengths was accomplished by combining the mechanical modulation of the laser
(frequency f,) and the Stark modulation (frequency of the periodically varying electric field
f2). Ammonia was phase sensitive detected at either the sum or the difference frequency
sidebands resulting in a dramatic suppression of the interfering absorption caused by water
vapour and carbon dioxide.

INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric ammonia is presently the target of considerable interest due to its role
in the environmental pollution. Next to the livestock breeding and high ammonia rates
emitted by chemical plants, the excessive manure production causes the acidification of
agricultural soils and threatens indirectly the ground water quality. The need for detecting
atmospheric ammonia stimulates the development of a diversity of techniques including the
spectroscopic ones too1. Various simple and sophisticated in-situ and remote ammonia
monitors have been developed in the course of time. The most commonly encountered
ammonia monitor in thepracticeistheoneoperating ontheprinciple of catalytic conversion
of ammonia to NO and N0 2 lacking fast response time (typical response time exceeds one
minute) and adequate accuracy at low detection levels (ppbv) due to the presence of other
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nitrous compounds in air (e.g. PAN) having NOand N0 2 as thermochemical end-products.
Longpath measurements in conjunction with diode lasers and the introduction of differential
optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) have helped to overcome the above mentioned
problemstosomeextent,butthesetechniquesareonlyuseful when theaverage concentration
measurements along the path are required.
Fast monitoring of ammonia fluxes is the issue currently receiving steadily more
attention. Essentially, it requires the consecutive measurement of the air samples collected
at different heights along a vertical line. For correlating the ammonia concentration at the
different samplingpointstheavailabilityofa sufficiently fast measuring system isanimpetus
wheninterference-free, realtimedetection isrequired (responsetimeoftheammoniamonitor
should be faster than 1Hzat a single samplingpoint).This lastrequirement can presumably
be met with laser photoacoustic spectroscopy (LPAS) and other photothermal methods that
measure the absorbed energy directly. Their intrinsic advantage is based upon the linearity
between the signal and the concentration over more than 5 orders of magnitude (the signal
isdirectly proportional tothemeasured gasconcentration),itssimplicityandhigh sensitivity2
(sub-ppbv detection for various gases when combined with strong laser sources) and finally
the reasonable selectivity3. Generally, the LPAS implies the periodical modulation of the
laser radiation that is absorbed by a diluted gas inside the chamber (photoacoustic cell)
causingtemperature andpressure fluctuations detectedbyamicrophoneandaphase sensitive
detector. Throughout thepast 20 years large amounts of laboratory and field LPAS studies
of different airpollutants havebeenreported inthe scientific literature4,5,6. Results of several
photoacoustic studiesperformed onammonia intheair havebeen described, buttheattempts
met with success only at higher concentrations7 due to the numerous practical problems
associated with monitoring of gaseous ammonia. To start with due to its electronegative
character ammonia is chemically highly reactive and forms chemical bonds with different
materials ("adsorption") demanding materials with lowadsorption affinity when constructing
thephotoacoustic cell andchoosing thetubing. Another importantphenomenon present inall
gas mixtures involving C0 2 and N2 is the kinetic cooling effect that influences the phase
reversal of the measured photoacoustic signal. This effect becomes noticeable when the
inverse of the modulating frequency of the laser becomes comparable to or is even smaller
than the relaxation time of the C02-N2 mixture and on the other hand is directly influenced
by the amount of water being present. Unless this relationship is precisely known the
measured photoacoustic signal, additive in character, leads to an erroneous interpretation of
the concentration measurements. At last, many molecules exhibit absorption bands in the
wavelength region (9-11 microns) covered by the C0 2 laser emission. Therefore, the
photoacoustic signal generated by ammonia is affected by the simultaneous absorption of
major atmospheric constituents, in particular of water and carbon dioxide. Under normal
conditions the standard atmosphere contains large quantities of water (partial pressure
typically 2x10~2atm) and of carbon dioxide (3X104 atm) masking completely the signal due
to the trace levels (ppbv) of ammonia.
The problem of adsorption is a drawback of all point source techniques. A thorough
theoretical model enabling one to recover the concentration of ammonia present in the
mixture of water vapour and carbon dioxide by analyzing the amplitude and phases of the
photoacoustic signals measured at, at least two laser wavelengths, has been proposed and
tested by Rooth et at.
An entirely different approach to selective detection of ammonia in a matrix of interfering
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gasesisbased ontheStarkeffect thatalterstheabsorption frequency oftheabsorbing species
(havinganon-vanishing dipolemoment)upontheapplication ofatransverse external electric
field.Duetothelargedipolemoment(1.48Debyeintheground state)ofammonia, adegree
of spectraloverlapbetweenaproperly chosen C0 2laseremission frequency andanammonia
absorption line can be enhanced, while simultaneously "pushing" away the undesired
constituents.
In this paper we report the on-line detection of ammonia as a first attempt towards the
construction of a fast (1Hz response time) candidate ammonia monitor. Sensitive detection
of ammonia has been demonstrated in a series of experiments with simulated and controlled
atmosphere using thenovel Starkphotoacoustic detection scheme suppressing effectively the
contribution of water vapour and of carbon dioxide. Sincethe C0 2 moleculedoesn't exhibit
a permanent dipole moment the presence of an electric field will not perturb its energy
levels, i.e. the Stark inactive C0 2 molecule cannot be shifted into (near) resonance with the
C0 2 laser transition. Unlikecarbon dioxide, water vapour possesses only a weakpermanent
dipole moment and, as it will be shown later, Stark effect due to water (taking place at the
laser transition chosen for ammonia detection) was to small to be detected within the range
oftheapplied electricfieldvalues. Thisexperimentalevidencejustifies ignoring of thesignal
contribution due to the Stark splitting in water vapour. Either 10R(6) or 10R(8) laser
transitions at 10.346and 10.331 micronsrespectively couldbeusedfor monitoring ammonia
in this study. In terms of absorption strength both these transitions are quite favourable.
Previous experiments performed with the same set-up have shown moderate Stark shifts at
10R(6) and 10R(8) contrary to the 9R(30) laser transition at 9.217 microns (that nearly
coincides with the strongest ammonia absorption frequency in the C0 2 laser region) which
appeared Stark inactivewithin therange ofaccessible and applied electricfieldstrength (3-5
kV/cm). In order todealproperly with thekineticcooling effect and to suppress atthe same
timetheeffect ofH 2 0and C0 2 absorption, theC0 2 laser wasamplitude modulated ata fixed
frequency (f,) of 40Hz.Themodulating frequency oftheexternally applied transverse Stark
field(alternating in a symmetrical block wave form) was kept on either 1568Hz (f2) (in the
sum frequency mode (fi+f^) or 1648 Hz (f2) (in the difference frequency mode (f2'-f,)
corresponding tothesecond longitudinalresonancefrequency (1608Hz)of thephotoacoustic
Stark cell). In this detection scheme, a photoacoustic signal can only be generated by those
moleculesthatinteract constructively with both themodulated laserradiation and theelectric
Stark field (to the best of authors knowledge no molecule except ammonia, is known to
exhibit both, a large Stark effect and large absorption of C0 2 laser radiation at the 10R(6)
and 10R(8) laser lines). By tuning the detection frequency of the phase-sensitive detector
(lock-in amplifier) to the second longitudinal resonance of the cell (f2+fi or f2*-f,), spurious
photoacoustic signalsappearing ateither the modulation frequency (f,) of theC0 2 laser (e.g.
the "background" absorption of H 2 0 and C0 2 , theambient noise and cell window noise) or
at the Stark field modulation frequency (f2 or f2) (pick-up of the electric field by the
microphones) were effectively suppressed by the lock-in amplifier resulting in a practically
constant ("noiseless") photoacoustic signal due to ammonia (eliminating completely the
coherent photoacoustic background). This innovative scheme making use of only a single
laser wavelength, allowed selectiveammonia detection in thelowppbv concentration range.
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EXPERIMENTAL
The radiation from a home-made and stable C0 2 waveguide laser, interrupted
periodically by a mechanical chopper, was focused, by a lens, into the photoacoustic Stark
cellbehindwhichadetectorwaspositioned (for monitoringthelaserpowerduringthecourse
of the experiments) as shown in Fig.4.1.1. The photoacoustic Stark cell (volume 300 cm3)
with three M37 Microtel electret microphones, was of the resonant type with a Q-factor of
24 and, and sealed by a pair of ZnSe windows provided with the antireflection coatings on
both surfaces. Two of the three phase-locked voltage outputs from thehome madeelectrical
circuitry were used to drive simultaneously the chopper and the Stark high voltage power
supply atthechosen frequencies. Thethirdoutput, tuned tothecell'sresonance, wasfed into
thereference channel ofanItaco3961two-phaselock-inamplifier. Thephotoacoustic signals
detected at this frequency were acquired by a Hewlett-Packard data-logger (3channels used
for measuring the photoacoustic signal, the laser power and the pressure in the cell were
used; sampling frequency of one channel was 1sec) and stored into an IBM-XT for further
processing. Therecorderoutput from thelock-in wasconnected toaKippand Zonen flatbed
two pens recorder ensuring parallel control during the entire course of the experiments.

• pump

gasinlet

output

10

rui
11
f1

f2

f3-f2-f1

input
signaloutput

Fig. 4.1.1
1. C0 2 cw waveguide laser; 2. chopper; 3. critical capillary; 4. lens f=190 mm; 5. PA
resonant Stark cell; 6. mixer; 7. Stark high voltage power supply; 8. lock-in amplifier; 9
power meter; 10. IBM-PC; 11. chartrecorder.
Prior to the experiments the feed line and the Stark cell were flushed for cleaning
purposes using the "zero" gas mixture containing 160ppmv carbon dioxide (in the ambient
air the concentration of this gas is about 350 ppmv) and the natural abundance of nitrogen,
oxygen, helium and water vapour. The concentration of the latter could be varied between
0% and 80% relative humidity at 20°C (for example a relative humidity (R.H.) of 50% at
20°C corresponds to an absolute water vapour concentration of 1%). Air of such varying
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composition was mixed with ammonia, the concentration of which could be adjusted to any
valuebetween 0 and 360ppbv. The gas inlet port of the Stark cell (the cell was used in the
flow-through mode) was connected to the gas handling (manifold) system by means of the
critical capillary that maintained the constant gas flow of 0.50 1/min through the cell. A
suction pump of sufficient capacity connected tothegas outlet of theStark cellprovided the
subatmospheric pressure (pressuredropacrossthecapillary shouldexceed 500mbarinorder
toachieve thecalibrated gas flow) necessary for proper working conditions of thecapillary.
The line-width of the gas absorption lines is a function of pressure and becomes narrower
atdecreasing pressure. Theoptimaldegreeof spectraloverlapbetween theC0 2 laserandthe
Stark shifted ammonia absorption frequencies at 10R(6) and 10R(8) can be achieved by
working at reduced pressure. However, lowering the pressure inside the cell unlimitedly is
not possible, since working at reduced gas pressures results in a smaller magnitude of the
photoacoustic signal (when compared to that obtainable at standard pressure). As a
compromise the pressure in the Stark cell was kept constant at the absolute pressure of 200
mbar; atthisoperatingpressure field strengthsashighas5kV/cmcouldeasily bemaintained
without the occurrence of electric discharges between the Stark plates. For comparison
reasons the Philips NOx monitor was also connected to the manifold for simultaneous
ammonia measurements (the time interval needed to achieve the steady state ammonia
concentration in the manifold system was also recorded by this monitor).

RESULTS
Initially the laser, tuned to the 10R(6) line, was mechanically amplitude modulated
at 40 Hz while driving the Stark high voltage power supply at 1648Hz. Lock-in detection
found place in the difference frequency mode f2'-fj equalling the second longitudinal
resonance of the cell. In order to study the influence of the water concentration on the
photoacoustic signal, water vapour (in concentration between 10% and 80% relative
humidity) in a mixture of 160 ppmv CO2, N2, 0 2 and He ("zero" air) was passed (0.50
lit/min) through the photoacoustic cell (no ammonia was admitted in this case). Other
measuring conditions include 200 mbar pressure inside the cell, the transverse electric field
strengthof4kV/cmand theintegration timeof thelock-in (RC-time)amplifier of 3sec.The
detected photoacoustic signal was small and found constant within 10 % across the entire
rangeof thewater vapour concentrations asseen inTableIdisplaying thenormalized signals
at the 10R(6) and 10R(8) laser transitions.

10R(6)
"zero air + 20% H 2 0 (R.H.)
+ 40% H 2 0 (R.H.)
+ 60% H 2 0 (R.H.)
+ 80% H 2 0 (R.H.)

10R(8)

38 nV/W
41 nV/W
44 nV/W
36 nV/W

Table I Normalized IMPASS signals at the 10R(6) and 10R(8) laser lines
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When blocking the laser, thereby preventing the radiation from reaching the cell, it
was found that the remaining signal originated from the electric pick-up of the modulating
Stark field by the microphones. The magnitude and phase of this "background" signal were
found independent of the water vapour concentration. The experimental evidence of major
importancewastheabsenceof any Starkeffect duetothewater under theused experimental
conditionsproving thattheinterference effect of stronglyabsorbingcarbon dioxideandwater
vapour at 10R(6) and 10R(8) was completely suppressed in the difference frequency side
band mode of detection.
Secondly, in another experiment, a constant 200 ppbv ammonia concentration was
dynamically mixed with the zero air and the water vapour concentration varied within 50%
to 80% relative humidity. The photoacoustic signal recorded at 10R(6) in the difference
frequency mode, increases gradually before reaching its steady state concentration (Fig.
4.1.2A; gas flow = 0.50 1/minin all cases).

ST^^^T^
VW<A«

9 0 0nV

vV/VMf
time

Fig. 4.1.2
2A: 50% R.H. H 2 0 + zero air + 0ppbv NH3; 2B:50% R.H. H 2 0 + zero air + 200ppbv
NH3 (inlet); 2C: 50% R.H. H 2 0 + zero air + 200 ppbv NH3 (steady state situation); 2D:
60% R.H. H 2 0 + zero air + 200ppbv NH3 (steady state situation); 2E: 80% R.H. H 2 0 +
zero air + 200 ppbv NH3 (steady state situation)
The signal due to ammonia is clearly independent of the water vapour concentration
(Fig. 4.1.2C). However, a small effect duetotheinteraction of H 2 0 and NH3present on the
walls ofthecell can beseen (Fig.4.1.2E), withoutcausing any deterioration of the recorded
photoacoustic signal.Theammonia moleculeisknown toexhibita second order Stark effect,
meaning that the magnitude of the Stark signal is proportional to the second power of the
appliedelectricfield. Thistestwasconsistently performed withallgaseousmixturesusedand
satisfactory agreementbetween theexperimentandtheorywasobtained.Thesemeasurements
provided final and convincing evidence for the interference free detection of ammonia in a
matrix of absorbing gases. The noise atop the recorded signal was fairly large during this
initialphase of experiment. The entirephotoacoustic set-up was constructed and mountedin
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a temperature controlled and noisy calibration room. Substantial level (as high as 80dB) of
acousticnoiseoriginated from theair-conditioning system maintaining theroom temperature
at a constant value of 20°C. Furthermore, the oven for catalytic conversion of NH3 to NO
and N0 2 of the Philips NOx monitor, introduced electric transient signals on the lock-in
amplifier whenever its heating coil was switched either on or off. A similar effect was
observed for thepump that regulates theconstant concentration of water vapour. Finally, an
impedancemismatchbetweenthedata-loggerandthelock-inamplifier causedafast butsmall
periodicdecrease inthemagnitudeof thephotoacoustic signal. For these reasons, atthelater
stages of this experiment, it was necessary to use longer integration times (10 to 30 sec) in
order to achieve 2-3 ppbv detection sensitivity for ammonia.
In conclusion, this experiment clearly demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed
methodinsimplifying substantially thetaskofphotoacousticdetectionofammoniainrealistic
air samples. Current detection limit (atpresent (2-3ppbv)) can beenhanced by boosting the
laser output power at the 10R(6) and 10R(8) ammonia absorption lines and certainly by
increasing the applied electric field strength. As far as the latter is concerned, the authors
anticipate that higher electric Stark fields can be accomplished using a new, carefully
designed, small volume (few cm3) photoacoustic cell. Work on this matter is already in
progress. The method presented here can, in principle, be extended to other pollutants
(exhibitingpermanent dipolemoments)ofpotentialinterest. Italsoprovidesavaluableproof
that development of a relatively inexpensive and unique, automated C0 2 laser Stark
photoacousticdeviceshouldbecontinuedtowardsitsfinaldesign, technology andengineering
stage before being used for its ultimate goal-the routine atmospheric measurements.
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4.2

PHOTOACOUSTIC DETECTION OF AMMONIA IN A SIMULATED
ATMOSPHERE OF VARYING WATER VAPOUR CONTENT
Hans Sauren and DaneBidanid
Laser Photoacoustic Laboratory
Department of Agricultural Engineering & Physics
Agricultural University, Duivendaal 1
NL-6701 AP, Wageningen, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Specific detection of ammonia present at trace level concentrations in a simulated
atmosphere was attempted through the combined use of intermodulation COj laser
photoacoustic Stark spectroscopy and phase-sensitive detection at the sum and difference
sidebandsof themodulatinglaserand Starkelectric fields. Results ofexperiments performed
at both 10R(6) and 10R(8) laser lines indicate the signal dependence on the water vapor
concentration present in the used gas mixture.
Adhering of ammonia to the cell walls was found also to be a function of the amount of
water vapour in the simulated atmosphere.

INTRODUCTION
The analysis of pollutants discharged into theambient air hasbecome of major concern
to environmental scientists. Detection of ammonia (NH3) in particular has received much
attention over recent years. This constituent is the most abundant alkaline component found
in the atmosphere and is known toplay an essential role in the neutralization of acids (e.g.
H2S04, HN0 3 and HC1) generated by the oxidation of sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides
(e.g.NH3(g)+HN03«*NH4N03(s)andHCl(g)+NH3Cg)«*NH4Clw,wheretheindicesgand srefer
to the gas and the solid phase respectively). On the other hand, high ammonia deposition
rates (produced by for example intensive livestock breeding and chemical plants) cause
nitrification of soil, i.e.: NH3+H20«»NH4++OH- and NH 4 + +20 2 -*2H + +N0 3 +H 2 0,
resulting in a leaching of potassium, magnesium and calcium from the soil1. The net upward
and downward fluxes of atmospheric NH3are modelled by calculating its spatial distribution
using data gathered by a series of ammonia concentration measurements performed at
different sampling points along a vertical line. For accurate data correlation the detection
system (i.e. the point sensor) used in the practice must be capable of rapidly scanning each
sampling point with sufficient accuracy (normally inthe lowppbv regime).To surmount the
problems encountered whenever chemical (e.g. denuders) or thermochemical ammonia
monitors (e.g. NOx monitors) are used, C0 2 laser photoacoustic spectroscopy (LPA) has
recently been tested as a possible technique for fast, interference-free, 'on-line' tracking of
ammonia2"5. The main advantages of LPA above other spectroscopic techniques are its
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sensitivity in the sub-ppbv level, thelinearitybetween the signaland gasconcentration over
more than 5 orders of magnitude, its reasonable selectivity and the relatively simple
apparatus needed. Moreover, large NH3 absorption cross-sections a are found in the
frequency range covered by the CO2 laser; the three largest are observed at the 9R(30)
(a=56 atnr'cirr1), the 10R(8) (a=26.0 atm'cm 1 ) and the 10R(6) (a=20.6 atm'cm 1 ) laser
lines. Various articles dealing with the photoacoustic detection of ammonia employing the
9R(30) C0 2 laser line have recently been published. Olafsson etaf. used a grating tunable
12 16
C 02 laser (tunability 500 MHz) and a non resonant photoacoustic cell for 'on-line'
monitoring of ammonia atppmv-level in the stack-gases of a chemical plant in the presence
of amounts of C0 2 as high as 15%. Rooth et aP. developed a specific methodology for
photoacoustic detection of ammonia trace levels ina matrix of absorbing gases, such asCO2
and H 2 0, present at ambient concentration levels. However, to deduce the proper
concentrationsof ammoniapresent inthegassample, themeasured photoacoustic signalshad
to becorrected for interference effects duetowater vapor and carbon dioxide as well as for
the phase reversal resulting from the kinetic cooling effect. A different approach based on
combined use of Stark and photoacoustic spectroscopy asa means to enhancethe specificity
when detecting ammonia concentrations in air samples has been suggested7'8. In a recent
experiment both, the selectivity and sensitivity were increased9 by means of the
InterModulated PhotoAcousticStarkSpectroscopy (IMPASS).TheIMPASSutilizestheStark
effect induced at reduced pressure (=200 mbar) in the polar gas to shift the relevant
ammonia transition into the resonance with the desired C0 2 laser line. With the fixed
frequency laser radiation, being intensity modulated (fchop), passing through the Stark
photoacoustic cell, and the applied electrostatic field alternating atfSUlk,the phase sensitive
technique is used to measure the IMPASS signal (due to ammonia) at fdrt=fchop±fsuA in the
cell having acoustical resonancef^,atfdM,i.e. fda=fIcs.
This paper is concerned with the investigation of the IMPASS's (designed to detect
ammonia) immunity tothe spectral interference resulting from theabsorption of water vapor
andcarbon dioxideinthel2C1602laser region. The magnitudeoftheStarkeffect in ammonia
(present attrace levelsina simulated atmosphere) wastherefore studied asafunction ofboth
the applied electric field (0-5kV/cm) and the water vapor concentration (ranging from 10%
R.H. to 60% R.H. at 20°C).
It was further shown that the rate of adsorption (and also the desorption) of ammonia to the
cell walls depends on the changes of the water vapor concentration in the simulated
atmosphere.

EXPERIMENTAL
The normal ambient atmosphere was accurately simulated in a gas handling system
(Fig.4.2.1) by mixing carbon dioxide at a fixed concentration of 160ppmv, water vapour
(concentrations ranging from 10% to 80% relative humidity (R.H.) at 20°C) and thenatural
abundances of nitrogen, oxygen and helium (such agascomposition being called "zero"air)
with ammonia attracelevelsin theconcentration range from 0to360ppbv. Themixingwas
done in a well controlled and reproducible manner.
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Fig. 4.2.1 The gas handling system
Followingcompression andcoolingdownto2°C, airispurified inaheatlessdryer consisting
of two separate columns filled with silica gel (FS) and charcoal (FC).Thedried, controlled
flow ismixed with aknown water flow inan atomizer. Traceconstituents anddilutedair are
mixedina static mixerandpassed ataflow rateof0.501/min,via thePTFE-teflon manifold
to the Stark cell. A detailed description of the set-up used for the photoacoustic tracking of
ammonia in the simulated atmosphere employing detection at both the sum and difference
sidebandsfsu^lfchop (IMPASS)hasbeenextensivelydescribed inapreviousarticle10. Briefly,
the standard IMPASS set-up (Fig.4.2.2) consists of the water cooled cw 12C1602 waveguide
laser (1), a mechanical chopper (2), a critical capillary (3), a ZnSe lens (f=190 mm) (4), a
resonant photoacoustic cell provided with Stark plates (5), a triple frequency phase-locked
loop (PLL) (used to modulate the Stark electricfieldat frequency fstMt,todrive thechopper
atafrequency f^ and toprovidethefrequency f^ for phase-sensitive detection) (6),ahigh
voltagepower supply (output voltages ranging from 0kV to3 kV) (7), an Ithaco 3961twophase lock-in amplifier (8), a home-made thermopile laser power meter (9), a Hewlett and
Packard data acquisition unit (10), and a IBM-XT computer for automated data processing
(11).
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Fig. 4.2.2 The IMPASS system for detection of ammonia
When switching from IMPASS tothetraditional C0 2 laser photoacoustic Stark spectroscopy
(CLPAS) detection mode, both the PLL and the Stark high voltage power supply were
disconnected from the apparatus. Instead, a Wavetek generator (Model 142 HV VCG
Generator) and a stable FUG 7E-12500 HV unit were used for application of a Stark field
in a periodic manner such as the "square-wave" variation (at a frequency fStoIt=0.1 Hz).
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Fig. 4.2.3 The CLPAS system in the "slow" Stark modulation mode (fsuri[=0.1 Hz;
fdrt=fres=1608 Hz) for detection of ammonia.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Prior to testing the specificity of theIMPASS scheme in detecting ammonia (present
in a matrix of absorbing gases i.e. C0 2 and H20) the IMPASS background signal was
recorded by admitting a mixture of zero air (containing a water vapor concentration of 20%
R.H. and a fixed C0 2 concentration of 160 ppmv) to the photoacoustic Stark cell. The
background signal in the IMPASS mode was observed at the difference frequency sideband
(fsta*-fchop=frcs.ceii) w i m the amplitude modulated C0 2 waveguide laser (chopping frequency
fchop=40 Hz) tuned to the 10R(8) line (ammonia exhibits a near-coincidence at this laser
transition).Themodulation frequency of theStarkhighvoltagepower supply wassetto 1648
Hz; the maximum (calculated) strength of theelectric Stark field was 4.5 kV/cm for aplate
spacingof5mm.Employing thecellintheflow-through mode(0.501/min)thepressurewas
keptconstant atabout 200mbarand thelock-in integration timefixed(i.e. RC-time=3 sec).
Fig.4.2.4a displays the recorder trace of theIMPASS background signal, obtained with the
"zero-gas" mixturecontaining20%R.H. H 2 0and 160ppmv C0 2 andthenatural abundances
of N2) 0 2 and He. An ammonia concentration of 50 ppbv was subsequently mixed with the
very same "zero-gas" and passed to the photoacoustic cell. The increase in IMPASS signal
following theadmissionofammoniaisclearly seen (Fig.4.2.4b).Theammonia concentration
was then increased gradually from 50 ppbv to 200 ppbv (Fig.4.2.4c). Since a direct
proportionalitybetweenthephotoacousticIMPASSsignalandtheadmittedNH3concentration
is expected, the plot shown in Fig.4.2.4c indicates that the NH3 steady-state concentration
inthephotoacoustic cell hadnotbeen reached yet: themagnitudeof theIMPASS signalonly
doubled while the ammonia concentration was quadrupled.

E
200ppbv NH 3

.,

SOppbv NH3
20% RH HjO
Oppbv NH 3
20% RH H 2 0
5min
i—i

Fig. 4.2.4 IMPASS signal as a function of NH3 concentration
The IMPASS signal rise time T(defined as the ratio of the gas flow f (0.501/min) to
the cell volume V (0.3 1), i.e. r=V/f=36 sec is the time interval needed for the IMPASS
signal to reach 68% of its end value in the absence of any adsorption) of the photoacoustic
cell increases to a value Ttmi>T. In our experiment rNH3 increased to about 2 min. This
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indicates that, presumably due to adsorption of ammonia to the cell walls, a longer period
of time is needed to reach the steady-state signal level11"13
The effect of adding water vapor to the gaseous mixture appeared worthy of closer
study. Initially 200 ppbv of NH3 was mixed with the "zero-air" containing a water vapor
concentration of 10% R.H., and passed to thephotoacoustic Stark cell. The laser wastuned
to the 10R(6) ammonia absorption lineand the IMPASS signal was recorded accordingly in
the difference frequency mode f<tei=fstaik-fchop (Fig.4.2.5adisplays thechart recorder trace of
IMPASS signal). Remaining experimental conditions were as follows: cell pressure 200
mbar, flow 0.50 1/min, and lock-in integration time (RC-time) 3 sec. The next step was to
increase the water vapor concentration to 80%. As seen in Fig.4.2.5b., theIMPASS-signal
increases following the admission of the sample into the cell. Since the NH3 concentration
in the gas mixture stream was kept constant (200 ppbv) the large increase of the IMPASS
signal can only beattributed to the previously adsorbed NH3 now being released (desorbed)
from the cell walls and replaced by water vapor, thereby increasing the NH3 concentration
present in the gas phase.

&
v \
\
V/Wy

160ppmvCO2
200ppbv NH3
80% RH H2O

160ppmvCO2
200ppbv NH 3
10% RH H2O
5mm
I

1

Fig.4.2.5 Effect of water vapor concentration on the recorded NH3 IMPASS signal
Theestablished chemical equilibriumexisting inthecellbetween gaseousH 2 0, NH3and C0 2
is initially disturbed by such a dramatic rise in water vapor content, but is then gradually
restored, as seen by the levelling off of the time-dependent curve of the IMPASS signal.
Experimentally it was proved that the IMPASS signal (using the very same gas mixture
containing 80% R.H. H 2 0, 200 ppbv NH3, and 160ppmv C02) gradually decreased to the
former signallevelasmeasured inFig.4.2.5a. Although such suddenabruptchangesofwater
vapor concentration rarely occur in the ambient air, it is a good reason when tracking
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ambient ammonia to simultaneously monitor the changes in the ambient water vapor
concentration. This is needed in order to correctly account for fluctuations observed in the
recorded NH3 IMPASS signal.
Ina subsequent experiment theeffect ofthepresenceofwatervapour ontheIMPASS
signal was studied using only the "zero-gas" with no NH3 admitted. The water vapor
concentration wasvaried from 10%to30% and then to70% R.H. and passed together with
a fixed C0 2 concentration of 160 ppmv and nitrogen to the photoacoustic cell. As stated
above, the rise in the IMPASS signal, observed when increasing the water vapor
concentration in the cell (from 10% (Fig.4.2.6a) to 30% (Fig.4.2.6b) and 70% R.H.
(Fig.4.2.6c) can only be accounted for by assuming the apparent increase of gaseous NH3
concentration to originate from the effect of H 2 0 adsorbing to the solid surface, thereby
removing the previously adsorbed NH3.

B
Oppbv NH3
70%RH H 2 0

Oppbv NH3
30%RHH2O

Oppbv NH3
1 ICfcRH H z O

5min

• time

Fig.4.2.6 NH3 memory effects as a function of water vapour concentration
Thelevellingoff of theIMPASSsignalafter theabruptadmissionof water vaporwas
experimentally proven to occur faster in gaseous mixtures containing no ammonia.
From Figs. 6a, to 6c, it is clear that, when working with a cell "polluted" with adsorbed
ammonia, the changes in H 2 0 concentration will affect the IMPASS signal substantially
("memory-effect") even at a very low content of ambient ammonia. Such "contamination"
can be minimized by employing a photoacoustic cell entirely constructed from chemically
inert materials, such as glass or different kinds of teflon or by treating their surface (i.e.
reduction of pores, increase of the operating temperature).
After using the simulated atmosphere of varying water vapor content to demonstrate
how theIMPASS signal isaffected by chemical-physical reactions occurring at thegas-solid
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interface (i.e.theadsorption anddesorption ofammoniatothewallsofthephotoacousticcell
inthepresenceof water), theeffect ofdifferent water vaporconcentrations onthemagnitude
of the Stark shift induced in ammonia was studied. Since theIMPASSdetection of ammonia
isbased upon theapplication of a modulated electric field (Stark effect) the immunity of the
detection system to water vapor interference at the chosen 10R(6) and 10R(8) ammonia
absorption lines was experimentally checked.
In our previous papers910it was reported that a Stark shift in H 2 0 at the 10R(6) and 10R(8)
laser lines was not observed when employing the IMPASS NH3 detection scheme and the
very same experimental conditions as described in this paper. Although the spectral
absorption of H 2 0 and C0 2 at the laser lines used is suppressed when employing detection
at the sum and difference sidebands (fda^fsuitlfchop). o t n e r molecular (chemical-physical)
effects disturbing the NH3IMPASS signal were experimentally verified. Todo so, initially,
fixedconcentrations of C0 2 (160ppmv), NH3 (200ppbv) and H 2 0 (20% R.H.) were mixed
homogeneously in thegas handling system prior topassing the mixture tothe photoacoustic
Starkcell. Upon reaching the steady-stateconcentration, theIMPASSammonia signal Swas
recorded as a function of the applied electric Stark field E. The observed IMPASS signals
Sn (normalized to incident laser power) are presented in Table 1.

IMPASS 10R(8)
S„(E) (nV/W)

calculated E-field
(kV/cm)
4.7

388

4.3

329

4.0

120

2.2

79

0.0

38

Fit: S n (E)=(0.04±0.03)+(-0.11±0.10)*E+(0.28±0.07)*E 2
Table 1
The IMPASS ammonia signal as a function of the applied electric field strength E. CNH3=200
ppbv; C„ 2o =20% R.H. at 20°C; 10R(8) C0 2 laser line; cell pressure 200 mbar;

Fitting theexperimental datayields (aspredicted bytheory14)aquadratic dependence
of therecorded IMPASSammonia signalSn(E)ontheappliedelectric StarkfieldE (kV/cm).
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However, when including the calculated standard deviation a in the fitted parabolic
expression for Sn(E) apurelyquadraticexpression for thepower seriesSn(E)=E°isobtained.
In order to investigate more carefully the effect of the modulated electric field
strength Eon theammonia signal S,both theStarkpower supplyandthePLL wereremoved
from theapparatus andreplaced byavery stableFUG 12500highvoltagepower supply. The
laser was mechanically chopped at the cell's actual acoustical resonance (fchop=1608 Hz)
whilst driving the FUG power supply (in the square wave form) by a Wavetek generator at
a frequency fSUlk=0.1 Hz.
Whilst increasing the water vapor concentration from 30% to40%, and then to60%
R.H., the photoacoustic signal S due to Stark shifting the ammonia molecule was recorded
as a function of applied electric field E by tuning the C0 2 laser successively to the 10R(6)
and 10R(8) ammonia absorption lines. The results of this study are presented in Table 2.
Theparabolicfunction S n (E)=a+b*E+c*E 2wasusedtofitthenormalized CLPASammonia
signals S0(nV/W) to the applied electric Stark field E(kV/cm). The standard deviation a is
also calculated. It is clear that, at the 10R(8) C0 2 laser line, the magnitude of the linear
coefficient exceeds that of the quadratic term. However the ratio of the coefficients b/c
decreases at higher water vapor concentrations. At the 10R(6) C0 2 laser linethe situation is
less clear. Including the standard deviation ain thefittedvalues for the linear and quadratic
coefficients at both laser lines and performing straightforward calculations shows the
quadratic dependence to vanish, apparently suggesting only a linear Stark effect at higher
water vapor contents.

10R(6)
0% R.H.
40% R.H.
60% R.H.
10R(8)
30% R.H.
40% R.H.
60% R.H.

b

c

0.053+0.017
0.257±0.07
0.074+0.04

0.1086+0.007
0.068+0.03
0.068+0.015

b

c

0.146+0.033
0.259+0.07
0.127+0.05

0.04+0.013
0.078+0.03
0.052+0.018

b/c
0.488
3.78
1.09
b/c
3.65
3.32
2.44

Table 2 CLPAS-mode; zero air + 200ppbv NH3
Further, itwasexperimentally observed thatthemagnitudeofthemeasured ammonia
CLPAS-signalsatboth the 10R(6)and 10R(8)C0 2 laser linesdecreased at increasing water
vapor concentrations. There are several possible explanations for thisobservation as well as
for the results of the measurements presented in Table 2. One cause for the variation in
signal response might be the occurrence of chemical reactions between water and ammonia
at high H 2 0 concentrations (i.e. H20+NH3(g)«»NH4OH(ll<1)) that reduce the actual ammonia
concentration in the gasphase. Just as acid droplets were found important in studies ofHC1
in the clouds, there might also be water dropletspresent in our samples, containing varying
amounts of dissolved ammonia. Although increasing the relative humidity of the mixture
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affects thedielectric constant eof the medium filling the space between theStark plates (e
is 1fordryairandaround 3.5 for airof 100% relative humidity at room temperature),the
electric field does notchange. Forthis reason thevaluesofEcalculated bytaking theratio
of theStark voltage (V)tothegap spacing (d)(i.e.E=V/d) arealso correct for fitting the
data in Fig.4.2.5.
Furthermore, at high relative humidity thepressure broadening increases substantially and
it therefore becomes moredifficult torecover theammonia selectively viatheStark splitting
at the 10R(6)and 10R(8) C0 2 laser lines using thesamevalue ofthe square wave potential.
At present the range of Stark voltages is restricted by the high voltage power supply
available. Additional modifications in cell design are required if higher electric fields are
desired. Theresultsofourmeasurementsjustify thecontinuationofthisstudyathigh relative
humidity in order todetermine precisely theextent of theimmunity degree of the IMPASS
method when detecting ambient ammonia. Work on this matter isalready inprogress.
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4.3 PHOTOACOUSTIC DETECTION OF AMMONIA AT THE
SUM AND DIFFERENCE SIDEBANDS OF THE
MODULATING LASER AND STARK ELECTRIC FIELDS
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Laser Photoacoustic Laboratory, Department of Agricultural Engineering and Physics, Agricultural
University, Duivendaal 1,6701 AP Wageningen, The Netherlands
(Received 9 March 1991)
Abstract—Anovel schemefor on-line ammonia trace-gasdetection,based on C0 2 laserintermodulation
photoacousticspectroscopyincorporatinghigh voltageStark modulation (IMPASS),isdescribed and its
sensitivityandspecificity testedinasimulatedatmosphere.Thecompletesuppressionofwatervapourand
carbondioxideinterferenceswasachievedresultinginatrue"on-line"detectionsystemcapableof 3ppbv
NH3sensitivityinair.Performanceofthisnewdetectionscheme(intheflowingregime)wasfound superior
to that of the conventional photoacoustics (beam choppingmode).

1. INTRODUCTION
The net upward and downward transport rates of trace gases like ozone (0 3 ), sulphur dioxide
(S02), nitrogen oxide (N02) and, in particular, of ammonia (NH3) play an important role in the
modelling and theunderstanding ofphoto-smog and airpollution.0'Avariety ofmodelsbasedon
thesuccessivemeasurements ofgasconcentrations alongaverticallineatdifferent samplingpoints
have been suggested but lack sufficient data accuracy. This ispartly due to the fact that in point
sampling techniques one and the same gas concentration monitor is used to scan all sampling
points. In order to correlate the experimental data the response time of the monitor has to be
sufficiently fast. In general, the accuracy of the calculated gas concentration gradient decreases
when the timeneeded for acomplete scan of all samplepoints along thevertical lineexceeds 10s.
This is,however a technical problem inherent to all types of gas monitors. The response timeof
a gas monitor depends also on the chemical and/or the physical properties of the gas.
Among the trace gasesambient ammonia isone of themost difficult to monitor. Its important
role in the air pollution is well documented in a number of reports published in the last decade.
Beingtheprincipalchemicalcompound emittedinintensivelivestockbreeding,gasstacks(chemical
plants), and car gas exhausts (as one of the catalytical end products) its inclusion in atmospheric
pollution modelsmakesmonitoringanimportant issue.Thechemicalpropertiesofammoniamake
it difficult to avoid its chemical reduction (from the gas phase into the solid phase). At first, due
to its electronegative character ammonia is highly reactive and forms strong chemical bonds
(adsorption) on electropositive sites of different materials. Secondly, the reduction of gaseous
ammonia in the presence ofexcessivequantities of water vapour isknown from literature.'2'High
water vapour concentrations present in the atmosphere and the consequent reduction of gaseous
ammonia pose a problem in low level flux detection to which no satisfactory solution has been
found yet.
Methodsfordetection ofambientNH3areeitherchemicalorphysicalones.Amongthechemical
methodsannular denuder systems(ADS)and gasmonitors(operating ontheprinciple ofcatalytic
conversion of NH3 in a high temperature oven to NO and N0 2 ) are most frequently used.
The latest generation ofADSaremade out ofglassina3-channelconcentric geometry encased
in a stainless steel sheath. The glass-surface is coated with chemicals to adsorb acidic and basic
gaseslikeS0 2 , HN0 3andNH3.After asamplingperiodof24or48haqueousextractsareanalyzed
by ion chromatography, as well as by colorimetric and pH electrode methodologies.1" Although
a sensitivetechnique formulti-component analysis,theextensivesamplingtimelimitsthe flexibility
of ADS when used in on-line gasfluxstudies.
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At traceconcentration level theammonia monitor exhibitsalower intrinsicaccuracy whenused
asfast sampling device(response timelessthan 1 min).Aneven larger problem (when monitoring
ambient air with these monitors) is the interference of ammonia with other nitrogen-containing
compounds. Detailed cross-sensitivity studies show that the accuracy in ammonia detection is
mainly influenced by PAN, ethyl-nitrate, ethyl-nitrate and n-propyl-nitrate.<4" Like ammonia,all
these molecules are thermo-chemically reduced to NO, as the ultimate product. Research in the
area of NH3detection bychemical meansisa veryactivefield and substantial improvementswere
made without however changing the basic detection principle.The variety of problems one faces
while on-line measuring ammoniafluxeshas also stimulated developments towards new physical
techniques. So led the introduction of high power, continuous tunable light sources (lasers and
broadband lamps in conjunction with monochromators) to a diversity of optical methodologies
that weretested inpractice.Differential opticalabsorption spectroscopy'6'(DOAS)and diodelaser
systems'1'(TDLAS)havebeenusedinlong-pathatmosphericpollution monitoring. Botharebased
on the measurement of the attenuation (linear absorption) of a light beam caused by molecules
absorbing along the optical path. A pronounced advantage of these techniques is the absenceof
actualcontact ofammoniawiththesensor (thesemethodsdonotmakeuseofanyfeed-line tubing
needed for transportation ofthegastothemonitororcellstoperform spectroscopic identification).
Nevertheless, atmospheric scattering of the light beam, low laser output powers (TDLAS), and
spectral interferences caused bymolecules absorbing at the samewavelength as thegasof interest
(specially water vapour and carbon dioxide) limit their use in practice. The DOAS and TDLAS
systemsaresuitablefor monitoringaveragegasconcentrations overlongdistances,rather thangas
fluxes.
Laser photoacoustic spectroscopy (LPAS) was introduced as a new tool in point sampling
measurements of air pollution by Kreuzer some 20 years ago.'8' The availability of powerful,
tunablelightsources(e.g.liketheC0 2 laser),offers theexperimentalist ahighlysensitive(detection
limitsub-ppbvlevel)andversatiletechniquewiththepossibilitytoovercomemostofthepreviously
mentioned problems encountered in trace gasdetection. Briefly, the physical principle of LPASis
asfollows:theradiation from amodulated laserisabsorbed bygasmoleculesinaconfined volume
(i.e. a photoacoustic cell). The collisional deactivation of the excited molecules inside the cell,
results in a pressure change detectable by a microphone. For a given cell, the resultant electric
microphone signal 5, processed by a phase sensitive detector, is directly proportional to the
molecular absorption coefficient a (atm"'cm"1) laser power P(Watts) and the gasconcentration
C (in units of partial pressure), i.e. SxaPC. Therefore a high output power level(several Watts)
provided by (in these experiments a C0 2 cw waveguide) a laser radiation source is of benefit in
trace detection.
The infrared region around 10/jm is very suited for characterizing a trace gas by optical
absorption as the vibration-rotation spectra of many molecules are sufficiently rich with specific
spectral signatures to allow monitoring. Atmospheric absorption of l2 C"0 2 laser radiation in the
spectral window extending from 9 to 11 jim is primarily due to water vapour and carbon
dioxide."10'Althoughbothareweakabsorbers,theirlargeabundancecanimposeoperationallimits
(the "kinetic cooling" effect) on the photoacoustic detection of trace gases absorbing in thesame
spectral region. In the traditional beam chopped C0 2 laser photoacoustics (CLPAS) the presence
of spectrally interfering gases (e.g. H 2 0 and C0 2 ) limits the sensitivity (the minimum detectable
concentration) of a pollutant. Since the photoacoustic signal is a vector sum (magnitudes and
phases) of all absorbing constituents present in the photoacoustic cell, the measured total signal
S varies as a consequence of thefluctuationsof water vapour and carbon dioxide concentrations
in the ambient air. Lacking the precise data on the molecular processes involved in
H 2 0-C0 2 -N 2 -NH 3 gas mixtures leads to an erroneous interpretation of the desired signal due to
ammonia and hence also of its concentration.
A phenomenon related to this problem (when working in CLPAS) isthe kinetic cooling effect
present in all gasmixtures containing C0 2 and N2. It becomes noticeable when the inverse ofthe
laser modulation frequency becomes comparable to (or issmaller than) the relaxation time in the
C0 2 -N 2 system. In a photoacoustic set-up the kinetic cooling effect manifests itself by a phase
reversal,affecting themagnitudeofthedetected signal.However,thekineticcoolingeffect critically
depends on theamount of water vapour present (H 2 0 accelerates the relaxation of theexcited N2
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moleculestotheground state)and becomesnegligibleat highwatervapour concentrations.""This
phenomenon is of major importance in on-line photoacoustic monitoring of air pollutants. To
derive correct values of a trace gas from the measured photoacoustic signals, the effect of kinetic
cooling on the molecular relaxation processes present in the gas mixture (and therefore on the
magnitudes and phases of the recorded photoacoustic signals) must be known and accounted for
in the signal interpretation and concentration analysis. Alternatively, the inverse of the laser
modulation frequency has to be sufficiently large, compared to the molecular relaxation time, to
avoid the effect of kinetic cooling on the photoacoustic signal.
The useofa cwC0 2 waveguide laser for photoacoustic monitoring of NH3isquite favourable,
as ammonia exhibits several strong absorption lines in the C0 2 laser region with the three
strongest being the 9R(30) (a- Seatm-'cm"1), 10R(6) (a = 26atm"' cm"1 and the 10/J(8)
(a = 20.6aim"1cm"'). Severalinsitu,conventional CLPASstudiesofgaseousammonia havebeen
performed sofar, bothinthelow-(ppbv-level)andhigh-concentration (ppmv-level)ranges.Results
ofNH3monitoring at theppmv-level haverecently been published byOlaffson eta/.<l2l3)whoused
a 500MHz tunable C0 2 waveguide laser photoacoustic spectrometer for ammonia detection in
power plant emission. To avoid the problem of the C0 2 interference the measurements were
performed at 12mbar pressure in the cell. At this reduced pressure the molecular linewidth
approaches the Doppler-limit and the gases were identified from the line-positions (known from
laboratory studies)within the500MHztuningwindow.Whenboth themagnitudesand thephases
(resulting from the kineticcooling efTect) of the recorded photoacoustic signals were taken in the
analysis,interference free ammonia monitoring was possible to at 1 ppmvin the presence of 15%
C0 2 . As stated already, monitoring NH3 in the ambient air becomes substantially more difficult
in the lowconcentration range(ppbv).However, Rooth etal.(,4) recently suggested amethodology
bywhich the NH3concentration in amatrix ofabsorbing gasescould bededuced from theproper
interpretation of phases and signal strengths obtained at several prudently selected C0 2 laser
wavelengths. Briefly, themethod impliestheconsecutive recording of themagnitude and thephase
of the photoacoustic signals (generated in a resonant "organ pipe" cell operated at atmospheric
pressure)whileadmittingwellcontrolled quantities ofwater vapour toaC02/N2 gasmixture.The
set-up was accordingly calibrated by adding trace level ammonia concentrations to the
H 2 0/C0 2 /N 2 system. Since the ambient C0 2 concentration is fairly constant (around 350ppmv),
only the magnitudes and phases of the photoacoustic signal as a function of the water vapour
concentration have to be found in order to completely determine all the physical parameters
involved in this detection scheme.
Reducing thewatervapour and carbon dioxideconcentrations intheair bychemical means (for
example H3P04, KOH scrubbers) prior to the admission of the flowing sample air into the
photoacousticcellisrather riskyasitintroducesanumber ofadditional uncontrollable parameters
(in particular aging and saturation of the scrubber requires perpetual calibration procedures).
Moreover, theadsorptive behaviour ofammonia toscrubbersinthepresenceofHaOand C0 2 has
so far not been studied with sufficient precision. A physical, rather than a chemical method is
favoured to supress simultaneously the kinetic coolingeffect and the absorption of water vapour
at C0 2 laser wavelengths.
Apart from itschemical properties, ammonia, being asymmetric topmolecule possessesa large
dipole moment (1.48 Debye) in the ground state. Laboratory studies on ammonia<", have shown
Stark splitting of its rovibronic energy states in an externally applied electricfield.This physical
phenomena was used for the first time by Sauren et al.to determine directly photoacoustic NH3
tracelevelsintheambient air.(l6)InthispaperwereportontheprogressmadewiththeStark-tuned
C0 2 photoacoustic spectrometer during the last 2years.Different techniques werecombined inan
attempt to construct a photoacoustic monitor, with the ultimate goal the on-line interference-free
tracking of ambient ammonia exhibiting signal responses fast enough to enable determination of
ammonia deposition rates data. The new method essentially implies the reduction of the spectral
ambient interferences at C0 2 laser wavelengths, the supression of the cell window noise and the
decrease of theelectronical noise (due to the pick-up by the detecting microphones of the Stark
high voltage modulation).
The marked difference, with respect to the detection scheme used and published in 1989is the
utilization of a resonant photoacoustic Stark cell (resonance frequency f„SJxn = 1608Hz at STP)
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acting simultaneously as a frequency mixer and detecting spectrophone. This was achieved by
directing the radiation of a mechanically modulated (/choP) C 0 2 laser into the Stark cell
accomodating the gas sample at reduced pressure. A high electric Stark field (parallel to the E-field
direction of the laser) was applied in a periodic way (/Slark) to shift the ammonia molecules into
resonance with the laser thereby enhancing the NH 3 cross-section for C 0 2 laser radiation
absorption. The interaction between the absorbing NH 3 molecules and the two modulated fields
[i.e. the C 0 2 laser (fchop) and the Stark field (/s„ Ik ), both in a block (square)-wave form] generates
photoacoustic signals at the sum [/"chop+/s..rk =/ra.ccii=/detect.'< / * » » . > / » . * >/•*<*,; /dene is the
detection frequency to which a phase-sensitive detector (i.e. lock-in amplifier) is tuned to] and at
the difference (/"Slark-/chop=/«>**=f**<x.\ /SUA >/*«.>./*<*) frequency (and their respective
harmonics) sidebands. The interaction between the NH 3 molecule and the two modulating
fieldsresults in thegeneration of an acoustic sound wave (signal S)detected by the lock-in amplifier
at/detect,that equals the resonant frequency (/„,) of the cell. Such an interaction can mathematically
be expressed as a product of the Fourier series F of both square waves: SozF{fci,of) *f (/»,*)•
Taking into account only the first order coefficients, gives:S o c ^ + B, cos(/ chop O + 5 2 cos(/ Surk f) +
C cos[(/slark +/ c h o p )i] + C cos[(/Sl„k - / c h o p ) i ] , (t = time). Using a narrow bandwidth (1 Hz) phasesensitive detection at/, eleet photoacoustic signals at the sum or difference frequency sidebands can
be found. Performing the experiments in a resonant photoacoustic cell is advantageous over the
use of a non-resonant one mainly because of the acoustic signal amplification at thecell's resonance
frequency (/ race n) and the simultaneous suppression of the acoustic off-resonance signals (arising
for example a t / h o p and/^ u r k ) with respect to the resonance frequency.
The absorption of C 0 2 laser radiation in the ambient air is considered to be the result of
molecular processes involving H 2 0 , C 0 2 and NH 3 . Two of thesegases,i.e.H 2 0 and NH 3 , are polar
molecules with large permanent dipole moments. Carbon dioxide, being a linear molecule, does
not exhibit a permanent dipole moment and therefore the application of an electric field does not
perturb its energy levels; C 0 2 is said to be Stark inactive. As shown, in several of our previous
experiments,"6'181 a Stark shift (at the laser frequencies chosen for detection of ammonia [10R(6)
and 10R(8)] of the asymmetric top molecule H 2 0 in an external electric field was not observed
employing essentially the same photoacoustic set-up as in this study. This implies that water, like
C 0 2 , is Stark-inactive under the used experimental conditions. In the case of ammonia however
[as shown in an experiment using the 10R(6) and 10R(8) C 0 2 laser transitions and slow Stark
modulation in a block wave form"6'] the absorption coefficient a of NH 3 at these two laser lines
depends on the magnitude of an applied electric field. An alternating electric field gives rise to
modulation of the absorption coefficient and, of the intensity of the laser radiation passing through
the gas. The degree of modulation of the laser radiation and the Stark field is proportional to the
NH 3 concentration. This physical phenomenon forms the basis for interference-free detection of
ammonia in the ambient air. In the set-up described here, only small, spurious electric pick-up by
the microphones, due to the application of the modulated Stark field (maximum field strength in
this experiment was E = 5kV/cm at 200mbar) at a frequency /Slark * / t o e c l were detected in the
phase-sensitive mode. The magnitude and the phase of this signal appeared to be constant and
independent of the gas concentrations used. For proper ammonia concentration evaluation the
spurious Stark signal was vectorially subtracted from the signal recorded by the employed
single-phase lock-in amplifier. Optically inducing heating, caused by the absorption of the
modulated C 0 2 laser radiation, generates a photoacoustic signal at a frequency / chop which is
rejected by the lock-in amplifier since/delec, > / h o p . Additional contributions to the signals due to
spectral interferences (H 2 0, C0 2 ), are totally suppressed when working in the sum- or difference
frequency detection mode, leading to an almost noise-free photoacoustic signal. Through the
proper choice of the laser modulation frequency kinetic cooling can be avoided fulfilling thereby
the condition / chop ^/kincooi (calculated figures are / kincool = 4 8 H z for 0% R.H. H 2 0 , and
/kincooi.= 1410 Hz for 50% R.H. H 2 0 ) .

As it will be shown in the combination of C 0 2 laser Intermodulation Photoacoustic Stark
Spectroscopy (IMPASS) isa novel, powerful tool for direct interference-free detection of ammonia
in the (simulated) air down to the low ppbv-level, and forms an important step towards the
completion of an automated, fast, on-line ammonia monitor suited for gas concentration
measurements.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
The IMPASS study on ammonia was performed at the National Institute of Environmental
Protection and Public Health (RIVM), in Bilthoven (The Netherlands), in a specially designed
calibration room. The ambient atmosphere was accurately simulated by mixing water vapour,
carbon dioxide, and nitrogen with ammonia at trace level concentration in a well controlled and
reproducible manner followed byspecificity tests for on-linedetection of NH3present ina matrix
of interfering gases. The generation of test atmospheres was based on the dynamic dilution of
known amounts ofdifferent pollutants at a specified humidity level.Figure 1 presents a simplified
scheme of the test gas generator. Compressed air is cooled down to +2°C and the liquid water
separated from the gas stream. Aheatless dryer, consisting of two columnsfilledwith a suitable
adsorbent, purifies theair.Theactivecolumnsfilledwith silica-gel retained H 2 0, C0 2 , N0 2 , S0 2 ,
0 3 , mercaptanesandoxygenated hydrocarbonspresentintheambientair.Thepurified aircontains
less than 40ppm moisture (dew-point lower than —50°C), about 160ppm C0 2 and the natural
abundance of N2, 0 2 , and rare gases.The amount of S0 2 , N0 2 , 0 3 , unsaturated hydrocarbons,
oxygated hydrocarbons and mercaptanes after purification is negligible. An additional dustfilter
retained all particles with a diameter larger than 0.01fim. The mass of the dried, purified air
(zero air) is mixed with a known mass of water. The mass flow controller enables the water
concentrations to be set anywhere within the 0% to 90% R.H. range at 20°C. (a water
concentration of 50% R.H. at 20°Ccorresponds to the absolute water concentration of 1%; the
conversion of R.H. totheabsolutewaterconcentration isalinearone).Traceconstituents and the
purified air were mixed in a static mixer. The "polluted" air of a well controlled, known
composition is passed to the PA Stark cell via the teflon-PTFE-lined manifold. Throughout the
experiments with the NH 3 /H 2 0/C0 2 /N 2 mixtures the ammonia concentration in the manifold
feedline (ranging from 0 to 360 ppbv) was maintained constant by means of permeation tubes.
2.1. TheCO2laser Intermodulation Pholoacoustic Stark Spectroscopy system (IMPASS)
The scheme of the intermodulated photoacoustic Stark set-up is schematically presented by
Fig. 2.The photoacoustic signal was recorded (by a single phase lock-in amplifier) at either the
sum (/eh„p+/Sl„k=/to«.=/IMX,n) or difference (/Sllrk -fchop=AKa. =/ra.«n) frequency side-band.
The l2Cl602cwwaveguidelaserisahome-mademodelofimproveddesign.Through theinnertube
a gas mixture (consisting of 65% He, 22% N2 and 13%C0 2 ) is continuously flown through a
2.8mmdia. and 40cmlong plasma tube to produce aconstant working pressure (ranges from 50
to 65mbar).The plasma tube iswater cooled (15°C)to maintain a constant temperature of three
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Fig. 1. The test gas generator.
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signal output

Fig.2. Block diagramof the IMPASSsystem. 1.cwC0 2 waveguidelaser;2.chopper;3.criticalcapillary;
4. lens/= 190mm; 5.PA resonant Stark cell;6. phase-locked loop (FPhL); 7. Stark high voltage power
supply; 8. lock-in amplifier; 9. power meter; 10. IBM-PC; 11. chart recorder.

tungsten pin-shaped electrodes. APTR grating (150lines/mm) was used for selective wavelength
tuning.Thegrating wasoptimized for laser operation inthe 10-/imbands(10Pand 10R);the10R.
band containsthestrong 10R(6)and 10R(8)NH3absorption lines.Thelaser provided stable(long
term stability better than 0.5%) output powers of about 2.5Won the 10R(6)and some 3W on
the 10R(8) line over extended periods (more than 6h) of continuous operation.
TheStark cellused inthisexperiment isofthe resonant type,witha total activevolumeof0.31.
The housing of the cell was manufactured from aluminum (Alpase Aluplus). The photoacoustic
soundwaveisgeneratedinaPTFE-teflon(polytetrafluorethylene)blockof 10 cm lengththatserves
as a longitudinal organ pipe resonator of length I=X/2 corresponding to a second longitudinal
frequency of 1608 Hzat STP.The teflon block iscentered in the middle of the cell,fittingclosely
into the aluminum housing. Thecell,designed for operation in theflow-through mode, is further
equipped with two carefully designed baffles volumes on either side of the teflon block that
accomodates three identical channels of 5.0mm*5.0mmcross-section and 10cmlength.Thecell
iscompleted bytworectangular, polished aluminum plates(i.e.the Stark plates)separated bytwo
teflon spacers. In each channel at the site of the pressure maximum a miniature Microtel M37
microphone (lOmV/Pa at 1608Hz) with a flat signal response (1000-4000Hz) is mountedflush
with the inner wall of the top aluminum Stark plate. Only the middle channel is illuminated by
the laser radiation. Themicrophones in the sidechannels (Band C)servefor averaging thenoise
signals (flow noise and electric pick-up by the microphones due to the application of the high
voltage Stark modulation) prior to subtraction from the signal recorded bythe microphone inthe
middle channel (A) as shown in Fig. 3. Assuming that the magnitude of the overall noise and
electric pick-up due to the high voltage Starkfieldare equal in all three channels, the subtraction
[^micr-(^micr+ Cmi„)/2= ^l0U| termed the total signal output; Amicr, Bmicr, and Cmicr are the
respective magnitudes of the signals detected in the middle and the side-channels recorded by the
M37 microphones) improved the S/N ratio after lock-in detection (with respect to the noise
measured with Amic, only)by a factor 4. More important, the electric pick-up at the cell's output

Fig. 3. Electronic preprocessing circuit. A, B, and C refer to the microphones in the Stark cell.

Photoacoustic detection ofammonia
could be substantially suppressed allowing detection of the photoacoustic signal at a sensitive scale
without overloading the input stage of the lock-in amplifier. In addition, the low Q-factor (Q = 24)
made the cell rather insensitive to changes in gas temperature or small chopper frequency drifts
(maximum shift 1 Hz at the resonance frequency) maintaining, however the advantage of an
acoustical amplifier. A (calibrated range 10-1000mbar) Motorola MPX-1000 sensor was mounted
inside the cell for pressure control. A critical capillary inserted between the manifold and the gas
inlet port of the Stark cell maintained a constant, calibrated gas flow (0.50 1/min) through the cell.
With the capillary in place, pressure fluctuations were less than 0.1mbar at a total pressure of
200mbar. A suction pump of sufficient capacity connected to the gas outlet of the cell provided
subatmospheric pressure (the pressure drop across the capillary should exceed 500mbar in order
to achieve the calibrated gas flow) necessary for proper working conditions of the capillary. A
detailed description of this cell is given elsewhere.1'"
A high voltage Stark field (in the square block-wave form) was generated by a home-made power
supply and modulator. Voltages between 0 and 2.5kV (corresponding to electric field strengths of
0 to 5kV/cm) could be selected by a 10-turn potentiometer. The high voltage was supplied to the
bottom aluminum Stark plate; the upper plate carrying the microphones was grounded. A
homemade 3 frequencies-phase-locked (FPhL) loop was used to drive simultaneously the chopper
(/"chop) and the high voltage Stark power supply (fSMv). The frequency phase-locked output
(/chop+/surk =/ res «u '« the sum-mode;/ S t „ k - / c h o p =/I«,.ed| in the difference mode) was used as the
reference frequency for phase sensitive detection (PAR 126 single phase lock-in amplifier). A lens
( / = 190mm), positioned at a distance (t>d= 2f) twice its focal length (i.e.380mm) from the output
coupling mirror of the laser, directed the laser radiation through themiddlechannel without hitting
the walls. Power saturation of the v2transition in NH 3 was avoided by this lens geometry resulting
in an unitary mapping of the laser beam spot size in the middle of the cell (vd = 6d= 2/te„,,
magnification \bd/vd\ = 1;i d is the distance from the lens to the middle of the cell).The laser power
was monitored by a power meter positioned behind the cell. A mechanical chopper modulating the
CO : waveguide laser was positioned in front and as close as possible to the Stark cell. At this
position the noise resulting from chopping the finite, slightly focussed laser beam was experimentally found to be at minimum. The generated photoacoustic signal was detected in the phasesensitive mode by a PAR model 126 single-phase lock-in amplifier. The total signal output
-^totai= ^micr— K^micr+ Qi icr )/2] was fed into the lock-in's input channel. A bandpass filter,
composed of a low-pass at 300Hz and a high-pass filter at 10kHz (both with a 3-dB roll-off)
prefiltered the microphone signal, without affecting its magnitude, prior to phase-sensitive
detection. Initially, 1 and 3s lock-in integration times (RC-time) were selected. Due to electric
transients longer integration times (up to 30s)wereused at a later stagein order to achieve a 3ppbv
detection limit for ammonia in a matrix of absorbing gases. A Hewlett-Packard 3421A 10-channel
data acquisition/control unit, with a sampling frequency of 1 Hz per channel, was used for data
acquisition. The output signal of the lock-in, the power meter and the pressure meter were acquired
by this device and processed by an IBM-XT computer. A Kipp & Zonen flat bed two pens chart
recorder was connected to the recorder output of the lock-in amplifier for visual signal control
during the measurements. A calibrated Philips NH 3 gas monitor was connected (in parallel with
the Stark cell) to the gas manifold. The admission of ammonia and its steady state concentration
in the manifold was consistently controlled by this monitor. The instrument also served to compare
mutually the IMPASS signals.
As explained in a previous article'18' the cell was operated at a subatmospheric pressure of about
200mbar to narrow the molecular linewidth and to increase the ammonia Stark shift. Further,
previous experiments showed'"' a maximum response of M37 Mircrotel microphone close to that
pressure. Therefore, in all following experiments the pressure in the cell was kept constant at
200 mbar.
To test the specifity of the IMPASS system in detecting NH 3 in a mixture of other absorbing
gases, high ammonia concentration (200ppbv) was admitted together with the zero air into the
cell. After reaching the steady-state concentration in the manifold (monitored by the Philips
NO,-analyzer), the IMPASS ammonia signal was recorded in the difference-frequency mode
(/surk —/chop=/re!«n) as a function of different water vapour concentrations (10%, and from 50 to
90% R.H.). The laser was tuned to the 10R(6) NH 3 absorption line and chopped at a frequency
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Table1
H 2 0 concentration (R.H.),%
10
50
60
70
SO

Signal = nV/W
40
390
412
471
517

/stirk
(Hz)

/lif.
(Hz)

/**
(Hz)

Signal - nV/W

183
40
92
100
50
181
40
205
25
210
50ppbv NH3, zero air, 10% R.H. H,0; pressure 200mbar;
10R(8) CO, laser line; 1MPASS signal as function of
laser modulation frequency fctlof.
1791
1700
1658
1648
1633

1608
1608
1608
1608
1608

of 183Hz. The modulation frequency of the Stark HV power supply wasfixed(to 1791 Hz);the
calculated value of theelectricfieldstrength between the Stark plates was4.3kV/cm.Theresults,
normalized to laser power, are listed in Table 1.
Although the recorded IMPASS signals are weak («1.2^iV for 200ppbv NH3 in the used gas
mixture) twotestswereperformed to verify whether therecorded IMPASS signal wasindeed due
to the interaction between ammonia and the modulated laser and Starkfield.Atfirstdecreasing
gradually the Starkfieldled to the observance of quadratic dependence of the recorded signal on
theappliedelectricfield[atthe 10R(6)line].Thisevidenceconfirms thesecond orderStark splitting
in ammonia predicted by theory [on the 10R(8)laser line a linear dependence of the signal on the
appliedfieldwas found'20']. Secondly, altering the admitted ammonia concentration was followed
bythechangesintherecordedphotoacousticIMPASSsignals.KnowingthatH 2 0doesnotexhibit
a measurable Stark effect under the conditions used, it wasconcluded that in this experiment the
recorded signal originated from ammonia present in the simulated atmosphere. The large
experimentally found noiseatoptherecorded signal isduetodifferent acousticand electricsources
outsidetheset-up.Thenoiseleveloftheair-conditioning systemmaintainingthetemperatureinside
the calibration room at a constant temperature of 20°C was as high as 80dB. Furthermore, the
heating of the oven in the Phillips NH3 ammonia monitor (to convert thermochemically NH3 to
NO,) introduced spike-signals in the lock-in amplifier whenever engaging the temperature
servo-system. The electric transients resulting from opening or closing the valve of the pump
controlling the admission of water vapour had a similar deteriorating effect on the recorded
photoacoustic signal. Finally, an impedance mismatch between the data logger and the lock-in
amplifier caused a fast but small periodic decrease in the magnitude of the recorded IMPASS
ammonia signal. To avoid these problems and to achieve a 3ppbv ammonia detection sensitivity,
at later stages of this study longer lock-in integration were used.
The quenching effect of water vapour on the relaxation of the exited N2 becomes apparent
at high concentrations (above 50% R.H.): the photoacoustic signal isconstant, and independent
ofwatervapourconcentrationsintherangefrom 50to80%R.H.Experimentshaveunambigously
proved'20' that the increase observed in the IMPASS NH3 signals (as a function of increasing
watervapour concentration)can beattributed tothealpase-aluplus aluminum-ammonia chemical
interaction, rather than to admission ofwater vapour. Theammonia adsorbed on thewallsofthe
feedline tubing and the cell is replaced by water molecules causing a release of the previously
adsorbed ammonia that leads to a higher NH3 concentration in the gas phase; this "memory
effect" has been reported before.'2''22' The decrease observed in the magnitude of the recorded
photoacoustic signal at 10% R.H. is a manifestation of the kinetic cooling effect occurring in
the gas mixture used. Experimentally it appeared that at low water vapour concentrations
the signals from carbon dioxide and ammonia contributing to the total additive photoacoustic
signal were almost 180 degrees out of phase, resulting in a decrease of the total vector sum
detected by the lock-in. A direct proof of this assumption was found by chopping the laser at
half of the frequency (/chop= 92Hz;/Surk = 1700Hz) used in the previousexperiment. An increase
in the magnitude of the IMPASS ammonia signal was found confirming the above stated
assumption.
Initially,anexperimental attempt wasmade(inalowcontent watervapourenvironment) to find
the laserchopping frequency belowwhich the kineticcoolingeffect vanishes.To dosothecellwas
filled with zero air (consisting of 160ppmv C0 2 , the natural abundances of N2, 0 2 , and the rare
gases),50ppbvNH3andwatervapourataconstantconcentrationof 10%R.H.Thephotoacoustic
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signalwasrecorded inthedifference side-band mode(/Sl„k —/chop=/re,.ceii)asa function ofthelaser
chopping frequency; upon changing/chop the difference frequency (/Surk—/chop) was automatically
corrected inorder tomatch the resonancefrequency (fm„n) of thecell.Thelaser wastuned tothe
ammonia absorption frequency coinciding with the 10R(6) laser line and the results (normalized
to laser power) are listed in Table 2.
The dependence of the photoacoustic signal on the laser modulation frequency isclearly seen.
Below40Hzthe IMPASS signal isnot affected by the amount ofwater vapour present in thecell
anylonger providing theevidence that the kineticcoolingeffect doesnot manifest itself belowthis
frequency. Once determined, this modulation frequency wasused consistently in all experiments.
No accurateexperimental study of the dependence of the kineticcoolingeffect on the modulation
frequency of the laser and the water vapour concentration could beperformed due to thelimited
frequency operational range of the FPhL.
Inafinalphaseofthisexperiment theperformance indetection ofammonia oftheconventional
C0 2 laser photoacoustic (CLPAS) system using the simulated atmosphere was studied. In
this mode of detection (without the Stark high voltage modulation) the laser was modulated by
the chopper at a frequency corresponding to the resonance frequency of the cell (i.e.
/chop= '608Hz). Photoacoustic signals were recorded in the phase-sensitive mode using zero air,
50ppbv NH3, and a water vapour concentration varying from 10 to 90% R.H. Further
experimental conditions were: 10R(6) C0 2 laser line,cell's pressure 200mbar, lock-in integration
time 3s, and a gas flow 0.501/min. The normalized signals, calculated from this experiment,
are listed in Table 3.In the CLPAS-mode, the decrease of the magnitude and the phase shifts of
the photoacoustic signal as a function of increasing water vapour concentration are worth
mentioning. Apparently, when employing high laser modulation frequencies the total vector sum
representing the contribution ofall the individual gasesisat a minimum for water concentrations
close to 50% R.H., and increases only slightly for water vapour concentrations exceeding
50% R.H.
The samesignal behaviour wasfound when usingonlyzero air and a varyingconcentration of
water vapour (no NH3 was admitted). In Table 3the normalized photoacoustic signals recorded
at the strongest H 2 0 adsorption line [10R(20)] are given too.
For comparison purposes the H 2 0 absorption at this line [10R(20)] was also measured in the
IMPASS difference mode using a water vapour concentration of 70% R.H. and zero air (no
ammonia was admitted). Further experimental conditions were:/ hop =40Hz,/ S u r k = 1648 Hz,
£surk=4.3kV/cm, and a cell pressure of 200mbar. After several repetitive measurements
the largest signal found was approximately 17nV/W, indicating the potential of the IMPASS
systeminthesuppression ofwatervapour andcarbon dioxideadsorption atC0 2 laser frequencies.
It is believed however that this signal is more likely due to the noisy surrounding in which
the experiments were performed, rather than to that of water vapour absorption itself.
The experiments, performed in the CLPAS-mode (Table 3) confirm the influence of the laser
modulation frequency on the molecular relaxation processes (kinetic cooling) in C0 2 -N 2
gas mixtures and the quenching capacity of water vapour (no drastic phase change above
50% R.H.). Further, the CLPAS-experiments illustrate clearly the necessity for knowing
precisely the physical parameters involved in the kinetic cooling process whenever employing

CLPAS-mode
I0R(8)
50ppbv
NH,
!OR(20)
OppbvNHj
200mbar

H : 0 concentration
(R.H.),%
40
50
60
70
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

Signal = JIV/W

1.0
0.64
0.68
1.75
50
7.0
16.5
26.0
37.0
52.0
80.0
145.0
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a classical photoacoustic system as a trace gas detector. From the figures given in Table 3
(i.e. the normalized photoacoustic signal) the ammonia concentration cannot be derived
directly without additional spectral information (to be obtained from measurements at different
laser lines). This limitation is a severe drawback when attempting to construct an on-line gas
monitor.
3. CONCLUSION
In thisarticle thepotential ofa C0 2 laser IMPASSsystem in theon-linedetection of NH3trace
levels, present in a matrix of absorbing gases, has been demonstrated. Complete suppression of
absorption signalsdue to theinterfering gasesH 2 0 and C0 2 and windownoise hasbeenachieved
withoutdeteriorating thedetected 3ppbvNH3IMPASSsignal(intheflowingmode).Theultimate
detection sensitivity can further be improved by employing a more powerful laser and by
developing another photoacousticcellfor which a direct contact between the Stark plates and the
gas isavoided. Since the recorded IMPASS signal, at the 10R(6)laser linedepends quadratically
on the magnitude of the electricfield,the application of higher electricfieldstrengths might lead
toa NH3detection limit below the ppbv levelfor realistic air samples.Asfar as the interpretation
ofsignal(intheIMPASSmodetherecorded lock-in signal isdirectly proportional to theammonia
concentration present) is considered, the conventional beam chopped C0 2 laser photoacoustic
spectroscopy isclearly inferior to thepresented detection schemeat lowNH3concentrationlevels.
Although at the time of writing this report the problem of ammonia adsorption to the cellwalls
has not been adequately solved yet, the authors believe that this problem might eventually be
surmountedbyutilizingothermaterialsandasmallvolumephotoacousticcell(fewcm3)ofaspecial
geometrical design. Work on this matter is already in progress.
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4.4 IN SITU INTERMODULATION PHOTOACOUSTIC STARK SPECTROSCOPY
FOR THE CONTINUOUS DETERMINATION OF GASEOUS AMMONIA
CONCENTRATIONS IN THE ATMOSPHERE
Hans Sauren, Edo Gerkema, andDane Bidanid
Laser Photoacoustic Laboratory
Department of Agricultural Engineering & Physics
Agricultural University
Duivendaal 1
NL-6701 Wageningen
The Netherlands

Abstract-AconceptofIntermodulatedPhotoacousticStarkSpectroscopy (IMPASS)wasused
in an attempt to perform the interference-free field measurement of trace ammonia
concentration levels in the air.

INTRODUCTION
The spatial distribution of gaseous ammonia (NH3) in the lower atmosphere is a
critical parameter in understanding the role and significance of this species in chemical
reactions and the environmental acidification problem. The difficulties, associated with
detection of NH3 concentration levels in the 0.1-10 ppbv (Ferm 1979, Abbas and Tanner
1981) when using dry and wet chemical techniques, have stimulated the development of an
ammonia sensor solely based on principles of optical detection. Oneof these, the C0 2 laser
photoacousticspectroscopy,hasattractedconsiderableattentionfrom thescientific community
ever since McClenney and Bennet (1979) and McClenney etal. (1980)achieved respectable
NH3 detection levels in the air. Following this initial success, several attempts have been
made during the last decade to develop a photoacoustic monitor suited for direct and in-situ
detection of atmospheric ammonia (Meyer and Sigrist 1988, Rooth et al. 1990, Olafsson
1990, Sauren etal. 1989, Sauren and Bidanid 1991).Theresearch towards the development
of potential optical NH3 monitoring techniques has been particularly intensive in the
Netherlands, as the deposition is found the highest among the West-European countries
(Asman 1987,van Hove 1989,Erisman etal. 1989).Thecontrol ofammonia emission rates
by means of a reliable instrument has therefore become a necessity. So far, none of the
photoacoustic sensors reported in the literature has met all the requirements imposed by the
air pollution practice.
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Spectral interferences intheC0 2 laser emission region (9-11/xm), resulting fromthe
absorption of atmospheric water vapor (H20) and carbon dioxide (C02) (Hinderling et
al.1986,Rothmanetal.1987),aswellasthekineticcoolingeffect (Woodetal.1971)impede
the direct andon-line detection of ammonia trace levels when working in thetraditional
photoacousticdetectionmode.However, C0 2laserphotoacousticspectroscopycombinedwith
Stark modulation and frequency mixing (InterModulated PhotoAcoustic Stark Spectroscopy,
abbreviated IMPASS)has recently proved tobeatechnique with potentialtosurmount most
of the difficulties stated above (Sauren etal. 1991a,b). Inthis paper we report onthefirst
direct, in-situ field measurements of ammonia at trace levels applying the improved
(IMPASS) C0 2 laser photoacoustic design.

EXPERIMENTAL
The constructional details of the photoacoustic set-up used inthis study (IMPASS)
have been described extensively in a number of recently published articles (Sauren et
al.1989,Saurenetal. 1991a,bSauren and Bidanic). Fig.4.4.1givesaschematicviewofthe
IMPASS detection set-up. Itmakes use ofa modulated (high voltage) electric field to shift
the absorption line of the ammonia molecule into resonance with the chosen transition
(10R(6)and 10R(8))oftheC0 2 waveguidelaser. Itwas shownexperimentally thatthe major
atmospheric constituents (i.e. H 2 0 andC02) donotexhibit a Stark effect under the given
experimental conditions used. Therefore, when working inthe IMPASS detection mode,a
photoacoustic signal canonly begenerated bythose molecules (tothebest of the authors
knowledge no molecule, except ammonia, isknown toexhibit both alarge Stark effect and
large C0 2 laser radiation absorption atthe laser lines used) interacting constructively with
both, the modulated laser radiation and the Stark electric fields.
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Fig.4.4.1 The intermodulated photoacoustic Stark spectroscopy apparatus used inthis study
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The radiation of a 12C1602 waveguide laser (1) was mechanically chopped (2) at a
frequency fchop=40 Hzand directed unobstructively through theresonant photoacoustic Stark
cell (5)(resonance frequency frac<,u=1608Hz)byaZnSelens(4)(f=190mm).Thecellwas
used in the flow-through mode (gas flow 500 ml/min) by inserting a calibrated glass-made
critical capillary (3) (Euroglass) inthe PTFE teflon gas feedline. Asuction pump of
sufficient capacity was used toensure the sub-atmospheric pressure drop along the capillary
necessary to maintain the calibrated gas flow during the course of the experiment. In order
to reduce the undesired effects caused by adsorption of ammonia to the walls, anodized
Alpase-aluplus aluminum and PTFE teflon were used as construction materials for thecell.
The cell, with atotal active volume of 300 ml, incorporated two separated (5 mm) Stark
plates, three miniature M37 microphones (Microtel Amsterdam) and a calibrated (10-1000
mbar) miniature Motorola pressure sensor.
The Stark field (used in the positive block-wave form, i.e. here fSUl)t=1648 Hz) was
generated byahome-madepower supplyanda modulator (7).Appliedelectric field strengths
ranged from 0 to 6 kV/cm. The high voltage was supplied to the bottom aluminum Stark
plate; the upper plate carrying the microphones was grounded. A specially designed phaselocked loop(PLL) (6)wasusedto simultaneously drivethechopper (atafrequency fchop)and
the high voltage power supply (at a frequency fsuri[). The third frequency (f^ was used as
a reference frequency for phase-sensitive detection and was kept equal to the resonance
frequency of the cell (fde^fres) during the experiment. The interaction between the gas
sampleflown through thecelland thetwomodulated electric fields (i.e. theC0 2 waveguide
laser at frequency fchop and the Stark field at frequency fstark) generatesphotoacoustic signals
at the sum (fchop+fSttlt=fr«=fdCt) and difference (fSttril-fchop=freS=fdJ frequency (and their
respective harmonics) sidebands. The microphone signal and the reference frequency were
fed into an Ithaco 3961-A two phase lock-in amplifier (8) that converted the photoacoustic
signalintoad.c.voltage,which inturnisproportional totheammoniaconcentration. During
the entire course of this study a lock-in integration time of 10sec (RC-time) was used.
Using phase-sensitive detection at a frequency fre^fdet^fsu*^ fchop spurious
photoacoustic signals appearing ateither the laser modulation frequency fchop (e.g. the
absorption due to H 2 0 and C0 2 , ambient noise and cell window noise) or at the modulation
frequency of the Stark field fStark (pick-up of the electric field by the microphones) were
effectively suppressed by thelock-in amplifier, resulting inaphotoacoustic signal solely due
toammonia. TherelevantdataintheIMPASSmeasurements wereacquired byaHewlettand
Packard 3421 A data logger (10) and processed by an IBM-PC/XT (11).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 12C1602 waveguide laser, mechanically chopped atafrequency of 40 Hz, was
tuned tothe 10R(6)ammoniaabsorption lineat 10.346/*m.Thehighvoltageunitwasdriven
by the modulator at 1648 Hz, while the detection frequency (fdct) of the Ithaco two-phase
lock-in amplifier was set to the cell's longitudinal resonance (f.^) at 1608 Hz. Detection of
the photoacoustic signal was performed at the generated difference frequency sideband
(fres=fstti*-fchop=f<ict)- Since the discharge voltage between the Stark plates depends on the
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water vapor content of the gas sample as well as on the pressure in the cell, arcing was
avoided using electric field strengths not exceeding 4.6 kV/cm. The resonant photoacoustic
cell was operated at a reduced pressure of 200 mbar. Experimentally it was proved that at
this working pressure the signal to noise ratio of the photoacoustic signal was at the
optimum. Prior totheexperiments described inthis study theIMPASS set-upwascalibrated
in the laboratory using the homogeneous mixture of ammonia in a closely simulated
atmosphere (Sauren et al.1991a). Further, a comparison measurement performed in thelab
betweentheIMPASSsystem andaNOx-monitor(equippedwithacatalyticconverter) showed
mutually satisfactory agreement in recorded NH3 concentration levels.
Sampling was performed 0.5 m above ground level at the site of the department of
Physics of the Agricultural University during March and April 1991.The IMPASS set-up
wasoperated 'stand-alone' duringworkinghours from 8.00amtill6.00pm. Ambientairwas
drawn (at a flow rate of 500 ml/min) through a 4 meter long PTFE-telfon tubing prior to
being admitted into thephotoacoustic cell. The magnitudeof thephotoacoustic signalS, and
its phase </>,the laser power P, the cell's operating pressure Pprcsand the Stark high voltage
V were all consecutively processed by the IBM-computer. The time needed to complete a
singlemeasuring cycleof all5parameterswasabout8sec. Afterfivecyclestheaverageand
the standard deviations of theaboveparameters S, <t>, P, Pprcs,and V, were calculated by the
computer and the mean values were stored. Deviations in the laser output power P, the
pressure Pprc,in thecelland themagnitudeof the applied Starkvoltagewere less than0.5%.
The standard deviation of thephotoacoustic signal magnitudeand itsphase was around 7%.
Fig.4.4.2 presents half-hourly mean NH3 concentration levels (measured in March 1991
during working hours) calculated from the above 40 sec values.
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Fig.4.4.2 IMPASS ambient ammonia concentration levels recorded in March 1991.Figure
represents half-hourly averages
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Fig.4.4.2 shows that ammonia levels were generally below 30ppbv except those measured
on March 19and March 21. However, Fig.4.4.2doesnot reveal theIMPASSsystem's realtime response as the shown values represent the half-hourly mean averages.
Ammoniaconcentrationlevelslightlyhigherthanthetypicalbackground concentration
in The Netherlands (10ppbv) might be anticipated from Fig.4.4.2.
Astheoutput power of thelaser (at the 10R(6) line)during thecourseof this study dropped
below 1 Watt, thenext suitableand Starktunableammoniaabsorption line(10R(8)at 10.331
jim) exhibiting higher output power and better long term stability, was selected and used
consequently.
Fig.4.4.3 displays ammonia concentration levels (sampled at the same location as in
the foregoing measurement) recorded (with the C0 2 laser tuned to the 10R(8) ammonia
absorption line) during the first week of April 1991 ondays when therelative humidity was
low (60% R.H. or less).
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Fig.4.4.3 Ambient ammonia concentration levels recorded in April 1991.Figure represents
half-hourly averages.
In order toenhance the S/N-ratio, the magnitude of thephotoacoustic signal was increased
by applying an electric field strength of 6 kV/cm. This was possible as neither arcing nor
electric breakdown between the Stark plates were observed. Presumably, the discharge
voltage between the Stark plates can be related to the amount of water vapor present in the
gassample. Asthe sampled airbetween theStarkplatesresemblesadielectric ofacapacitor,
varying water vapor content affects the maximum voltage value that can be applied without
causing an electric breakdown. ANH3concentration pattern similarly varying as in thecase
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with the C0 2 laser tuned tothe10R(6) line is found.
Inorder to studythedaily variation in moredetail, ammoniaconcentrations usingthe
40 secmean values are depicted inthe figures 4.4.4-4.4.6.
In Fig.4.4.4 (recorded on Wednesday March 5, 1991)large NH3 concentrationfluctuations
can beseen.
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Fig.4.4.4 Ambient ammonia concentration levels recorded onMarch 5, 1991
Interesting variations intheambient ammonia concentration were also found on Wednesday
March 19 (Fig.4.4.5), and Friday March 21 (Fig.4.4.6). Fluctuations in the NH3
concentration were generally small during the day (a typical example is presented in
Fig.4.4.7). Itisawell known fact that the ambient temperature, water vapor concentration
and wind direction affect theambient ammonia concentration. Specially rainfall seemsto
havealarge impact, ranging from the production ofammonia from drysoils toscavenging
of largeamountsofammonia from theair. Itmust beemphasized thatin presented studyno
correlation between the ambient temperature, absolute water vapor concentration and wind
direction, and the observed ammonia concentration pattern was performed as no
meteorological recordings were available.
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Fig.4.4.5 Ambient ammonia concentration recorded onMarch 19, 1991
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Fig.4.4.6 Ambient ammonia concentration recorded onMarch 21, 1991
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Fig.4.4.7 Ambient ammonia concentration recorded on April 4, 1991

CONCLUSIONS
Intermodulated photoacoustic Stark spectroscopy (IMPASS) was demonstrated a
versatile technique for measuring ambient ammonia levels in the 3-200 ppbv concentration
range. Adistinct feature of theIMPASS system (when compared toconventional opticaland
chemical techniques) is its capability to determine NH3 levels with a time resolution (or
transit time, i.e. the minimal time scale on which fluctuations in the ammonia concentration
can be detected) of 40 sec. The notorious adsorptive behaviour of ammonia limiting the
response-time of the present Stark cell might be substantially improved by using a specially
designed, small volume (few ml) photoacoustic cell entirely constructed from high quality
glass. Atpresent, thedetection limitachieved (2-3ppbv NH3)can, presumably, be improved
by increasing both theoutputpower, aswell as theapplied Stark highvoltage. Workon this
matter is currently under study.
A pronounced advantage of the IMPASS-technique is the combination of Stark
modulation and C0 2 laser photoacoustic spectroscopy, which enables drastic reduction of
possible (gaseous) interfering components, a fact that, at present poses a tedious task to
chemical and optical NH3 detection techniques employed in the practice. As ammonia is
Stark-tunable on both the 10R(6) and 10R(8) C0 2 laser lines, the occurrence at trace levels
of an interfering component exhibiting large C0 2 laser absorption cross-section and induced
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Stark effect can be overcome by monitoring ammonia at the non-interfering laser line.
Inorder tocorrelateand tointerpretatethefluctuations intheammonia concentrations
obtained withthistechnique,itisnecessary toconsider meteorologicalparametersasabsolute
water vapor concentration, temperature, windspeed and wind direction.
The ambient water vapor concentration in particular is important when tracking
ammonia since, various reports suggest that theammonia concentration is found todecrease
at increasing water vapor concentration (Loper et al. 1986). The effect of water vapor
concentration on the ambient ammonia concentration can be studied by a Lyman-a water
vapor sensor. Work on this matter is already in progress.
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Chapter 5

Closing Remarks

Althoughaconsiderableamountoftheoreticalandexperimentalworkhasbeencarried
out, the possibilities for improving the overall performance are not exhausted yet. Future
experiments can benefit from the improvements summarized below.
1)
The important feature of any laser is the degree of its power and frequency
stabilization. The laser used in this experiment was run in an unstabilized, "free-running"
mode. In a future design frequency stabilization will be achieved by means of the
photoacoustic signal generated in an isolated photoacoustic cell containing pure ammonia at
low pressure (0.1 Torr or less). The laser is initially tuned to the molecular absorption
frequency of interest. Thephotoacoustic signal generated in thelow-pressure cell is fed into
a feed-back loop and the laser stabilized using a first derivative technique.
Power stability of the laser can be improved by stabilizing the current of the laser
high voltage power supply using the optogalvanic effect1.
2)
The measurements described in Chapter 3have shown that thechoice of material for
construction of the photoacoustic Stark cell is of crucial importance in minimizing the
adsorption of ammonia to the cell walls. The experiments performed with the Stark cell
composed of components manufactured from aluminum and PTFE-teflon, indicated
pronounced affinity ofthese materialsforadsorption ofammonia.Forthisreason itisworthy
trying to develop a resonant photoacoustic Stark cell constructed from high quality glass.
Choosing a cellgeometry thatprevents theStarkplates from coming intoactualcontact with
the gas, might help to reduce the adsorption. Likewise, mounting the microphone farther
away from the Stark plates is thought tobe effective in reducing electric pick-up and strayradiation.
Thelocationof thegasinletandoutletports with regard tothestandingacousticwave
(as well as their geometrical shape) is assumed to be of major importance in reducing the
noise dueto the gas flow. The use of cone-shaped gas ports (with the larger opening facing
the cell) might prove superior to the currently used right-angle shaped ports.
A more sensitive microphone (presently 10 mV/Paat STP) will allow the reduction
of the total working pressure in the cell to values below 0.1 Torr. In this pressure regime
higherelectric field strengthsareachievablewithouttransient sparking orelectricdischarges.
This in turn leads toahigherprobability for enhancing thespectral overlapbetween thelaser
emission frequency and the absorption frequency of Stark tuned ammonia. It should be
experimentally verified whether or nota decrease in theamount of absorbing molecules will
be compensated by the availability of higher electric fields and increased spectral
coincidence.
3)
Lock-in amplifiers are sensitive to very low frequency noise (1-10 Hz) that
deteriorates the measured photoacoustic signal. Incoherent noise in this frequency range
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mainly arises from transients such as ambient traffic, slamming of doors etc. A solution to
this problem is a personal computer (interfaced with an electronic memory buffer) used as
a high speed sampling device. Knowing exactly thefrequency of thegenerated photoacoustic
sound wave, the microphone signal is sampled (sampling period 26 or 27 times the sound
wave frequency) and accordingly digitized using high-speed analogue-digital converters
before being transmitted to an electronic buffer. From a buffer the digitized signal is then
transferred to the computer and processed employing FFT (Fast Fourier Transform)
algorithms. Longer sampling period and the process averaging interval increases the S/Nratio proportional to the square root of the number of sampling runs.
4)
In the infrared region around 10 /*mthe ammonia molecule exhibits 14 absorption
lines with absorption coefficients a larger than 1.0 atnv'cm"1. Enhancement of the spectral
overlap between the 12C02 waveguide laser and the Stark tuned ammonia absorption lines
might be anticipated when using absorption lines that are in near coincidence with the C0 2
laser at zero-field. Application of low electric field strengths leads then to a substantial
improvement in spectral overlap. For this purpose the sa9R(30) | J=5,K=5,M> NH3
absorption multiplet located near 1084.63 cm"1appears most interesting.
5)
As stated in Chapter 1 the photoacoustic signal S and hence the IMPASS signal
depend linearly on the laser output power PUser (at present the maximum available output
power at the 10R(8) C0 2 laser NH3 line is about 3 Watts) and the amount of absorbing
molecules C (fractional concentration). Consequently, increasing thelaser power PhMr leads
to a larger photoacoustic signal S and therefore to an improved value for the minimum
detectable concentration C ^ .
Higher detection limits can be achieved by either positioning the photoacoustic cell
inside the laser cavity (intracavity set-up), or combining the present IMPASS set-up with
boosted laser power.
In C0 2 laser intracavity arrangement typical laser power may reach 30-70 Watt2.
However, at these power levels saturation might occur in which case the generated
photoacoustic signal S no longer increases linearly with laser power P,,^. For intracavity
experiments this causes a need for determining the threshold value of the laser power at
which saturation occurs. This can be achieved by using appropriate optical laser beam
attenuator and subsequent measurement of the signal S as a function of thelaser power P.
Analternativeistousea morepowerful laser (laser power should exceed thepresent
power levels of the used C0 2 waveguide laser, i.e. about 3 Watts at 10R(8) laser line and
some2.5Wattsat 10R(6)transition) combined with thepresent extra-cavity IMPASSset-up.
Higher outputpowers can beachieved by employing a C0 2 laser amplifier inserted between
the C0 2 waveguide laser and the Stark cell. Theamplifier isnothing but a second CO2laser
pumped by the waveguide laser. The amplifier consists of a laser tube filled with the same
gas medium and is terminated by ZnSewindows. This techniqueappears quitepromising as
demonstrated by the Nijmegen group (a 3-5 times higher total output power).
6)
The present IMPASS monitor lacks an active frequency tracking system capable of
simultaneously controlling thechopper speed and the Stark high voltage modulation so that
the sum or difference of both frequencies always matches the instantaneous resonant
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frequency of the photoacoustic Stark cell. This latter is mainly dependent on the operating
temperature.
The12C1602laserphotoacousticspectroscopy, theStarkeffect, andtheintermodulation
technique were combined to demonstrate the feasibility of such an approach in real time
tracking of ambient ammonia. At present the monitor's sensitivity is about 2 ppbv. This
encouraging result suggests further pursuing a development of this method. Since the entire
photoacoustic monitor has not reached its final stage of development yet, the ultimate
detection sensitivity and signal response time cannot be estimated at present. Nevertheless,
further optimization (material choice and cell design) will most likely push the currently
achieved limits.
Theconstruction, and testing of thePA NH3 monitor described in this thesis maybe
regarded as an important step towards a definite development of an 'on-line,' automated
instrument for measurement of ammonia concentrations.
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Summary
One of the causes of the acidification of the environment are high ammonia (NH3)
emission rates. In environmental research it is an impetus to measure the ammonia
concentration sufficiently accurate and fast. This thesis describes the development,
construction and testing of a 12C1602 laser photoacoustic monitor for trace detection of
ambient ammonia. Itis for thefirst timethat hyphenated photoacoustics has been applied to
the direct detection of ambient ammonia.
Thedifficulties metin thepractice with NH3monitorsbased on chemicalorphysicalchemical detection has stimulated the research towards thedevelopment of a monitorbased
on physical detection principles.
Gas-phase photoacoustic spectroscopy has proven a sensitive and feasible technique for
detectionofpollutants.Owingtotheavailabilityofpowerful, collimated, monochromaticand
tunablelightsources(suchastheC0 2 (waveguide)laser) thedetectionof tracegasesatppbv
and even at pptv levels appears within reach.
Althougha sensitive technique, classicalphotoacoustic spectroscopy islimitedbythe
complex interpretation and additive character of signal resulting from spectral interferences
(when dealing with mixtures), occurring in the wavelength region of the emitting light
source. Especially in the infrared (2-20 /*m), molecular fingerprints of important trace gas
molecules frequently overlap or are masked by water vapor and carbon dioxide absorption.
Spectral interference from the previously mentioned and largely abundant ambient species
impedes the unique determination of ambient ammonia in the 12C1602 laser emission
frequency region.
Using theStark effect induced inammoniaand subsequent detection of thegenerated
photoacoustic signal at the sum and difference sidebands of the modulated laser and Stark
electric fields, detection of ammonia at trace levels employing the 10R(8) and 10R(6) C0 2
laser lines has been successfully achieved. The sensitivity of the method was tested in a
simulated atmosphere (present limit 2ppbv NH3). Although materials exhibiting a low NH3
adsorption affinity have been used toconstruct thephotoacoustic Stark cell, signal response
time of the system is at present limited to 40 sec.
In addition to a brief historical review Chapter 1contains an outline of the methods
used in detecting ammonia. Intrinsic difficulties associated with the different chemical and
photoacoustic methods are described, as well as an experimental and theoretical description
of the method employed in thisthesis (InterModulated PhotoAcoustic Stark Spectroscopy or
IMPASS). Thetheory of infrared rotational-vibrational transitions as well as theStark effect
applied to the case of symmetric rotators exhibiting inversion doubling are presented in
Chapter 2. Details of the photoacoustic Stark cell, the three frequency phase-locked loop,
progress and improvements made on the 12C1602 waveguide laser as well as a new method
for calibrating photoacoustic cells are given in Chapter 3. Experiments performed on
detection of ammonia in a closely simulated atmosphere and in realistic air samples are
discussed in Chapter 4.
Finally, Chapter 5 presents closing remarks concerning suggestions for improving the
performance of the present instrument.
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Samenvatting
De verzuring van het milieu is o.a. een gevolg van de grote uitstoot van ammoniak
(NH3). Ten behoeve van het milieu-technisch onderzoek is het van belang de ammoniak
concentratiesnelennauwkeurigtekunnen meten.Ditproefschrift beschrijft deontwikkeling,
debouwendeprestatiesvaneenopfotoakoestische principesgebaseerdeammoniakmonitor.
Het is voor het eerst dat fotoakoestiek in combinatie met andere fysische technieken wordt
gebruikt voor de direkte detectie van atmosferisch ammoniak.
Degevoeligheidenderesponstijd vandegebruikelijkeNH3-meetmethoden,gebaseerd
op chemisch en fysisch-chemische technieken worden in depraktijk niet toereikend geacht.
Inhetluchtverontreinigingsonderzoek kentookdetraditionelefotoakoestiek zijnbeperkingen.
Deze beperkingen zijn een gevolg van spectrale interferenties van de verschillende in de
atmosfeer aanwezige gassen. In de traditionele fotoakoestiek wordt veelal gebruikt gemaakt
vaneen C0 2 laser. DeC0 2 laseremitteertelectromagnetischestralinginhetinfrarode gebied
van 9tot 11^m. Inditgebied vertonen naast NH3ookH 2 0 (water) en C0 2 (koolstofdioxide)
absorptiebanden. Despectraleoverlapvandebovengenoemde moleculeninhetemissiegebied
van de C0 2 laser bemoeilijkt een rechtstreekse en eenduidige bepaling van de NH3
concentratie in de buitenlucht. In dit onderzoek worden luchtmonsters door een speciaal
ontworpen meetcel gevoerd. In deze eel wordt over het gas een periodiek varierend
hoogspanningsveld aangelegd, waardoor het Stark effect in ammoniak optreedt. De 12C1602
laser straling wordt in amplitude gemoduleerd en vervolgens door de eel geleid. De
combinatie van het periodiek gei'nduceerde Stark effect en de gemoduleerde laser straling
leidt tot som- en verschilfrequenties die met een fasegevoelige detector gemeten worden.
Deze combinatie wordt InterModulated Photoacoustic Stark Spectroscopy genoemd
(IMPASS).DeIMPASStechniekonderdruktdespectraleinterferenties enmeetdeammoniak
concentratie in debuitenlucht rechtstreeks en interferentie-vrij. DeIMPASS techniekbereikt
in dit onderzoek een gevoeligheid van 2 ppbv NH3 met een responsietijd van 40 seconden.
Naasteen korthistorisch overzichtvanfotoakoestische metingen aanammoniakbevat
hoofdstuk 1een algemenebeschrijving van verschillende ammoniakdetectie methoden. Ook
worden de karakteristieke verschillen tussen chemische en fotoakoestische methodieken
weergegeven. Tevens wordt de ontwikkelde IMPASS techniek theoretisch en experimenteel
beschreven. Hoofdstuk 2beschrijft detheorievan het Starkeffect. Hoofdstuk 3bespreektde,
details van de speciaal ontworpen fotoakoestische eel, de fase-gelockte loop, en de
verbeteringen aangebracht op de 12C1602 laser. Tevens wordt een nieuwe methode voor de
ijking van een fotoakoestische eel theoretisch en experimenteel geevalueerd. Hoofdstuk 4
bevat verscheidene publicaties van de IMPASS metingen aan ammoniak in een nagebootste
atmosfeer en rechtstreeks in de buitenlucht.
Het laatste hoofdstuk geeft suggesties met betrekking tot toekomstigeverbeteringen van de
ontwikkelde monitor.
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